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DNO International ASA (DNO) reported record levels of operating 
 revenue and operating cash flow in 2013, driven by strong production 
 performance at the  Company’s assets in the Kurdistan region of Iraq, 
Oman and Yemen. During the period we continued to make good prog-
ress towards our ambitious capacity expansion plans at the flagship 
Tawke field in Kurdistan, and in particular recorded great success with 
the  application of horizontal drilling at the field. Elsewhere in Kurdistan, 
we launched the Summail gas field development and made good prog-
ress with appraisal drilling and early development of the Benenan and 
Bastora heavy oil fields. In Oman,  production almost doubled year-on-
year at Block 8 and in  Yemen  production was in line with expectations.

We recorded significant exploration drilling success in 2013 with two 
new oil discoveries, and materially grew our exploration and appraisal 
portfolio with the addition of four new blocks located in both frontier  
and established hydrocarbons basins. 

DNO combines proven operational capabilities with a track record of 
delivery, financial health and a strong regional identity. This puts DNO 
in an excellent position to capitalize on future growth opportunities, and 
further establishes us as a leading Middle East and North Africa (MENA) 
 focused independent exploration and  production (E&P) company.

Highlights

Highlights
2013 Results



Condensed tables Key figures

NOK million 2013 2012
  
Statement of comprehensive income  
Sales 2,967.0 2,841.8
Gross profit 1,742.2 1,629.2
Profit from operating activities 361.6 1,416.9
Net profit 126.9 1,039.6
  

Statement of financial position  

Non-current assets 5,502.3 4,918.3
Current assets 2,620.3 2,424.6
Total assets 8,122.5 7,343.0
Equity 4,614.6 4,013.3
Non-current liabilities 2,584.8 2,293.4
Current liabilities 923.2 1,036.2
Equity and liabilities 8,122.5 7,343.0
  

Cash flow  

Net cash from operating activities 1,727.2 1,582.8
Net cash from/-used in investing activities -1,755.8 -1,256.3
Net cash from/-used in financing activities - -386.4
Net increase/-decrease in cash -28.6 -60.0
Cash at beginning of the period 1,508.1 1,644.8
Exchange gain/-losses on cash 138.3 -76.6
Cash at end of the period 1,617.8 1,508.1

NOK million 2013 2012
  
Key financials  
EBITDA 2,054.3 2,059.9
Netback 1,696.1 1,900.3
Acquisition and development cost 1,695.9 1,147.3
Exploration cost expensed 60.9 78.0
  

Reserves and production  
Gross production (mboe) 70,614 67,238
Working interest production per day (boe) 39,170 38,354
Working interest reserves and resources (mboe) 641.3 603.0
  

Key performance indicators  
Lifting cost (USD/bbl) 7.96 7.48
Netback (USD/bbl) 20.76 23.84

Report 2013
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Bijan Mossavar-Rahmani
Executive Chairman

Lars Arne Takla
Deputy Chairman

Lars Arne Takla has extensive experi-
ence gained from various managerial 
and board positions in the inter national 
oil and gas industry. He was appointed 
Commander of the Royal St. Olav in 
2005 for his long and dedicated effort 
on behalf of the oil and gas industry in 
Norway. Mr Takla holds a MSc degree 
in Chemical Engineering from NTNU in 
Trondheim. He was elected to the board of directors in 
2012 and is a member of the HSSE committee.  

Bijan Mossavar-Rahmani was elected to 
DNO’s board of directors in the spring 
of 2011 and to the chairmanship of the 
Company in the summer of that year. Mr 
Mossavar-Rahmani serves concurrently 
as Chairman of the board and Chief 
Executive Officer of RAK Petroleum 
PCL, DNO’s largest shareholder, and also 
Chairman of the board of directors of 
Foxtrot International, LDC, a privately held Franco-American oil 
and gas company active in West Africa. In addition to his industry 
positions, Mr. Mossavar-Rahmani is a Director of the Persepolis 
Foundation and serves on the Visiting Committee of the Harvard 
University John F.  Kennedy School of Government, as well as on 
the Board of Trustees of the New York Metropolitan Museum of 
Art. He has  published more than ten books and numerous articles 
on global energy markets, and was decorated Commandeur de 
l’Ordre National de la Côte d’Ivoire for services to the energy 
 sector of that country. Mr Mossavar-Rahmani is a graduate of 
Princeton (AB) and Harvard Universities (MPA). He is also a 
 member of the nomination and remuneration committees.

Gunnar Hirsti
Director

Gunnar Hirsti has many years of experience 
in the oil industry and currently holds various 
managerial and board positions. Mr Hirsti 
was elected to DNO’s board of directors in 
2007. He holds a degree in Drilling Engineer-
ing from Tønsberg Maritime Høy skole in 
Norway, and is a member of the nomination 
and remuneration committees.

Shelley Watson
Director

Shelley Watson began her career work-
ing as a reservoir surveillance and facilities 
engineer with Esso Australia in its offshore 
Bass Strait operation. Subsequently she 
held commercial management roles with 
Novus Petroleum, and Indago Petroleum. 
She joined RAK Petroleum PCL as group 
commercial director in 2007 and is currently 
General Manager. She holds a First Class 
Honours degree in Chemical Engineering, and a Bachelor of 
Commerce from the University of Melbourne. Ms Watson has 
served on DNO’s board of directors since 2010 and is a member 
of the audit committee.

Ellen K. Dyvik
Director

Ellen K. Dyvik has extensive experience 
in the energy sector and has previously 
led several energy investment projects as 
Principal Banker in the European Bank for 
Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) in 
London. Ms. Dyvik is founding partner and 
director of EN Capital Ltd., a privately held 
investment firm supporting innovation in 
Norway and the UK. She has also served as 
an energy sector advisor for the Polish Ministry of Finance and acted 
as coordinator of the Harvard International Energy Programme. Ms. 
Dyvik is a member of the Dean’s Council of Harvard’s John F. Kennedy 
School of Government. She holds a Bachelor of Arts, cum laude, and 
a Master of Public Administration, both from Harvard University. Ms. 
Dyvik was elected to the board of directors in 2013 and is a member 
of the audit committee.

Board of directors
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Introduction 
2013 full-year results highlights
•	 Record levels of operating revenue of  

NOK 2.97 billion and of operating cash flow 
of NOK 1.73 billion 

•	 Operating profit of NOK 362 million 
 following one-off charges for goodwill and 
impairments; exclude these charges and 
operating profit stood at a record NOK 1.48 
billion 

•	 Company working interest (CWI) prod-
uction increased to 39,170 barrels of oil 
equivalent per day (boepd) from 38,354 
boepd in 2012 

•	 Capital expenditure rose to NOK 1.75 billion 
from NOK 1.26 billion in 2012 

•	 Maintained strong financial position, with 
free cash balance increasing to NOK 1.62 
billion at end 2013 from NOK 1.51 billion at 
end 2012 

•	 Several key production milestones 
achieved and two oil discoveries made 

•	 Grew portfolio significantly with addition 
of four new assets

•	 CWI 2P reserves at year-end 2013 of 541.9 
MMboe up from 520.3 MMboe a year earlier

Our vision and strategic priorities
DNO’s vision is to be a leading independent 
E&P company in the MENA region, creating 
value for our shareholders, host govern-
ments and other stakeholders. Last year we 
mapped out six strategic priorities to deliver  
sustainable growth in a responsible manner, 
namely:
•	 Increasing production through the devel-

opment of our  existing reserves base
•	 Creating reserves and contingent resource 

growth through a focused exploration and 
appraisal (E&A) drilling campaign 

•	 Maintaining operational control, financial 
flexibility and the efficient allocation of 
capital in line with DNO’s full-cycle business 
model to deliver growth at a low unit cost  

•	 Encouraging an entrepreneurial culture and 
attracting the best talent in the industry

•	 Pursuing materially accretive acquisitions
•	 Recognizing our corporate responsibilities 

and managing risks to the business
The  Company continues to make good prog-
ress against each of these priorities.

Production strength and capacity
Developing and growing our production 
base enables us to generate reliable cash 

flow. This in turn helps ensure we have the 
necessary financial resources to execute our 
forward work program and capitalize on new 
business opportunities. In 2013, oil and gas 
production rose to 39,170 boepd on a CWI 
basis, from 38,354 boepd in 2012. While pro-
duction in Kurdistan was lower year-on-year 
in the absence of exports, increased volumes 
from Block 8 offshore Oman more than 
offset this, with production at the Company’s 
blocks onshore Yemen remaining steady.

We continue to undertake an aggressive 
work program to drive up production capa-
city in existing fields. Wellhead production 
capacity at the Tawke field in Kurdistan 
climbed to 155,000 bopd at year-end 2013 
following great success from horizontal drill-
ing. This figure is projected to reach 270,000 
bopd at year-end 2014 following completion 
of new horizontal wells. We plan to use early 
production packages to double surface facili-
ties capacity to 200,000 barrels a day at 
year-end 2014 and to install a new, 24-inch 
pipeline to supplement the existing 12-inch 
pipeline, significantly increasing transporta-
tion capacity along the same route from the 
Tawke field to the Fish Khabur export facility. 

Elsewhere in Kurdistan, we began during 
2013 to develop the Summail gas field in the 
Dohuk license. This field will further grow 
and diversify the Company’s production base 
while contributing to lower fuel costs for 
local power generation. At the Erbil license, 
work is ongoing to develop the Benenan and 
Bastora heavy oil fields. 

With independently assessed CWI 2P 
recoverable reserves of 541.9 MMboe, we 
have a portfolio of assets in place capable of 
sustaining long-term production growth.

Organic reserves  
and resource growth
Done in a structured manner,  successful E&A 
drilling can be one of the most cost-efficient 
methods of delivering significant reserves 
growth and associated value  creation. We 
aim to undertake our E&A  activities on a 
sustainable and internally-funded basis. So we 
believe it is important to maintain a prospect 
inventory that offers a balanced exposure to 
different play types and geo logies that are 
independent of one another. 

At DNO, we focus our efforts on areas 
where we have an in-depth knowledge of 
the subsurface, playing to our technical and 
operational strengths as a fractured carbon-
ate specialist within the MENA region. We 

seek to minimize pre-drill risks and maximize 
our chances of a successful drilling outcome. 

And we benchmark each prospect in 
the context of the wider portfolio so that 
capital deployed to E&A activities is only 
allocated to those opportunities that meet 
our technical, commercial and strategic 
requirements. 

In 2013, we made two new discoveries. 
In Kurdistan, the Tawke-17 well successfully 
tested 1,500 bopd of 26-28º API oil from 
a new Upper Jurassic reservoir underlying 
the Tawke field. In  Yemen, the Salsala-1 well 
tested 5,900 bopd of 36º API oil from the 
Shuqra formation.

Looking ahead, we will continue to actively 
pursue E&A opportunities in high poten-
tial basins across the MENA region, with a 
clear focus on transforming resources into 
reserves at a low unit cost. We have made an 
encouraging start to 2014 with the Benenan-4 
appraisal well in Kurdistan. This has confirmed 
oil outside the previously mapped closure of 
the Benenan field, offering scope for signifi-
cant upside to in place oil volumes.

Operational control  
and financial flexibility
DNO is an established upstream company. 
We operate substantially all of our oil and gas 
assets and have the  necessary operational 
and financial management processes in place 
to safely deliver our work  programs. As an 
agile independent company, it is important to  
maintain the financial strength and flexibility 
to fund the range of growth opportunities 
available to us, including through asset acqui-
sitions. To do this we will use available funding 
sour ces including internally generated funds 
and, when necessary, debt.

In 2013, the Company reported record 
levels of operating revenue of NOK 2,967 
million and operating cash flow of NOK 1,727 
million. Operating profit stood at NOK 362 
million following one-off charges for good-
will and other impairments. Exclude these 
charges and operating profit would have 
totaled a record NOK 1,480 billion.

As at 31 December 2013, we had NOK 1,618 
million in cash reserves and gross debt of  
NOK 1,402 million, representing a net cash 
 position of NOK 216 million. Importantly, in 
2013 our capital investment program of  
NOK 1,756  million was funded by operating 
cash flow.  

During the period, the Company achieved 
an average lifting cost of USD 7.96 per boe. 

Board of directors’ report
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On a three-year rolling average basis, our 
finding and development (F&D) costs are 
USD 2.50 per boe, demonstrating the effi-
cient deployment of DNO’s capital and ability 
to deliver growth at a low unit cost.

Encouraging an  
entre preneurial culture
DNO’s growth and success revolves import-
antly around the quality and commitment 
of our people. We are an entrepreneurial 
company with a flat organizational structure, 
which means we can make decisions quickly, 
execute flexibly, and manage risk effectively 
and in real time. We continued to grow the 
DNO team in 2013 to a total workforce of 
977 people. We are committed to develop-
ing local talent in each of our operating 
areas. Therefore we will continually evolve 
our employ ment practices and policies to 
help our staff realize their full potential, and 
ensure that we attract and retain the very 
best talent in the industry.

Mergers and acquisitions
In 2013, DNO acquired interests in four new 
exploration and appraisal blocks in Oman, 
Tunisia, Yemen and Somaliland. These new 
blocks expand DNO’s regional footprint in a 
combination of proven and frontier hydrocar-
bons basins, and build our pipeline of explora-
tion and appraisal opportunities with a focus 
on materiality and diversification. In each 
block, we have assumed operatorship to posi-
tion us to leverage technical expertise and 
portfolio synergies to unlock upside potential. 
In addition to our organic growth ambitions, 
we continue to actively evaluate new assets 
and we take an opportunistic approach to 
potential corporate acquisitions.

Corporate responsibility and  
effective risk management
One of our key priorities is to ensure that 
DNO is a responsible and transparent 
business. We are committed to the highest 
 standards of corporate governance and 
business conduct. We recognize that the 
success of an oil and gas company is  directly 
linked to how well risks are  managed. We 
continuously seek to improve our systems 
designed to identify and manage risks 
effectively. We are also committed to the 
health, safety and  security of our employ-
ees, contractors and the communities in 
which we operate, as well as to responsible 
environmental practices.

Operations review
Annual statement of reserves
The Company’s annual statement of 
reserves (ASR) has been prepared in 
 accordance with the Oslo Stock Exchange 
listing, and disclosure requirements circular 
no. 4/2013. The majority of the Company’s 
assets were reviewed and audited indepen-
dently by international petroleum consul-
tants DeGolyer and MacNaughton. Assets 
with no or minor changes in reserves or 
resources since 31 December 2012 have 
been assessed by the Company.

As of 31 December 2013 DNO’s remain-
ing 2P CWI reserves were estimated at 507.1 
MMbbls of oil (including condensate and 
other liquids) and 195.4 Bcf of gas, equivalent 
in the aggregate to 541.9 MMboe. The compa-
rable figure as of 31 December 2012 was 520.3 
MMboe. With a reserve addition in 2013 of 21.7 
MMbbls and a cumulative production of 14.3 
MMbbls during the year, the reserve replace-
ment ratio in 2013 was 152 percent.

The ASR report for 2013 is available  
for download at the Company’s website  
(www.dno.no).

Kurdistan region of Iraq
EXPLORATION 
Tawke license
The Tawke-17 exploration well was completed 
in June and, at 4,775 meters, is the deepest 
well drilled by the Company in the Tawke 
field to date. Its primary objective was to test 
the deeper prospective resource potential 
of Jurassic and Triassic reservoirs  underlying 
the currently productive Cretaceous  intervals. 
The well encountered oil and gas shows in 
the target formations and an extensive test 
program was undertaken focusing on seven, 
newly identified reservoir intervals with 
production potential. The Jurassic Sargelu 
reservoir interval flowed 1,500 bopd of 26° 
to 28° API oil. Triassic zones that were tested 
proved to be either tight or water bearing. 

APPRAISAL AND FIELD DEVELOPMENT
Tawke license
During 2013, the Company began production 
from two new horizontal wells and one verti-
cal production well. Production began from 
the Tawke-19 vertical well during the first 
quarter. The first horizontal well Tawke-20, 
completed in July, set a record production 
rate for a Tawke well at 25,000 bopd hav-

ing flowed an average rate of 8,000 bopd 
from each of ten fracture corridors tested. 
In September, the Tawke-23 horizontal well, 
located six kilometers away, reached a total 
depth of 2,800 meters and encountered 
continuous oil shows throughout a 930 meter 
horizontal section in the Cretaceous reservoir. 
We subsequently undertook an extensive test 
program and flowed an average rate of 9,000 
bopd from each of the ten fracture corridors 
tested. Once testing was completed, produc-
tion began at a rate of 32,500 bopd, a new 
record for a single well at the field. Both wells 
are subject to wellbore and surface  facilities 
limitations. For comparison, prior to the hori-
zontal well program the most productive ver-
tical well in the Tawke field was  flowing at an 
average rate of 10,000 bopd. Two additional 
horizontal wells, Tawke-21 and Tawke-22, 
were spudded during the third quarter and 
completed in the first quarter of 2014. 

In 2014, planned activity at the Tawke field 
includes the drilling of five more horizontal 
wells in the main Cretaceous reservoir and 
two wells in the shallower Tertiary reservoir. 
Success with the 2014 drilling program could 
lead to further future expansion of produc-
tion facilities capacity.

Following the submission of a Discovery 
Notice and Declaration of  Commerciality 
to the Kurdistan Regional Government 
(KRG) in relation to the Peshkabir discovery 
( Peshkabir-1) during 2012, the Company 
 submitted a field development plan (FDP) 
during the fourth quarter of 2013. In 2014, we 
plan to drill an additional well (Peshkabir-2) 
in order to further appraise the discovery and 
test upside potential in an up-dip location.

Dohuk license
In September, the Company signed a Gas 
Sales and Purchase Agreement (GSPA) with 
the KRG to supply gas from the previously 
discovered Summail field. The gas will help 
displace diesel currently used to generate 
electricity in a 500 MW power plant in the 
city of Dohuk located 40 kilometers from the 
field. Gas will be sold on a take-or-pay basis 
for the duration of the Production Sharing 
Contract or until deliveries reach one trillion 
cubic feet. Initial deliveries are expected 
to be 30 to 50 million cubic feet per day 
(MMcfd) from the Summail-1 well increasing 
to 100 to 120 MMcfd as the Summail-2 and 
Summail-3 wells are drilled and completed, 
and additional facilities are installed during 
2014. The price of gas will range between 
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USD 3 and USD 4 per thousand cubic feet 
over the life of the contract. The GSPA is 
the first such agreement to be signed with 
a state buyer in Kurdistan. Gas will be trans-
ported by a new 36-inch pipeline to what is 
intended to become the regional gas gather-
ing and distribution network. Following the 
fast-track development of the Summail field, 
which will grow and diversify DNO’s produc-
tion and revenue base in 2014, the Company 
will shift its focus to appraisal of the Dohuk 
license oil potential.

Erbil license
The Benenan-3 well was drilled to a total 
depth of 3,178 meters in late 2012 as a hori-
zontal appraisal well in the  Najmeh formation. 
The well also encountered moveable oil in the 
Bekhme formation and proved an additional 
210 meter oil column in the Lower Najmeh 
reservoir. In 2013, the well was completed and 
temporary production facilities installed to 
 initiate early sales. The Benenan-4 appraisal 
well was drilled in 2013 to test an undrilled 
part of the Benenan field. The well encoun-
tered strong oil shows and good porosity 
across several  intervals in the Cretaceous 
Najmeh  formation, proving oil outside the 
previously mapped closure and confirming 
significant upside to oil in place volumes. The 
Company intends to install an early production 
facility and produce the well in 2014.

At the Bastora field, the Bastora-2 well 
was drilled and completed, with temporary 
production facilities installed during 2013. 
The well’s purpose was to appraise and test 
the Qamchuga reservoir. Early production 
and further evaluation at the Benenan and 
Bastora fields will continue during 2014 to 
better define the upside potential we have 
identified. Longer term, the Company has 
initiated a front end engineering design 
study to determine the full field develop-
ment options for both the Benenan and 
Bastora fields.

PRODUCTION 
Gross full-year average daily production at the 
Tawke field was 39,433 bopd in 2013 (24,527 
bopd on a CWI basis to DNO). At the start 
of the year, we were instructed by the KRG 
to halt deliveries of Tawke oil destined for 
export. Consequently, all sales of Tawke oil in 
2013 were delivered to the  local market. In an 
important milestone, cumulative production 
from the Tawke field passed the 50 million 
barrel mark early in the year.

RESERVES
As at 31 December 2013, total 2P CWI re-
serves in Kurdistan stood at 524.3 MMboe.

Tawke license
The gross remaining 2P reserves for the 
Tawke field are 713.6 MMbbls of oil (442.4 
MMbbls net to DNO on a CWI basis), down 
from 722.2 MMbbls at year-end 2012. The 
reduction is due to production in 2013. 

The produced volumes from the Tawke 
field in 2013 were 14.4 MMbbls (39,433 
bopd) and cumulative production at year-
end 2013 was 63.4 MMbbls. 

Dohuk license 
Following the submission of a field develop-
ment plan and signing of a gas sales and 
purchase agreement, contingent resources 
of 340.3 Bcf (165.0 Bcf net to DNO on a CWI 
basis) were converted to 2P reserves.

Erbil license
The Bastora and Benenan discoveries are 
estimated to contain large volumes of oil in 
place. However, the heavy nature of the oil 
and current limited information on reservoir 
properties have resulted in the Company 
adopting a comparatively low recovery factor 
at this stage. Bastora reserves are currently 
estimated to be 11.9 MMbbls on a gross basis, 
with 5.5 MMbbls net to DNO on a CWI basis. 
The Benenan reserves are currently estimated 
to be 58.0 MMbbls on a gross basis, with 27.0 
MMbbls net to DNO on a CWI basis.

Yemen
EXPLORATION
Block 32
In October, the Salsala-1 exploration well led 
to a new oil discovery on the  Meshgha struc-
ture. The well was directionally drilled to a 
total depth of 4,147 meters and encountered 
oil shows in the Shuqra formation which 
was perforated over a 32 meter interval, 
acidized and tested. The well flowed natu-
rally at a rate of 5,900 bopd of 36º API oil 
before being choked back to 3,400 bopd 
due to limited surface storage capacity. 
Although oil shows were also encountered 
in the  underlying Kohlan formation, test-
ing of this interval resulted in low oil rate 
 (app roximately 50 bopd). The Company 
plans to appraise the Meshgha discovery 
in 2014 and evaluate fast track develop-
ment options. The block also contains two 
producing fields, Godah and Tasour.

Block 43
Exploration efforts are focused on evalu-
ating the further potential of the deeper 
Nabrajah reservoirs. In December 2013, the 
Company spudded the Nabrajah-18S2 well 
to test the Shuqra dolomite and basement 
formations. The Company is also review-
ing prospectivity over the southern area of 
Block 43.
 
Block 84
In July, DNO Yemen AS was awarded a 59.5 
percent participating interest (70 percent 
 paying interest) and operatorship of Block 
84, and was joined by Turkey’s Dogan Enerji 
Yatirimlari Sanayi ve Ticaret A.S. with a 25.5 
percent participating interest (30 percent 
paying interest) and Yemen Oil and Gas 
 Corporation, a state company, with a 15 
 percent participating interest. The block 
covers a surface area of 731 km2 and is 
located in the Masila-Seiyun Basin, adjacent 
to Block 14 where more than one billion 
barrels of oil have been discovered. The 
award of Block 84 is subject to customary 
government approvals and ratification of a 
Production Sharing Agreement.

Block 72
The operator Total plans to drill the 
 Gabdain-3 exploration well in 2014.

APPRAISAL AND FIELD DEVELOPMENT 
Block 32
The Godah-13 production well was spudded 
in May and targeted the Quishn reservoir. The 
well was completed and brought on stream in 
June, producing at an initial rate of 400 bopd.

Block 43
The Nabrajah-9S3 appraisal well was 
 spudded in March and drilled as a sidetrack 
from the Nabrajah-9 production well to test 
the deeper Shuqra and Basement formation 
intervals in the south-west area of the field. 
The sidetrack was completed in April and 
served as a pilot well to assist placement of 
the 1,000 meter sub-horizontal section of the 
Nabrajah-18S/2 well.
  
Block 47
Three appraisal wells were drilled in the Yaalen 
field in early 2013: Yaalen-4, Yaalen-4S and 
Yaalen-5. Development of the Yaalen field is 
continuing and the Company plans to initiate 
production from one well in 2014 utilizing 
early production facilities. Following produc-
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tion start up, the Company will gather well, 
reservoir and fluid properties data to assist 
subsequent development activities.

PRODUCTION
In aggregate, gross full-year average daily 
production at the Company’s blocks in  Yemen 
was 9,708 bopd (3,907 bopd on a CWI basis 
net to DNO). Gross full-year average daily 
production at Block 32 was 2,628 bopd in 2013 
(1,045 bopd on a CWI basis net to DNO). Gross 
full-year average daily production at Block 43 
was 1,885 bopd in 2013 (1,219 bopd on a CWI 
basis net to DNO). Gross full-year average daily 
production at Block 53 was 5,195 bopd in 2013 
(1,643 bopd on a CWI basis net to DNO).

RESERVES
Total 2P CWI reserves for Yemen as at  
31  December 2013 were 7.0 MMboe.

Block 32
As at end 2013, remaining recoverable 2P 
reserves for the Tasour field have been 
 estimated to be 1.6 MMbbls on a gross basis, 
and 0.6 MMbbls net to DNO on a CWI basis.

As at end 2013, remaining recoverable 
2P reserves for the Godah field have been 
estimated to be 0.9 MMbbls on a gross basis, 
and 0.3 MMbbls net to DNO on a CWI basis.

Block 43
Oil is produced at the Nabrajah field from 
both the Qishn formation sandstone 
 reservoirs and the deeper Shuqra formation 
and fractured basement. As at end 2013, 
remaining recoverable 2P reserves for the 
Qishn reservoir have been estimated to be 
1.8 MMbbls on a gross basis, and 1.2  MMbbls 
net to DNO on a CWI basis. Remaining 
recoverable 2P reserves for the deeper 
formations have been estimated to be 1.0 
MMbbls on a gross basis, and 0.6 MMbbls 
net to DNO on a CWI basis.

Block 47
As at end 2013, recoverable 2P reserves for 
the Yaalen field have been estimated to be 
6.5 MMbbls on a gross basis, and 3.1 MMbbls 
net to DNO on a CWI basis.

Block 53
Block 53 is operated by Dove Energy Ltd. 
Gross remaining recoverable 2P reserves for 
the Sharyoof field at end 2013 are estimated 
to be 0.9 MMbbls, and 0.3 MMbbls net to 
DNO on a CWI basis.

Gross remaining recoverable reserves for the 
Bayoot field at end 2013 are estimated to be 
2.4 MMbbls, and 0.7 MMbbls net to DNO on a 
CWI basis.

Oman
EXPLORATION 
Block 36
In July, the Company entered into a farm-
in agreement in respect of a 75 percent 
participating interest in Block 36 onshore 
Oman. DNO assumed operatorship follow-
ing the issue of the Royal Decree in October 
2013. The block is located in the prolific 
Rub Al Khali basin and covers a surface 
area of more than 18,000 km2. Two of the 
three exploration wells previously drilled on 
the block have confirmed the presence of 
source rock in the basal Silurian hot shale, 
an organic rich shale that has sourced the 
majority of the oil and gas fields discovered 
in the Arabian Peninsula and North Africa. All 
three wells have hydrocarbon shows. Multiple 
stacked reservoir units have been identified 
and mapped on the existing seismic data 
comprising approximately 10,000 km of 
2D seismic complemented by high resolu-
tion gravity and aeromagnetic surveys. The 
Company has commenced reprocessing and 
interpretation of the existing 2D seismic data 
and is planning the acquisition of new 2D and 
possibly 3D seismic data over areas of identi-
fied prospectivity that are expected to lead 
to the drilling of an exploration well in late 
2014 or early 2015.

Block 30
Block 30 contains several small gas 
 discoveries, which are currently deemed 
sub-commercial due to high nitrogen content 
in the gas. 

APPRAISAL AND FIELD DEVELOPMENT
At Block 8 offshore Oman, drilling of the 
Bukha-4 well and geological sidetrack was 
completed in April 2013. The well is  currently 
under observation and DNO has under-
taken technical studies to assess potential 
future  options to establish the well as a gas 
 producer.

During the second quarter, the West 
Bukha-5 and West Bukha-3 well interven-
tions were undertaken and completed. The 
Wasia reservoir interval in the West Bukha-5 
well was perforated and successfully stimu-
lated, with good rates achieved. Following 
perforation and acid treatment, the West 

Bukha-3 well intervention was found initially 
to have insufficient pressure to flow across 
the test vessel. However, since the year-end 
the well has been successfully brought into 
production. In December we commenced 
a rig-based workover of the West Bukha-5 
production well. Reprocessing of the West 
Bukha 3D seismic data and a review of the 
reservoir model are underway to evaluate 
possible new drilling targets in Block 8.

PRODUCTION
Gross full-year average daily production at 
the West Bukha and Bukha fields was 12,847 
bopd and 43.0 MMcfd (21,473 boepd in 
total) in 2013 (10,736 boepd on a CWI basis 
net to DNO).

RESERVES
As at end 2013, gross remaining recoverable 
reserves for the West Bukha and Bukha fields 
were estimated to be 10.5 MMbbls of oil, 
condensate and other liquids and 60.7 Bcf of 
gas (10.8 MMboe), of which 10.7 MMboe is net 
to DNO on a CWI basis.

Ras Al Khaimah
EXPLORATION
There were no exploration wells drilled in 
2013. Ongoing geological studies  continue 
to focus on the RAK Onshore license, 
and mapping/evaluation of the Al Hamra 
prospect. Offshore, an exploration well may 
be drilled to the east of the Saleh field by an-
other  operator in 2014. The Company will be 
 carried for a 16 percent interest in this well.
 
APPRAISAL AND FIELD DEVELOPMENT
Drilling of the offshore Saleh-8 well was 
concluded in September. The 5,205 meter 
well, including a 327 meter horizontal section, 
targeted the Thamama reservoir and deliv-
ered initial rates of 15 MMcfd of gas and 1,000 
bpd of condensate. The well subsequently 
exhibited a decline in flowing wellhead pres-
sure and rates, along with increasing water 
production. Saleh-8 has been tied into the 
existing infrastructure to enable production 
and pressure monitoring. In the interim, arti-
ficial lift studies are being undertaken on the 
partially depleted upper Wasia reservoir. 

PRODUCTION
Flowing the partially depleted Wasia reser-
voir on an intermittent basis, the Saleh field 
produced 9,910 bbls of condensate and 95.9 
MMcf of gas net to the Company.
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RESERVES 
As at end 2013, volumes associated with the 
Saleh and RAK B fields were re-categorized 
to contingent resources.

Tunisia
EXPLORATION
Sfax Offshore Exploration Permit  
and Ras El Besh Concession
In June, the Company reached an agreement 
to farm-in to the Sfax Offshore Exploration 
Permit and the Ras El Besh Concession for an 
87.5 percent participating interest, in respect 
of which it has assumed operatorship and 
a significant share of the existing cost pool. 
The transaction completed in January 2014. 
The permit and concession are located in 
the prolific Gulf of Gabes and cover 3,296 
km2, mostly offshore in shallow waters. To 
date, three discoveries have been made, by 
previous operators, with combined gross 
recoverable contingent resources of between 
35 to 60 MMbbls of oil. These assets also 
offer significant exploration potential with 
29 identified prospects that, in aggregate, 
are estimated to contain between 500 to 
700 MMboe of gross unrisked prospec-
tive resources. In 2014 we plan to drill an 
exploration well to test prospective upside in 
an undrilled fault block approximately four 
kilometers north of the Jawhara-1 discovery 
well that flowed 1,500 bopd.

Fkirine Prospecting Permit  
and Hammamet Offshore Permit
At the Fkirine license onshore Tunisia, 
reprocessing and interpretation of 2D 
seismic data is ongoing. At the Hammamet 
offshore license, a 2D seismic acquisition 
is required to better define three identified 
prospects. 

Somaliland
EXPLORATION
SL18
In April 2013, we entered into a Production 
 Sharing Contract covering Block SL18 on-
shore  Somaliland. The block covers a surface 
area of 12,000 km2 and adds substantial 
exploration acreage to our portfolio in a high 
potential area that is both prospective and 
undrilled. Having been active across the Gulf 
of Aden in Yemen since the late 1990’s, the 
opportunity falls within our geographical 
and geological sphere of expertise. We have 
already completed a study of remote data 
over the block that will guide the acquisition 

of new seismic and gravity/aeromagnetic 
data, and farmed down our interest from 100 
percent to 60 percent.

Business development
The MENA region set is attractive to us on 
many levels. 

Of fundamental significance is the abun-
dance of oil and gas reserves and resources. 
These countries collectively account for 
approximately 52 percent of global proved 
oil and 47 percent of global proved gas 
reserves and offer additional exploration 
potential. Although some basins have been 
extensively drilled, there are several areas 
that have received either limited attention or 
been overlooked by or been inaccessible to 
the industry. 

It is not just scale that makes the MENA 
region such a compelling opportunity for 
us. The region’s long history of oil and gas 
exploration, development and  production 
means that there is highly developed 
infrastructure and framework in place for 
industry-host government partnerships.

We are developing an active pipeline of 
new business opportunities in both new 
and established territories within the MENA 
region and believe we are strategically well 
positioned to leverage our strong regional 
identity, subsurface knowledge and industry 
track record to continue to grow our portfo-
lio of exploration and production assets on 
competitive terms.

Financial performance in 2013
Revenues, profits and cash flow
Revenues increased to a new record level 
of NOK 2,967 million in 2013, up from NOK 
2,842 million in 2012. Sales from the Tawke 
field in 2013 generated NOK 1,628 million in 
 revenues. Revenues from oil and gas produc-
tion at the West Bukha and Bukha fields in 
Block 8 offshore Oman contributed NOK 790 
million for the full year, while Yemen revenues 
were NOK 549 million.

Profit from operations was NOK 362 
million for the full year (NOK 1,417 million in 
2012), and reflects an impairment charge of 
NOK 1,117 million related to the Oman and 
UAE assets. Net profit for 2013 was NOK 127 
million (NOK 1,040 million in 2012). 

The cash position at year-end 2013 was 

NOK 1,618 million, up from NOK 1,508 million 
a year earlier. The operating cash flow was 
NOK 1,727 million (NOK 1,583 million for 2012 
which included an export payment from 
Kurdistan of NOK 651 million). The differ-
ence between profit from operations of NOK 
362 million and operating cash flow of NOK 
1,727 million is mainly due to impairment and 
depreciation charges.

Cost of goods sold
In 2013, the total cost of goods sold was 
NOK 1,225 million compared with NOK 1,213 
million in 2012, reflecting stable production 
performance year-on-year. Lifting costs 
were NOK 650 million compared with  
NOK 596 million in 2012. Lifting costs for 
the Kurdistan operations increased to USD 
5.2 per bbl in 2013 compared with USD 3.0 
per bbl in 2012 due to lower production. 
 Lifting costs in Oman dropped to USD 5.2 
per bbl from USD 17.3 per bbl in 2012 due to 
higher production. Lifting costs per barrel 
for  Yemen increased in 2013 due to lower 
production. On a group basis, lifting costs 
increased slightly to USD 8.0 per bbl in 2013 
compared with USD 7.50 per bbl in 2012.

Total costs for depreciation, depletion 
and amortization (DD&A) in 2013 were  
NOK 575 million compared with NOK 616 
million in 2012.

Exploration costs expensed
Total expensed exploration for the full year 
was NOK 61 million, down from NOK 78 mil-
lion in 2012. The reduction is mainly due to 
lower seismic costs in 2013.

Acquisition and development costs
We made significant investments in 2013 to 
increase production capacity and progress 
field development projects. Total investments 
increased to NOK 1,696 million, compared 
with NOK 1,147 million in 2012. The major-
ity of costs are related to the Company’s 
ongoing capacity expansion programs in 
Kurdistan.

Impairment charges
Total impairment charges of NOK 1,117  million 
were recorded for 2013. An impairment 
charge of NOK 502 million was recorded for 
Block 8 in Oman. In addition, an impairment 
charge of NOK 584 million was recorded for 
the RAK Saleh and RAK B fields in the UAE. 
NOK 31 million in impairment has also been 
recorded for Block 31 in Oman.
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Assets, liabilities and equity
Total assets at the end of 2013 were NOK 8,123 
million, up from NOK 7,343 million at the end 
of 2012. Property, plant and equipment (PP&E) 
and intangible assets increased by NOK 976 
million year-on-year, mainly due to higher 
investments in Kurdistan and the UAE. The 
equity ratio was 56.8 percent and the ratio be-
tween current assets and current liabilities was 
283 percent. The Company was in a net cash 
position at end 2013 of NOK 216 million.

Going concern
The board finds that the assumptions for 
future and continued operations have not 
been changed as the basis for approval of the 
2013 accounts. Consequently, these annual 
accounts are based on the going concern 
assumption, in accordance with sections 3–3a 
of the Norwegian Accounting Act.

Corporate governance
DNO’s corporate governance policy is based 
on the recommendations of the Norwegian 
Code of Practice for Corporate Governance 
(the Code of Practice). 

The articles of association and the 
 Norwegian Public Limited Liability Companies 
Act form the corporate legal framework for 
DNO’s business activities. In addition, DNO 
is subject to, and complies with the require-
ments of Norwegian  securities legislation.

Pursuant to the articles of association, 
the Company’s objective is to carry out 
petroleum, shipping, offshore, transport, 
trade, industrial and financing activity and 
other related activities, and to participate 
as a shareholder or in other ways in other 
enterprises.

The Company regularly reports on its strat-
egy and the status of its business activities 
through its annual report, quarterly presenta-
tions and other market presentations.

Equity and dividends
SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY
It is DNO’s policy to maintain a strong 
credit profile and robust capital ratios. We 
therefore monitor capital on the basis of 
our book equity ratio, with a policy that this 
ratio should be 30 percent or higher. As of 31 
December 2013, this ratio was 56.8 percent. 
The board of directors considers this figure to 
be satisfactory given the Company’s business 
objectives, strategy and risk profile.

DIVIDEND POLICY
The board of directors assesses on an annual 
basis whether dividend payments should be 
proposed for approval at the annual general 
meeting. Assessment is based on planned 
capital expenditure, cash flow projections 
and DNO’s objective of maintaining a strong 
credit profile and robust capital ratios.
 
AUTHORIZATIONS TO THE
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
At the 2013 annual general meeting (AGM), 
the board of directors was authorized to buy 
treasury shares with a total nominal value 
of up to NOK 25,000,000. The maximum 
amount to be paid per share is NOK 50 and 
the minimum amount is NOK 0.25. Purchases 
of treasury shares are made on the Oslo Stock 
Exchange. The authorization is valid until the 
AGM in 2014, but not beyond 30 June 2014.

As of 31 December 2013 DNO held 
13,050,000 treasury shares purchased in a 
prior period. 

The board of directors was further autho-
rized to increase the Company’s share capital 
by up to NOK 38,372,972, which corresponds 
to 153,491,888 new shares. The authorization 
is valid until the AGM in 2014 but not beyond 
30 June 2014.

Equal treatment of shareholders and 
transactions with close associates
DNO has one class of shares and each share 
represents one vote at the general meeting. 
We are committed to treating all sharehold-
ers equally.

It is our policy that all transactions 
between the Company and its shareholders, 
directors, senior executives or their close 
associates must be on arm’s length terms. 
Members of the board of directors and 
executive personnel are required to notify 
the board if they have any direct or indirect 
material interest in any transaction entered 
into by the Company.

For more information about related party 
transactions, please refer to Note 22 in the 
consolidated financial statements for 2013.

Freely negotiable shares
DNO’s shares are listed on the Oslo Stock 
Exchange and are freely negotiable.

General meetings
The general meeting is the highest authority 
of the Company. 

The annual general meeting is to be held 

by the end of June each year. The minutes 
of general meetings are available on the 
Company’s website.

General meetings are convened by  written 
notice to all shareholders with a known ad-
dress, and published on the Company’s web-
site together with all appendices, including the 
recommendation of the nomination commit-
tee. The notice is sent and published no later 
than 21 days prior to the date of the general 
meeting. Any person who is a shareholder at 
the time of the general meeting can attend 
and vote, provided they have been registered 
as a shareholder no later than on the fifth 
working day before the general meeting. 

Shareholders who are unable to attend a 
general meeting may vote through a proxy. 

In accordance with the Norwegian Public 
Limited Liability Companies Act, the auditor 
of the Company, or a shareholder represent-
ing at least five percent of the share capital, 
may request an extraordinary general meet-
ing to deal with specific matters. The board 
of directors shall ensure that the meeting is 
held within one month after the request has 
been submitted. 

Board of directors:  
Composition and independence
The Company’s articles of association require 
that the board of directors consists of three 
to seven members. All members of the 
board of directors, including the Chairman, 
are elected by the general meeting of the 
 Company for a period of two years. 

As at 31 December 2013, the board of 
 directors was composed of five members, all 
of whom have relevant and broad  experience. 

Three board members are independent 
of the Company’s main shareholders. There 
are two women on the board. The major-
ity of board members are independent of 
the Company’s executive management and 
material business contacts. 

The board members’ shareholdings 
are specified in the notes to the annual 
 accounts.

The board’s work 
The role of the board of directors is to 
supervise the Company’s management and 
strategic development in accordance with the 
long-term interests of its shareholders and 
other stakeholders.

The board of directors is subject to a set of 
procedural rules which, among other things, 
defines its responsibilities and the matters 
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to be discussed at board level. The board of 
directors annually prepares its scope of work 
for the coming year, particularly emphasizing 
its goals, strategy and execution, and subse-
quently performs a review of this work. The 
board of directors also regularly establishes 
work directives for the managing director. 

The board committees
AUDIT COMMITTEE
The audit committee consists of two board 
members, Ms Shelley Watson and Ms  Ellen 
Dyvik. Its mandate includes undertaking quality 
control of the Company’s financial reporting. 
The committee is also responsible for monitor-
ing internal control and risk evaluation systems.

 
HSSE COMMITTEE
The Health, Safety, Security and  Environment 
(HSSE) committee includes at least one mem-
ber of the board of directors,  currently the 
deputy chairman Mr Lars Arne Takla. Its man-
date is to review the  Company’s management 
of operational risks and HSSE performance.

REMUNERATION COMMITTEE
The remuneration committee consists of two 
board members, Mr Bijan Mossavar-Rahmani 
and Mr Gunnar Hirsti. Its mandate is to 
 consider matters relating to compensation  
of senior management. 

NOMINATION COMMITTEE 
DNO’s  nomination  committee consists of Mr 
Bijan Mossavar- Rahmani, Mr Gunnar Hirsti 
and an external member, Mr Kåre  Tjønneland. 
Its mandate is to propose candidates for the 
board of directors and its various committees 
to the general meeting. It also proposes the 
level of the directors’ remuneration. 

REMUNERATION OF DIRECTORS
The remuneration of the board of  directors 
and its committees is decided by the annual 
general meeting based on a recommenda-
tion from the nomination committee. This 
reflects the board of directors’ respon-
sibility, competence, workload and the com-
plexity of the business. Fees are determined 
separately for the chairman of the board of 
directors, the deputy chairman and other 
board members. Additional fees are ap-
plied on a uniform basis for each director’s 
participation in the committees. 

Further information about the board of 
directors’ remuneration is presented in the 
parent company financial statements, Note 3.

Remuneration of senior management
The remuneration of DNO’s senior manage-
ment, including the managing director, is 
subject to the evaluation and recommen-
dation of the remuneration committee. The 
remuneration of the Company’s managing 
director is evaluated annually and approved 
by the board of directors.

The remuneration of key management 
is presented in the notes to the annual 
 accounts, Note 5.

The guidelines for remuneration of the 
senior management are presented to the 
annual general meeting in accordance with 
the provisions of the Public Limited Liability 
Companies Act. 

Responsibility for risk management 
and internal control
Risk management is integral to all company 
business activities. Each senior manager is 
responsible for continuously monitoring and 
managing risk within the relevant business 
area. Every material decision is preceded by 
an evaluation of applicable business risks. 

Reports on the Company’s risk exposure 
and reviews of its risk management are 
regularly undertaken and presented to the 
senior management and board of directors. 
The Company has an internal audit function 
that undertakes annual audits of the main 
business units.  

Information and communication
Our policy is to provide material information 
to all shareholders in a timely manner.

DNO’s financial accounts are prepared 
in  accordance with International Financial 
Reporting Standards (IFRS) and industry 
standards applicable to the oil and gas 
sector. Interim reports and other relevant 
information are published on DNO’s website 
and through the Oslo Stock Exchange.

We also publish an annual financial calen-
dar setting out key dates and events, such 
as quarterly presentations. The DNO investor 
relations policy encourages open communi-
cation with capital markets and sharehold-
ers. We also regularly hold presentations 
for investors and analysts, in addition to 
scheduled quarterly presentations. 

Takeover
The board of directors has a responsibility 
to ensure that in the event of a takeover bid, 
business  activities are not disrupted unneces-
sarily. The board of directors also has a re-

sponsibility to ensure that shareholders have 
sufficient information and time to assess any 
such bid. Should this situation arise, the board 
of directors would undertake an evaluation of 
the proposed bid terms and provide a recom-
mendation to the shareholders as to whether 
or not to accept the proposal. The recommen-
dation statement should clearly state whether 
the board of directors’ evaluation is unani-
mous and the reasons for any dissent.

Auditor
DNO’s external auditor is elected at the ann-
ual general meeting, which also approves the 
auditor’s fees for the parent company. 

The auditor annually presents an audit 
plan to the audit committee and participates 
in audit committee meetings to review the 
Company’s internal control and risk manage-
ment system. 

The auditor also participates in board 
meetings when it is considered appropriate.

Information about the auditor’s fees, 
including a breakdown of audit-related fees 
and those for other services, is included in the 
notes to the financial statements in accor-
dance with the Norwegian Accounting Act.

DNO’s external auditor is Ernst & Young AS.

ØKOKRIM fine
The Norwegian National Authority for 
 Invest igation and Prosecution of Economic and 
Environmental Crime (ØKOKRIM) imposed a 
reduced fine of NOK 20 million on the Com-
pany for alleged failures to comply with the 
Securities Trading Act nearly five years ago.

ØKOKRIM was of the opinion that the 
Company had failed to disclose to the market 
in respect of the sale of 43,873,960 treasury 
shares in October 2008. This charge was re-
viewed and dismissed by the Stock Exchange 
Appeals Committee in 2009, although the 
Company was fined NOK 800,000 for failure 
to provide required information to the Oslo 
Stock Exchange administration.

DNO was of the opinion that the new 
ØKOKRIM fine and the reopening of a 
previously settled case was in violation 
of fundamental legal provisions against 
double jeopardy. Furthermore, the Company 
disputed the allegation that it engaged in 
market manipulation.

Notwithstanding, DNO agreed to pay the 
reduced fine, without admitting any liability, to 
bring an end to a protracted and costly distrac-
tion involving matters that predate its current 
executive management and board of directors.
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Risk management
DNO seeks to continuously improve its risk 
management policies and procedures. Our 
objective is to identify potential events that 
may affect the Company and to manage risks 
within acceptable levels to while pursuing 
our business objectives. The Company’s risk 
management systems and internal controls 
are monitored by the board of directors and 
its committees.

Financial risk
Risks related to oil and gas prices, interest 
rates and currency exchange rates constitute 
financial risks for the group. Financial risk man-
agement is carried out by a central treasury 
function to minimize the potential adverse 
effects on the group’s financial performance. 
Derivative financial  instruments are sometimes 
used to hedge certain risk exposures. For more 
information about management of financial 
risks, please refer to Note 9 in the consolidated 
financial statements for 2013.

Entitlement risk
DNO has interests in three licenses in 
 Kurdistan through Production  Sharing 
 Contracts (PSCs) and has based its 
entitlement calculations on the terms of 
these PSCs. Although we believe that the 
 Company has good title to its oil and gas 
licenses, and the rights to explore for and 
produce oil and gas from these licenses in 
Kurdistan, the Federal Government of Iraq 
has historically challenged the validity of the 
PSCs entered into by the KRG. 

To the extent that DNO is limited in its 
ability to export oil from Kurdistan as a result 
of continuing disagreements between the 
Federal Government of Iraq and the KRG, 
there can be no guarantee that oil can be 
delivered to the local market in sufficient 
quantities or at reasonable prices to sustain 
operations and growth plans.

Operational risk
DNO is exposed to operational risks across the 
portfolio. Delivery risk app lies to all types of 
upstream operations, from seismic acquisition, 
exploration and appraisal drilling to produc-
tion operations. Failure to effectively manage 
operations can manifest itself as project delays, 
cost over-runs, higher than planned operating 
costs and ultimately lower than expected oil 
and gas production and/or reserves. Explora-

tion activities are capital intensive and involve 
a high degree of geological risk. Sustained ex-
ploration failure can impact the future growth 
and upside potential of the Company.

Oil and gas exploration and produc-
tion operations entail numerous potential 
hazards. Loss of containment of hydrocar-
bons and other dangerous substances could 
represent material risk. Through operational 
controls, technical integrity and our manage-
ment system for health, safety and environ-
ment, we aim to mitigate hazards with a 
potential adverse impact on people, the 
environment, our facilities and reputation.

Our ability to effectively manage and 
 operate our exploration and production op-
erations is heavily dependent on the quality 
of our staff and our contractors.  Inefficiency 
or interruption to our supply chain may also 
impact our operations.

Security risk
We operate in parts of the world where 
 security risks are present and continuously 
work to mitigate or at least manage these 
risks. But needless to say, we are often de-
pendent on the level of security and protec-
tion that the authorities in our host countries 
are able to provide. 

Bribery and corruption
DNO has a policy of zero tolerance for 
 corruption, bribery, and other illegal or inap-
propriate business conduct.

Political risk
Our portfolio is located in countries where 
political, social and economic instability could 
adversely impact our business.

The security situation in Yemen remained 
fragile and unpredictable during 2013. A 
deteriorating situation may impact our abil-
ity to sustain operations in the country in the 
long term.  

Corporate responsibility
The board of directors is committed to a high 
standard of Corporate Responsibility (CR) 
and to further strengthening our policies and 
performance, taking account of both internal 
and external feedback. 

We have identified five key priority areas 
within CR. These are essential elements in 
our business strategy, mapping the approach 
to critical stakeholder issues in all fields of 
operation. For further reporting on DNO’s 
polices, approach to implementation, results 

and ambitions relating to the CR priority 
areas, see the CR Highlights Report 2013 on 
the DNO website under Responsibility.

Organization and personnel
At the end of 2013, DNO had a total work-
force of 977 people of which 12 percent are 
women. 46 people are based at the Com-
pany’s headquarters in Oslo, Norway, and 
931 people in our international operations. 
We have strong cultural, religious, gender 
and national diversity amongst the DNO 
workforce, with 33 nationalities represented 
across the Company.

It is the Company’s policy to foster and 
maintain a culture that is built on trust, re- 
spect, teamwork, communication, empower- 
ment and commitment in an environment 
that is free of any form of discrimination in 
recruitment or in the workplace. We comply 
with applicable regulations in all jurisdictions 
where we operate. 

Lost time incident frequency in 2013 was 
0.32 compared to 0.64 in 2012 and total re-
cordable incident frequency in 2013 was 2.40 
compared to 1.75 in 2012. Sickness absence 
in 2013 was 3.3 percent  compared to 4.3 
percent in 2012.

Executive management
BJØRN DALE
Acting President/ 
Managing Director
Bjørn Dale was app-
ointed acting managing 
director and president 
in December 2012, hav-
ing joined DNO in 2011 
as its general counsel. 
He holds a Master of 
Law degree from the University of Oslo, and 
an Executive MBA in Financial Management 
from the Stockholm School of Economics.

HAAKON SANDBORG
Vice President Chief 
Financial Officer
Haakon Sandborg joined 
DNO in 2001. In addi-
tion to his oil and gas 
experience, Mr  Sandborg 
has a background 
in banking, includ-
ing positions at Den 
norske Bank ASA. He holds a Master of 
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 Business  Administration  degree from the 
Norwegian School of  Business Administration.

TORE LILLOE-OLSEN
Vice President  
Exploration
Tore Lilloe-Olsen 
joined DNO in 2007. Mr 
Lilloe-Olsen has more 
than 30 years of experi-
ence in the oil and gas in-
dustry, including positions 
at Norsk Hydro ASA and Elf Acquitaine. He 
holds a Master of Science degree in Geology 
and Geophysics from the University of Oslo.

TROND MYRSETH
Vice President  Operations
Trond Myrseth joined 
DNO in 2011 and has more 
than 30 years of experi-
ence in the oil and gas in-
dustry, including positions 
at Norsk Hydro ASA and 
Statoil ASA. Mr Myrseth 
holds a Mechanical Engineering degree from 
Bergen Technical College.

NICHOLAS ATENCIO
Vice President Corporate 
Controls and Chief Risk 
Officer
Nicholas Atencio was 
appointed vice presi-
dent corporate controls 
and chief risk officer in 

2014, having joined DNO in 2012 as general 
manager of its Kurdistan operations. Mr 
 Atencio has more than 30 years of oil and 
gas upstream experience, including positions 
at Apache International and Remora Energy. 
He holds a Petroleum Engineering degree 
from the Colorado School of Mines.

Main events since year-end
On 20 January 2014, DNO announced the 
completion of the farm-in by its wholly-
owned subsidiary DNO Tunisia AS to the 
Sfax Offshore Exploration Permit and the 
Ras El Besh Concession in the Republic of 
Tunisia. This was pursuant to the previously 
announced agreement with Eurogas Interna-
tional Inc. and Atlas Petroleum Exploration 
Worldwide Ltd. DNO Tunisia AS now holds 
an 87.5 percent participating (100 percent 
paying) interest in the permit and the con-
cession, in respect of which it has assumed 
operatorship and a significant share of the 
existing cost pool.

Parent company
The parent company reported a net loss in 
2013 of NOK 958 million compared with a 
net loss of NOK 127 million for 2012. The net 
loss in 2013 is highly influenced by write 
down of shares and receivables on subsid-
iaries of NOK 803 million. Total assets as of 
31 December 2013 were NOK 4,861 million. 

The long-term intercompany receivables 
were NOK 1,425 million at year-end 2013. 
The  Company’s cash balance at year-end 
2013 was NOK 1,589 million compared with 
NOK 1,352 million for 2012, mainly due to 
repayment of intercompany balances from 
subsidiaries and the  repayment of capital 
from one subsidiary. Total shareholders’ 
 equity at year-end 2013 was NOK 1,457 
million compared with NOK 2,415 million 
for 2012. The equity ratio decreased to 
30  percent from 48 percent in 2012. No 
ordinary dividend is proposed for 2013 as 
the board of directors believes that invest-
ment in the Company’s exploration and 
development program will deliver increased 
shareholder returns in the future.

The board of directors proposes that the 
annual loss of NOK 958 million is transferred 
from other equity.

New presentation currency
The Company changed its presentation 
 currency for the consolidated financial state-
ments from NOK to USD with effect from  
1 January 2014. We have made this change 
to better reflect the profile of an industry 
with revenues, costs and cash-flows primar-
ily generated in USD. Restated condensed 
financial statements as of 31 December 2013, 
as if the change in the group presentation 
currency were effective since 1 January 2005 
(IFRS transition) will be presented in the Q1 
2014 report.

Responsibility statement 

Ellen K. Dyvik
Board Member

Shelley Watson
Board Member

Bijan Mossavar-Rahmani
Executive Chairman

Gunnar Hirsti
Board Member

Lars Arne Takla
Deputy Chairman

Bjørn Dale
Acting President/ Managing Director

We confirm to the best of our knowledge that the consolidated financial statements for the period 1 January to 31  December 2013 have been prepared 
in accordance with IFRS and give a fair view of DNO International ASA’s and the group’s a ssets,  liabilities, financial position and results for the period 
viewed in their entirety, and that the board of directors’ report includes a fair review of any significant events that arose during the period and their 
 effect on the financial report, any significant related parties’ transactions and a description of the significant risks and  uncertainties for the group.

Oslo, 30 April 2014

Report 2013
Board of directors
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Consolidated statements of comprehensive income 
1 January–31 December

NOK mill Note 2013 2012

Sales 2, 3  2,967.0  2,841.8 
Cost of goods sold 4  -1,224.8  -1,212.7 
Gross profit 1,742.2 1,629.2

Other operating income  2.0  10.4 
Tariffs and transportation  -24.5  -15.6 
Administrative expense/Other operating expenses 5  -179.3  -102.4 
Impairment oil and gas assets 10  -1,117.3  -   
Exploration cost expensed 6  -60.9  -78.0 
Net gain/-loss from sale of PP&E 10  -0.5  -26.7 
Profit from operating activities 361.6  1,416.9 

Financial income 7 13.4  23.4 
Financial expenses 7  -69.9  -117.9 
Profit/-loss before income tax  305.2  1,322.5 

Income tax expense 8  -178.3  -282.8 
Net profit/-loss  126.9  1,039.6 

Other comprehensive income
Currency translation differences 15  474.5  -279.9 
Fair value changes available-for-sale financial assets 12  -    -   
Other comprehensive income that may be reclassified to profit or loss in subsequent periods 8  474.5  -279.9 

Other comprehensive income that will not be reclassified to profit or loss in subsequent periods  -    -   

Total comprehensive income, net of tax  601.3  759.8 

Net profit/-loss attributable to:
Equity holders of the parent  126.9 1,039.6

Total comprehensive income attributable to:
Equity holders of the parent  601.3  759.8 

Earnings per share, basic 20  0.13  1.02 
Earnings per share, diluted 20  0.13  1.02 
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Consolidated statements of financial position 
As at 31 December

NOK mill Note 2013 2012

ASSETS

Non-current assets   
Goodwill 10  -    258.2 
Deferred income tax assets 8  46.9  42.9 
Other intangible assets 10  962.9  728.8 
Property, plant and equipment 10  4,411.9  3,885.9 
Available for sale investments 12  65.9  2.5 
Other non-current assets  14.6  -   
Total non-current assets  5,502.3  4,918.3 

Current assets   
Inventories 4  309.2  227.7 
Trade and other receivables 13  693.3  688.8 
Cash and cash equivalents, restricted 14  15.0  10.2 
Cash and cash equivalents, unrestricted 14  1,602.8  1,497.9 
Total current assets  2,620.3  2,424.6 

TOTAL ASSETS  8,122.5  7,343.0 

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES 

Equity
Share capital 15  252.6  252.6 
Other reserves 15  1,530.3  1,055.9 
Retained earnings 15  2,831.7  2,704.8 
Total equity  4,614.6  4,013.3 

Non-current liabilities
Interest-bearing liabilities 16  1,401.6  1,324.6 
Deferred income tax liabilities 8  617.2  781.7 
Retirement benefit obligations  3.2  2.7 
Provisions for other liabilities and charges 17  562.9  184.5 
Total non-current liabilities  2,584.8  2,293.4 

Current liabilities
Trade and other payables 19  344.0  222.6 
Income taxes payable 8  94.5  41.4 
Provisions for other liabilities and charges 17  484.7  772.2 
Total current liabilities  923.2  1,036.2 

TOTAL EQUITY AND LIABILITIES  8,122.5  7,343.0 

Oslo, 30 April 2014

 Bijan Mossavar-Rahmani  Lars Arne Takla Shelley Watson
 Executive Chairman  Deputy Chairman  Board Member

 Ellen K. Dyvik Gunnar Hirsti Bjørn Dale
 Board Member  Board Member  Acting President/
   Managing Director
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Consolidated cash flow statements 

* Included in the line Other under Operating activities are foreign currency effects related to interest-bearing loans and equity, acquisition/disposals of PP&E with non-cash 
effect, change in accruals of long-term liabilities with non-cash effect and other non-cash items from investing and financing activities.

Years ended 31 December

NOK mill Note 2013 2012

OPERATING ACTIVITIES   
Profit/-loss from operating activities before income tax  305.2  1,322.5 
Adjustments to add (deduct) non-cash items:
+/- Net interest expense (-income)  42.1  94.4 
Previously capitalized exploration and evaluation expenses 6  -    0.6 
Depreciation of PPE 4  574.8  616.4 
Impairment loss on oil and gas assets 10  1,117.3  -   
Loss/-gain on PPE 10  -    26.7 
Loss/-gain on shares 7  0.5  -0.3 
Impairment/Reversal impairment of financial assets 12  -0.3  -   
Other *  431.7  311.6 
Changes in working capital and provisions:
- Inventories 4  -81.5  -134.7 
- Trade and other receivables 13  -19.0  -391.2 
- Trade and other payables 19  121.3  136.9 
- Provisions for other liabilities and charges  -287.5  -97.3 
Cash generated from operations  2,204.6  1,885.6 
Income taxes paid  -358.2  -159.6 
Interest paid 7  -119.2  -143.2 
Net cash from/-used in operating activities  1,727.2  1,582.8 

INVESTING ACTIVITIES   
Acquisition of subsidiary (net of cash acquired) 11  -    -115.5 
Purchases of intangible assets 10  -207.7  -249.7 
Purchases of tangible assets 10  -1,488.2  -897.6 
Proceeds from sale of tangible assets  -    2.3 
Purchases of available-for-sale financial assets 12  -65.9  -3.9 
Proceeds from sale of available-for-sale financial assets 12  2.8  1.7 
Interest received  3.3  6.5 
Net cash from/-used in investing activities  -1,755.8  -1,256.3 

FINANCING ACTIVITIES
Proceeds from borrowings 16  -    -   
Repayment of borrowings 16  -    -279.3 
Purchase of treasury shares, including options 16  -    -107.1 
Net cash  from/-used in financing activities  -    -386.4 

Net increase/-decrease in cash and cash equivalents   -28.6  -60.0
Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of the period   1,508.1  1,644.8 
Exchange gain/-losses on cash and cash equivalents   138.3  -76.6 
Cash and cash equivalents at end of the period 14  1,617.8  1,508.1 

Hereof restricted cash 15.0 10.2
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Consolidated statements of changes in equity 

NOK mill Note
Share

capital
Other

reserves
Retained
earnings

Total
equity

Balance at 1 January 2013  252.6  1,055.9  2,704.8  4,013.3 

Fair value gains, net of tax:           
 - available-for-sale financial assets  -    -  -   -
Currency translation differences  -    474.5  -    474.5 
Other comprehensive income/-loss  -   474.5 - 474.5
Profit for the period  -   -  126.9 126.9
Total comprehensive income  -   474.5 126.9 601.3

Purchase of treasury shares  -    -    -    -   
Sale of treasury shares  -    -    -    -   

 -    -    -    -   

Balance at 31 December 2013 15  252.6  1,530.3  2,831.7  4,614.6 

NOK mill Note
Share

capital
Other

reserves
Retained
earnings

Total
equity

Balance at 1 January 2012 217.5 275.1 1,665.2 2,157.7

Fair value gains, net of tax:     
 - available-for-sale financial assets  -   -  -   -
Currency translation differences  -   -279.9  -   -279.9
Other comprehensive income/-loss  -   -279.9  -   -279.9
Profit for the period  -    -   1,039.6 1,039.6
Total comprehensive income  -   -279.9 1,039.6 759.8

Issue of share capital, net of transaction costs 18.4 557.3  -   575.6
Purchase of treasury shares -3.3 -103.9  -   -107.1
Consideration shares merger 11 20.0 607.2  -   627.2

35.1 1,060.6  -   1,095.7

Balance at 31 December 2012 15 252.6 1,055.9 2,704.8 4,013.3
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Summary of IFRS accounting principles applicable for 2013Note 01

Principal activities and corporate information
DNO International ASA (DNO) is an international exploration and 
production (E&P) company engaged in the acquisition, exploration, 
development and operation of oil and gas properties. 

DNO is a public limited company incorporated and located in 
Norway at Bryggegata 9, Aker Brygge, N-0113 Oslo. DNO International 
ASA is the ultimate parent of the DNO group (DNO and its subsidiaries) 
and the Company’s shares are listed on the Oslo Stock Exchange. DNO 
International ASA has its registered office in Oslo. The group’s operating 
activities are mainly undertaken in the Middle East and Africa.

Statement of compliance
The consolidated financial statements of the DNO group have been 
prepared in accordance with International Financial Reporting Stan-
dards (IFRS) as adopted by the European Union (EU). The consoli-
dated financial statements were approved by the board of directors 
on 30 April 2014. 

Basis for preparation
The consolidated financial statements have been prepared on a his-
torical cost basis, with the following exemption:
•   Liabilities related to share-based payments, financial assets that are 

classified as available-for-sale, and inventories as a result of the net 
entitlement method, are recognized at fair value.

As permitted by IAS 1, the statement of comprehensive income is 
presented on a mixed basis as a blend of expenses by nature and 
function, as this gives the most relevant and reliable presentation for 
the group. 

The consolidated financial statements have been prepared based 
on a going concern assumption.

Changes in accounting policies and disclosures
The accounting policies adopted are consistent with those of the pre-
vious financial year, except for the following implementation of new or 
amended standards with effect from 1 January 2013:

 IAS 1 Financial Statement Presentation – Presentation of Items of 
Other Comprehensive Income (OCI)
The amendment to this standard affects presentation only, and the 
implementation has had no impact on the group’s financial position or 
performance.

IFRS 13 Fair Value Measurement
The implementation of this standard has had no impact on the group’s 
financial position or performance, however additional disclosures are 
presented.

Significant accounting estimates and assumptions
The preparation of financial statements in conformity with IFRS 
requires management to make judgments, estimates and assump-
tions that affect the application of policies and reported amounts of 
assets and liabilities, the disclosure of contingent assets and liabilities 
at the date of the financial statements, and the reported amounts of 
revenues and expenses during the reporting periods.  

Accounting estimates are employed in the financial statements 
to determine reported amounts, including revenue recognition, the 
possibility for realization of certain assets, the useful lives of tangible 
and intangible assets, and income taxes. Although these estimates are 
based on management’s best knowledge of historical experience, cur-
rent events and actions, actual results may differ from these estimates. 
The estimates and the underlying assumptions are reviewed on an 
ongoing basis. Changes in estimates will be recognized when new 
estimates are available and at least every balance sheet date.

The key sources of estimation uncertainty for the DNO group relate to 
the following:
•   revenue recognition
•   estimates of proven and probable reserves
•   timing of export payments for production from the Tawke field and 

payments related to the Water Purification Project (WPP) 
•   operating costs, including asset retirement obligations, and other 

expenses
•   deferred tax assets and liabilities
•   impairment assumptions such as WACC, timing of cash flows and 

future investments

In addition to the above, there is general uncertainty related to seismic 
and geological models. Risk related to political issues in the countries 
in which the DNO group operates may also influence management 
judgments and estimates. See below for further details on important 
areas affected by estimation uncertainty or judgment:

Revenue recognition – The payment mechanism for oil export sales in 
the Kurdistan region of Iraq is under development, and the DNO group 
currently does not follow the Production Sharing Contract (PSC) terms. 
As a result of this, there is uncertainty related to both timing of export 
revenue and receipt of payments. The recognition of export revenues 
are therefore done upon receipt of payment until a payment mechanism 
is well established.

Reserves and resources estimates – Oil and gas production properties 
are depreciated on a unit of production basis at a rate calculated by 
reference to total proved developed and proved and probable unde-
veloped reserves determined in accordance with Society of Petroleum 
Engineers (SPE) rules and incorporating the estimated future cost of 
developing those reserves. 

All estimates of oil and gas reserves and resources involve uncer-
tainty. In its estimation, the DNO group has applied deterministic or 
scenario-based methods. The figures represent the most likely quan-
tity of oil and gas that will be recovered from a field or reservoir given 
the information available at the end of the year (refer to Note 24), 
calculated as the DNO group’s entitlement to reserves under the PSCs.

Important factors that could cause actual results to differ from 
the estimates include, but are not limited to: technical, geological and 
geotechnical conditions, economic and market conditions, oil prices 
and changes in governmental regulations, interest rates and fluctua-
tions in currency exchange rates. Specific parameters of uncertainty 
related to the field/reservoir include, but are not limited to; reservoir 
pressure and porosity, recovery factors, water-cut development and 
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Summary of IFRS accounting principles applicable for 2013 continued

production decline rates, gas/oil ratios and oil properties. 
Analogy to similar fields and reservoirs has been applied when 

production history and information is limited and/or the field/reservoir 
has a complex structure. It is important to highlight that the uncertain-
ty span is larger for fields/reservoirs with limited field information and 
production history, compared to fields/reservoirs with longer produc-
tion history. The contractors’ entitlement to annual production is de-
termined based on the PSCs and is subject to audit and confirmation 
by the relevant government authority in each country of operation.

The estimates for reserves and resources are made in accordance 
with the guidelines advised by the SPE and are in conformity with 
requirements from the Oslo Stock Exchange for reporting of reserves. 
The DNO group uses external petroleum consultants to evaluate 
reserves and resources. 

Future development costs (both committed and uncommitted) are 
estimated using assumptions as to the number of wells required to 
produce the commercial reserves, the cost of such wells and associ-
ated production facilities, and other capital costs.

Contingencies, provisions and litigations – By their nature, contingen-
cies will only be resolved when one or more uncertain future events 
occur or fail to occur. The assessment of the existence, and potential 
quantum, of contingencies inherently involves the exercise of significant 
judgment and the use of estimates regarding the outcome of future 
events. Management must use also judgment to evaluate certain provi-
sions and litigations, in order to ensure the correct accounting treat-
ment. This includes the evaluation of future asset retirement obligations, 
contingent payments, payments under the WPP (see Note 17) and the 
timing of the export payments in the Kurdistan region of Iraq.

Impairment of oil and gas assets – Management must determine 
whether there are circumstances indicating a possible impairment of 
the DNO group’s oil and gas assets. The estimation of the recoverable 
amount for the oil and gas assets include evaluations in related to 
expected future cash flows and future market conditions, including en-
titlement production and oil price and risk factors (discount rate). Also 
refer to Risks associated with operating in the Kurdistan region of Iraq.

Risks associated with operating in the Kurdistan region of Iraq  
– As a result of the historical and legal position of the Kurdistan region 
of Iraq, and the relationships of the KRG with the Federal Government 
of Iraq (FGI) and with neighboring countries such as Turkey, the DNO 
group and other international E&P companies operating in the Kurd-
istan region of Iraq face a number of risks specific to the Kurdistan 
region of Iraq as set forth below. The FGI has historically disputed the 
validity of the PSCs entered into by E&P companies with the Kurdistan 
Regional Government (KRG), and there can be no assurance that the 
DNO group can protect its interests in assets in the Kurdistan region of 
Iraq. This dispute has not been resolved. 

The DNO group holds interests in three license areas in the 
Kurdistan region of Iraq, pursuant to PSCs with the KRG. The FGI 
has historically disputed the validity of PSCs entered into with the 
KRG and this dispute has not been resolved. Article 112 of the Iraqi 
Constitution of 15 October 2005 (the Iraqi Constitution) provides for 
joint management of oil and gas extracted from present fields by the 

FGI and regional governments. Article 141 of the Iraqi Constitution 
provides that contracts entered into by the KRG prior to the adoption 
of the Iraqi Constitution in 2005 shall be considered valid unless they 
are amended or annulled pursuant to the laws of and by the compe-
tent entity in the Kurdistan region of Iraq, provided that they do not 
contradict with the Iraqi Constitution. What is required under Article 
112, particularly in respect of PSCs entered into prior to the adoption 
of the Iraqi Constitution, is unclear. All of the DNO group’s PSCs were 
entered into by the KRG prior to the adoption of the Iraqi Constitution, 
but the fields were not producing at the time of adoption. However 
there can be no assurance that the DNO group’s PSCs are protected 
by the express grandfathering provisions of Article 141 read in light of 
Article 112. Further development of its assets in the Kurdistan region 
of Iraq is a long-term key strategic priority for the DNO group. An 
attempt by the FGI to revoke or materially alter the PSCs held by the 
DNO group in the Kurdistan region of Iraq, could disrupt or halt the 
DNO group’s operations in the Kurdistan region of Iraq, lead to  
administrative fines or penalties, subject the DNO group to contractual 
damages, or delay or prevent the DNO group’s execution of its 
strategy, any of which could have a material adverse effect on the 
DNO group’s business, results of operations, financial condition and 
prospects. There can be no assurance that the DNO group will receive 
payments for its hydrocarbon exports.

The majority of export sales from the Kurdistan region of Iraq 
have been conducted by the State Oil Marketing Organization of Iraq 
(SOMO), and the proceeds of hydrocarbon exports are collected, held 
and administered by the FGI Ministry of Finance. Payments held by the 
FGI are supposed to be remitted to regional authorities for onward re-
mittance to international contractors. To date, the FGI has not passed 
on oil contractors’ full entitlements to the proceeds of export sales in 
the Kurdistan region of Iraq to the KRG, including proceeds to which 
the Company believes the DNO group is entitled under its PSCs, and 
has at times withheld payments to the KRG in respect of hydrocarbon 
exports entirely. 

In 2009, the DNO group and other international E&P companies 
halted exports from the Kurdistan region of Iraq after not receiv-
ing payment for any of the oil they exported in 2009. In total, 3.74 
MMbbl of oil was exported from the Tawke field between June and 
September 2009, but no payment has been made to the DNO group 
in respect of its share in these volumes. The DNO group and other 
international E&P companies recommenced exports from the Kurdis-
tan region of Iraq in February 2011 after the FGI and the KRG agreed 
a protocol regarding payment to oil contractors under PSCs, and the 
DNO group received partial payment for the oil it exported beginning 
in February 2011. The DNO group received a payment of USD 103.7 
million from the KRG in June 2011 and a further USD 60 million in Sep-
tember 2011. One partial payment of USD 116 million was received in 
2012. There have been no export or payments for past exports in 2013. 
The DNO group does not believe that the payments received to date 
provide a basis for assessing or estimating future trends in relation to 
whether future payments will be reconcilable to what the DNO group 
believes should be paid for oil exports. 

There remains substantial uncertainty relating to the receipt of 
proceeds from oil that is exported from the Kurdistan region of Iraq, 
and there can be no assurance that: the FGI will not withhold further 

Note 01
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Note 01

payments from the KRG in the future, payments made to the DNO 
group will correspond with the revenue to which the DNO group is 
entitled under its PSCs, the DNO group will be able to export and/or 
that it will be paid its entire entitlement for exports from the Tawke 
field or any future producing fields. Any of these risks could result in 
a loss of production revenue to the DNO group, and materially and 
adversely affect the DNO group’s business, results of operations, and 
recoverability of capitalized intangible assets and property, plant and 
equipment (PP&E), financial condition and prospects.

Deferred tax assets and liability – Deferred tax assets are recognized 
for the carry-forward of unused tax losses and unused tax credits to 
the extent that it is probable that taxable profit against which the 
losses can be utilized, will be available. Significant management judg-
ment is required to determine the amount of deferred tax asset to be 
recognized. Specifically, there is uncertainty related to the timing and 
value of tax planning activities, as well as general uncertainty related 
to the budgeting process. Assumptions about the generation of future 
taxable profits depends on management’s estimates of future cash 
flows. These estimates of future taxable income are based on forecast 
cash flows from operations (which are impacted by production and 
sales volumes, oil prices, reserves, operating costs, decommission-
ing costs, capital expenditure, dividends and other capital manage-
ment transactions) and judgment about the application of existing 
tax laws in each jurisdiction. To the extent that future cash flows and 
taxable income differ significantly from estimates, the ability of the 
group to realize the net deferred tax assets recorded at the reporting 
date could be impacted. In addition, future changes in tax laws in the 
jurisdictions in which the group operates could limit the ability of the 
group to obtain tax deductions in future periods. 

Deferred tax is calculated for the activities in Yemen and Oman. To the 
extent that the government take includes a portion assigned to cover 
the group’s corporate tax eligible for classification as tax according 
to the IAS 12 definition, the group presents this element as an income 
tax expense with a corresponding increase in revenue. A deferred tax 
liability is also recorded. Currently, deferred tax is not calculated for 
the activities in the Kurdistan region of Iraq, as there is uncertainty 
related to the tax laws of the Kurdistan region of Iraq and yet no well 
established tax regime for this region. As such, it has not been pos-
sible to measure the corporate tax paid on behalf of the group, and it 
is the judgment of the management that until a well established tax 
regime is in place, the group will not record a deferred tax liability. For 
further details on the potential liability, see Note 8. 

Group accounting and consolidation principles
Basis for consolidation
The consolidated financial statements comprise the financial state-
ment of DNO and entities controlled by the Company (its subsid-
iaries). Control is achieved where the Company has the power to 
govern the financial and operating policies of an entity so as to obtain 
benefits from its activities. DNO currently has 100 percent interest in 
all its subsidiaries.

The results of subsidiaries acquired or disposed of during the year 
are included in the consolidated financial statement from the effective 

date of acquisition or up to the effective date of disposal, as appropriate.
The financial statements of the subsidiaries are prepared for the 

same reporting period as the parent company, using consistent ac-
counting policies. Where necessary, the accounting policies of the 
subsidiaries have been adjusted to ensure consistency with the poli-
cies adopted by DNO. 

All intercompany balances and transactions have been eliminated 
upon consolidation.

Business combinations and goodwill
Business combinations are accounted for using the acquisition method. 
The cost of an acquisition is measured as the aggregate of the con-
sideration transferred, measured at acquisition date fair value and the 
amount of any non-controlling interest (NCI) in the acquiree. For each 
business combination, the acquirer measures the NCI in the acquiree, 
either at fair value or at the proportionate share of the acquiree’s identi-
fiable net assets. The acquisition date is the date on which the acquirer 
obtains control of the acquiree. This is generally the date that the 
consideration is legally transferred, the assets are acquired and liabilities 
are assumed (the closing date). However, the actual control might be 
obtained at an earlier or later stage than the closing date, e.g. written 
agreement that provides control at an earlier date. DNO considers all 
facts and circumstances when determining the acquisition date. 

The purchase consideration is allocated to the identifiable assets, 
liabilities and contingent liabilities (identifiable net assets) on the basis 
of fair value at the date of acquisition. These provisional estimates are 
finalized within 12 months of the acquisition date with any adjust-
ments being recorded against goodwill. 

Goodwill is initially measured at cost, being the excess of the ag-
gregate consideration transferred and the amount recognized for NCI 
over the fair value of the identifiable net assets acquired and liabilities 
assumed. Technical goodwill will arise as a result of deferred tax on 
any excess values.

If the fair value attributable to DNO’s share of the identifiable net 
assets exceeds the fair value of the consideration, DNO reassesses 
whether it has correctly identified and measured the assets acquired 
and liabilities assumed. Any additional assets or liabilities that are 
identified in that review are recognized. If there is excess over fair 
value of the consideration that remains after reassessment, DNO rec-
ognizes the resulting gain in the profit or loss on the acquisition date. 

After initial recognition, goodwill is measured at cost, less any ac-
cumulated impairment losses. For the purpose of impairment testing, 
goodwill acquired in a business combination is, from the acquisition 
date, allocated to each of the DNO cash generating units that are 
expected to benefit from the synergies of the combination, irrespec-
tive of whether other assets or liabilities of the acquiree are assigned 
to those units. 

Transaction costs related to business combinations are expensed 
and included in administrative expenses. Transaction costs include 
costs related to the transaction, such as corporate advisors’ fees, legal 
fees, due diligence fees, stamp duties, and accounting services. 

If the business combination is achieved in stages, the acquirer’s 
previously held equity interest in the acquire is re-measured to fair 
value as at the acquisition date (being the date the acquirer gains 
control) through profit or loss.
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Any contingent consideration to be transferred by the acquirer 
will be recognized at fair value at the acquisition date. Subsequent 
changes to the fair value of the contingent consideration that is 
deemed to be an asset or liability, will be recognized in accordance 
with IAS 39, either in profit or loss or as change to other comprehen-
sive income. If the contingent consideration is classified as equity, it 
shall not be re-measured. Subsequent settlement is accounted for 
within equity. In instances, where the contingent consideration does 
not fall within the scope of IAS 39, it is measured in accordance with 
the appropriate IFRS.

Acquisitions made by the DNO group that do not qualify as a busi-
ness combination under IFRS 3 Business Combinations, are accounted 
for as asset acquisitions.

Interest in jointly controlled operations (assets)
IFRS defines joint control as the contractually agreed sharing of con-
trol over an economic activity, and this only exists when the strategic 
financial and operating decisions relating to the activity require the 
unanimous consent of the parties sharing control (the “venturers”).

The group’s activities in the exploration and production segment 
are conducted through joint ventures, where the ventures have direct 
ownership in, and jointly control the assets of the venturer.

The group accounts for jointly controlled operations (oil and gas 
licenses), by recording its share of the arrangement’s assets, liabilities 
and cash flows. The group combines its share of the joint ventures’ 
individual income and expenses, assets and liabilities and cash flows on 
a line-by-line basis with similar items in the group’s financial statements. 

The group does not recognize its share of profits or losses from 
the joint venture that result from the group’s purchase of assets from 
the joint venture until it divests the assets to an independent party. 
However, if a loss on the transaction provides evidence of a reduction 
in the net realizable value of current assets, or an impairment loss, the 
loss is recognized immediately.

Foreign currency translation and transactions 
Functional currency
The consolidated financial statements are presented in Norwegian 
Kroner (NOK), which is the parent company’s functional currency. 
Items included in the financial statements of each subsidiary in the 
group are initially recorded in the functional currency, i.e. the currency 
that best reflects the economic substance of the underlying events 
and circumstances relevant to that subsidiary. 

From 2014, the parent company’s functional currency is US Dollars 
(USD), and the consolidated financial statements will be presented in USD.

Transactions and balances
Foreign currency transactions are translated into the functional cur-
rency using the exchange rates prevailing at the dates of the transac-
tions. Receivables and liabilities in foreign currencies are translated 
into functional currency at the balance sheet date exchange rates. 
Foreign exchange gains and losses resulting from the settlement of 
such transactions, and from the translation of monetary assets and 
liabilities denominated in foreign currencies, are recognized in profit 
or loss. Those arising in respect of financial assets and liabilities are 
recorded net as a financial item.

Foreign exchange gains or losses resulting from changes in the fair 
value of financial investments classified as available-for-sale are rec-
ognized directly in other comprehensive income, until the investment 
has been disposed of. 

Group companies
Income statements and cash flows of subsidiaries and joint ventures, 
that have a functional currency that is different to the presentation 
currency for the group, are translated to the presentation currency 
at average exchange rates each month. Balance sheet items are 
translated using the exchange rate at year-end, and the translation 
differences are taken directly to other comprehensive income. When 
a foreign entity is sold, such translation differences are recognized in 
profit or loss as part of the gain or loss on sale.

Balance sheet classification
Current assets and short-term liabilities include items due less than 
a year from the balance sheet date, and items related to the operat-
ing cycle, if longer. The current portion of long-term debt is included 
under current liabilities. Investments in shares held for trading are 
classified as current assets, while strategic investments are classified 
as non-current assets. Other assets and other liabilities are classified 
as non-current assets and non-current liabilities.

Property, plant and equipment 
General
Property, plant and equipment (PP&E) acquired by group compa-
nies are recognized at historical cost and adjusted for depreciation, 
depletion and amortization (DD&A), and impairment charges, if any. 
The carrying value of the PP&E in the statement of financial posi-
tion represents the cost less accumulated DD&A and any impairment 
charges. Other fixed assets in use (excluding oil and gas properties) 
are generally depreciated on a straight-line basis, at rates varying from 
three to five years. Expected useful lives are reviewed at each balance 
sheet date and, where there are changes in estimates, depreciation 
periods are changed accordingly. Any change is accounted for pro-
spectively. For oil and gas properties, expected useful life is the period 
of estimated production.

Ordinary repairs and maintenance costs, defined as day-to-day servic-
ing costs, are charged to profit or loss during the financial period in which 
they are incurred. The cost of major work over is included in the asset’s 
carrying amount when it is probable that the group will derive future eco-
nomic benefits exceeding of the originally assessed standard of perfor-
mance of the existing asset. Gains and losses on disposals are determined 
by comparing the disposal proceeds with the carrying amount and are 
included in operating profit. Assets to be disposed of are reported at the 
lower of the carrying amount and the fair value less selling costs. 
 
Borrowing costs
Interest costs directly attributable to financing construction of PP&E 
are capitalized during the period of time that is required to complete 
and prepare the asset for its intended use, which is defined as the de-
velopment phase. Borrowing costs consist of interest and other costs 
that the group incurs in the connection with the borrowing of funds. 
Other borrowing costs are expensed when incurred. The capitalization 
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of borrowing costs is recorded monthly based on the average interest 
rate for the group in the period. 

The basis for the monthly capitalization is accumulated average 
capitalized assets for each project. The capitalized borrowing costs 
cannot exceed the actual borrowing costs in each period.

Exploration and development costs for oil and gas properties 
The DNO group uses the successful efforts method to account for 
exploration, appraisal and development costs, where exploration costs 
are charged to expense as incurred. 

However, drilling costs of exploration wells are temporarily capital-
ized pending the determination of oil and gas reserves. These costs 
include directly attributable employee remuneration, materials and 
fuel used, rig costs and payments made to contractors. If reserves 
are not found, or if discoveries are assessed not to be technically and 
commercially recoverable, the drilling costs of exploration wells are 
expensed. Geological and geophysical costs are recognized in profit or 
loss as incurred.

Costs of acquiring licenses are capitalized within intangible assets 
and amortized over the period of the license using the unit-of-produc-
tion method. An assessment for impairment is made at each reporting 
date. This assessment involves confirming that exploration drilling is 
still under way or firmly planned, or that it has been determined, or 
work is under way to determine, that the discovery is economically 
viable. If no future activity is planned, the carrying value of the license 
acquisition costs is written off through profit or loss. Upon recognition 
of proved reserves and internal approval for development, the relevant 
expenditure is transferred to oil and gas properties. 

3D seismic acquisition over a discovery area is capitalized if it 
relates to drilling a well, and the objective is to learn more about the 
reservoir and to support the determination of new well locations 
within the discovery area. 

For accounting purposes, the field enters into the development 
phase when the partners in the license make the commercial decision. 
All costs of developing commercial oil and/or gas fields are capital-
ized, including direct costs. Pre-operating costs are expensed in the 
period in which they are incurred. Capitalized development costs are 
classified as tangible assets.

Oil and gas properties
Capitalized costs for oil and gas properties are depreciated using 
the unit-of-production method. The rate of depreciation is equal to 
the ratio of oil and gas production for the period over the estimated 
remaining proved and probable reserves (expected to be recovered 
during the concession or contract period) at the beginning of the 
period. The reserves are calculated as the DNO group’s entitlement to 
reserves under the contracts. The future development expenditures 
necessary to bring those reserves into production are included in the 
basis for depreciation, and are estimated by the management based 
on current perio-end un-escalated price levels. Any changes in the 
reserves and cost estimates that affect unit-of-production rates, are 
dealt with prospectively.

Component cost accounting/decomposition
The group allocates the amount initially recognized in respect of an 

item of PP&E to its significant parts, and depreciates separately each 
such part over its useful life. For oil and gas assets, the group uses 
field as the level of aggregation, as this represents the lowest level 
where separate cash flows can be identified. This means that there 
is no decomposition beyond field level. A plan for development is 
usually defined for each field, taking into consideration exploration 
wells, production wells and infill wells. The field reserves are evaluated 
according to the chosen production plan.

Intangible assets 
The useful lives of intangibles assets are assessed as either finite or in-
finite. Amortization of intangible assets is based on the expected use-
ful economic lives and assessed for impairment whenever there is an 
indication that the intangible asset might be impaired. The impairment 
review of intangible assets with infinite lives is undertaken annually. 

Exploration and evaluation assets
IFRS 6 Exploration for and Evaluation of Mineral Resources requires 
exploration and evaluation assets to be classified as tangible or intan-
gible according to the nature of the assets. 

Some exploration and evaluation assets should be classified as 
intangible, for example license acquisition costs and capitalized explora-
tion assets. When technical feasibility and commercial viability of the 
assets are decided upon, the assets are reclassified to tangible assets 
and depreciated. The exploration and evaluation assets that are classi-
fied as intangible are assessed for impairment before reclassification. 
No amortization is charged during the exploration and evaluation phase.

Other intangible assets
Payments related to acquisition of licenses and subsequent payments 
are capitalized as license acquisition cost and depreciated using the 
unit-of-production method.

Impairment of non-current assets 
PP&E and other non-current assets are reviewed for impairment an-
nually and whenever events or changes in circumstances indicate that 
the carrying amount of an asset may not be recoverable. Indications of 
impairment may include: decline in oil price, changes in future invest-
ments, or changes in reserve estimates. 

For the purposes of assessing impairment, assets are grouped 
at the lowest levels for which there are separately identifiable cash 
inflows. An oil and gas field is considered one cash generating unit. An 
impairment loss is the amount by which the carrying amount of the 
assets exceeds the recoverable amount. The recoverable amount is the 
higher of the asset’s net selling price and its value in use. The value 
in use is determined by reference to discounted future net cash flows 
expected to be generated by the asset. Cash flows are discounted us-
ing a pre-tax discount rate that reflects current market assessments of 
the time-value of money and the risks specific to the asset. Technical 
goodwill as a result of deferred tax on excess values is tested as part 
of the belonging cash generating unit.

A previously recognized impairment loss is reversed through profit 
or loss only if there has been a change in the estimates used to de-
termine the recoverable amount. It is not reversed to an amount that 
would be higher than if no impairment loss had been recognized. After 
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such a reversal, the depreciation charge is adjusted in future periods 
to allocate the asset’s revised carrying amount, less any residual value, 
on a systematic basis over its remaining useful life.

Farm-in and farm-out
A farm-in/farm-out is when the owner of a working interest (the 
farmor) transfers all or a portion of its working interest to another 
party (the farmee) in return for the farmee’s performance of some 
agreed upon action. If the farmee agrees to undertake exploration, 
drill well(s), or develop the property, the farmor transfers all or a por-
tion of the working interest in the property to the farmee.

The farmee capitalizes or expenses the exploration, drilling and 
development costs as incurred according to the accounting method 
it is using. The farmee does not record any receivable nor any of its 
costs assigned to the acquisition of the license interest. The farmee 
will thereby have capitalized wells and equipment costs but no capi-
talized property acquisition costs. The farmor does not record any well 
and equipment costs. There are no accruals for future commitments in 
farm-in/farm-out agreements in the exploration and evaluation phase, 
and no profit or loss is recognized by the farmor. In the development 
or production phase, a farm-in/farm-out agreement will be treated as 
a transaction recorded at fair value as represented by the costs carried 
by the farmee. Any gain or loss arising on the farm-in/farm-out is 
recognized in the statement of comprehensive income.

License swaps/asset swaps
A situation where one or more items of PP&E are exchanged for a 
non-monetary asset or assets, or a combination of monetary and 
non-monetary assets, should be measured at fair value, unless the 
transaction lacks commercial substance, or the fair value of neither the 
asset received nor the asset given up is reliably measurable. The cost 
of the acquired asset is measured at the fair value of the asset given 
up, unless the fair value of the asset received is more clearly evident. 

Oil companies may exchange license interests as part of a portfolio 
structuring. License swaps are measured at fair value at the time of 
the transaction, with recognition of gain or loss.
 
Financial instruments 
Financial instruments, that are not derivatives, consist of investments 
in debt and equity instruments, trade receivables and other receiv-
ables, cash and cash equivalents, loans, trade payables and other 
payables. These are initially recognized at fair value, which in most 
cases will be identical to cost. After initial recognition, the measure-
ment and accounting treatment depend on the type of instrument and 
classification. 

Cash and bank deposits, including deposits on special terms, other 
short-term highly liquid investments with original maturities of three 
months or less, and bank overdrafts, form cash and cash equivalents. 
Bank overdrafts are included within borrowings in current liabilities in 
the statement of financial position.
 
Investments and other financial assets 
All purchases and sales of financial assets are recognized at the trans-
action date. 
•  Investments classified as available-for-sale are measured at fair val-

ue. Adjustments to fair value are recognized as other comprehensive 
income until the investment is sold, collected or otherwise disposed 
of, at which time the cumulative gain or loss previously reported in 
other comprehensive income is included as part of net result in the 
statement of comprehensive income. Impairment of available-for-
sale investments is recognized in profit or loss immediately. However, 
any subsequent reversal of the impairment is not recognized in profit 
or loss, but as a fair value adjustment to other comprehensive income. 

•  Investments classified at fair value through profit or loss are 
measured at fair value, with adjustments to fair value recognized 
immediately in profit or loss. 

•  Investments classified as loans and receivables are measured at 
amortized cost using the effective interest rate method. This clas-
sification is used for non-derivative assets with fixed or determinable 
payments that are not quoted in an active market. Gains and losses 
are recognized when the loans and receivables are derecognized or 
impaired, as well as through the amortization process.

•  Held-to-maturity investments are non-derivative financial assets 
with fixed or determinable payments and fixed maturity, which the 
group has the intention and ability to hold to maturity. These assets 
are subsequently measured at amortized cost. For investments that 
are actively traded in organized financial markets, fair value is deter-
mined by reference to Stock Exchange quoted market prices at the 
close of business on the balance sheet date. For investments where 
there is no quoted market price, fair value is determined by using 
generally accepted valuation techniques. The valuations are primarily 
collected from external parties (banks, other financial institutions), 
or, if not available, performed by the group.  

Amortized cost is calculated by taking into account any discount or 
premium on acquisition over the years to maturity. For investments 
carried at amortized cost, gains and losses are recognized in the state-
ment of comprehensive income when the investments are derecog-
nized or impaired, as well as through the amortization process. 

Impairment of financial assets 
The group assesses at each balance sheet date whether there is any 
objective evidence that a financial asset or a group of financial assets 
needs to be impaired. A financial asset or a group of financial assets 
is deemed to be impaired if, and only if, there is objective evidence of 
impairment as a result of one or more events that has occurred after 
the initial recognition of the asset, and that this event has an impact 
on the estimated future cash flows from the asset that can be reliably 
estimated.

If there is objective evidence of impairment for financial assets 
carried at amortized cost, the amount of the loss is measured as the 
difference between the asset’s carrying value and the present value 
of future cash flows. The present value of the future cash flows are 
discounted using the asset’s original effective interest rate. If a loan 
has a variable interest rate (floating interest rate), the discount rate for 
measuring any impairment loss is the current effective interest rate.
 
Derecognition of financial assets and liabilities
A financial asset is derecognized when:  
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•  The group no longer has the right to receive cash flows from it 
•  The group retains the right to receive cash flows from the asset, but 

has assumed an obligation to pay them in full without material delay 
to a third party under a “pass-through” arrangement, or

•  The group has transferred its rights to receive cash flows from the 
asset and either (a) has transferred substantially all the risks and 
rewards of the asset, or (b) has neither transferred nor retained sub-
stantially all the risks and rewards of the asset, but has transferred 
the control of the asset.

A financial liability is derecognized when the obligation under the lia-
bility is discharged, cancelled or expires. A bond loan is derecognized 
when it is repurchased.

Derivative financial instruments and hedging 
As of 31 December 2013, the group has no hedging instruments for 
accounting purposes.
 
Other long-term receivables
Other long-term receivables are measured at net present value when 
the payments are expected later than 12 months from the transaction 
date and are not interest bearing.

Trade receivables 
Trade receivables are recognized and carried at their anticipated 
realizable value, which is the original invoice amount less an estimated 
valuation allowance for any uncollectible amounts or for extended 
payment terms. A provision is made when there is objective evidence 
that the group will not be able to collect the recoverable amount. Bad 
debts are written off when identified and recognized in the income 
statement.

The fair value of trade and other receivables, excluding construc-
tion work in progress, is estimated as the present value of future cash 
flows, discounted at the market rate of interest at the reporting date.

Cash and cash equivalents
Cash and short-term deposits in the statement of financial position 
comprise cash at banks and in hand and short-term deposits with an 
original maturity of three months or less.

Share capital
Ordinary shares
Ordinary shares are classified as equity. Incremental costs directly 
attributable to the issue of ordinary shares and share options, are 
recognized as a reduction of equity, net of any tax effects.

Repurchase of share capital (treasury shares)
When share capital recognized as equity is repurchased, the amount 
of the consideration paid, which includes directly attributable costs, is 
net of any tax effects and is recognized as a deduction in equity. Re-
purchased shares are classified as treasury shares and are presented 
as a deduction from total equity. When treasury shares subsequently 
are sold or reissued, the amount received is recognized as an increase 
in equity and the resulting surplus or deficit of the transaction is trans-
ferred to/from retained earnings.

Note 01

Financial income and expenses
Financial income comprises: interest income on funds invested (in-
cluding available-for-sale financial assets), dividend income, gains on 
the disposal of available-for-sale financial assets, and changes in the 
fair value of financial assets at fair value through profit or loss. Interest 
income is recognized as it accrues in profit or loss, using the effective 
interest method. Dividend income is recognized in profit or loss on the 
date that the group’s right to receive payment is established, which in 
the case of quoted securities is the ex-dividend date.

Financial expenses comprise: interest expense on borrowings, 
unwinding of the discount on provisions, changes in the fair value of 
financial assets measured at fair value through profit or loss, impair-
ment losses recognized on financial assets, and losses on financial 
assets that are recognized in profit or loss.

Foreign exchange gains and losses are reported as financial income 
or financial expenses.

Inventories  
Inventories, other than inventories of oil, are valued at the lower of 
cost and net realizable value. Cost is determined by the first-in, first-
out (FIFO) method. The cost of finished goods and work in progress 
comprises of raw materials, direct labor, other direct costs and related 
production overheads (based on normal operating capacity), but 
excludes borrowing costs. Net realizable value is the estimated selling 
price in the ordinary course of business, less the estimated costs of 
completion and estimated selling expenses.

Petroleum products and overlift/underlift of oil are recorded at net 
realizable values. 

The fair value of inventories acquired in a business combination is 
determined based on its estimated selling price in the ordinary course 
of business, less the estimated costs of completion and sale, and a 
reasonable profit margin based on the effort required to complete and 
sell the inventories.
 
Interest-bearing liabilities 
All loans and borrowings are initially recognized at cost, being the fair 
value of the consideration received net of issue costs associated with 
the borrowing.

After initial recognition, interest-bearing loans and borrowings are 
subsequently measured at amortized cost using the effective interest 
method. Any difference between proceeds (net of transaction costs) 
and the redemption value is recognized in profit or loss over the 
period of the interest-bearing liabilities. Amortized cost is calculated 
by taking into account any issue costs and any discount or premium 
on settlement.

Gains and losses are recognized in net profit or loss when the 
liabilities are derecognized or impaired, as well as through the amorti-
zation process.
 
Revenue recognition 
Revenues from the production of oil and gas properties are recog-
nized on the basis of the group’s net working interest in those proper-
ties, regardless of whether the production is sold (the entitlement 
method). The revenue recognition according to the net entitlement 
method is based on actual production in the period. The entitlement 
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method assumes observable market prices and the risk for the seller 
to be minimal related to sale and distribution. To the extent that the 
entitlement method cannot be applied, the sales criteria from IAS 
18 must be fulfilled in order to recognize revenues. Using the sales 
method, a liability (overlift) arises when the group sells more than its 
share of the production, and an asset (underlift) when the sale is less 
than the group’s share of the production.

Local sales – the Kurdistan region of Iraq
The significant risks and rewards of ownership (title) are deemed to 
have passed on delivery of the oil to the customer at loading point. 
Revenue is recognized at this point. 

Export sales – the Kurdistan region of Iraq
For the export sales, the significant risks and rewards of ownership 
(title) are considered to have passed on delivery of oil to the export 
pipeline. However, since no payment mechanism is yet in place for the 
export sale, DNO does not consider it possible to measure the revenue 
reliably at the delivery point. DNO therefore recognizes the revenue at 
the point of cash receipt.

Overlift and underlift of oil and gas using the entitlement method 
are valued at their net realizable value on the balance sheet date. 
Overlift and underlift are calculated as the difference between the 
group’s share of production and its actual sales, and are classified as 
other current liabilities/assets. Under the sales method, overlift and 
underlift are recorded to cost. 

Revenues from services are recorded when the service has been 
performed. 
 
Production Sharing Agreements/Contracts (PSAs/PSCs)
In many countries ownership of unexploited petroleum resources 
remains with the state, whereas exploration, development and produc-
tion is carried out by private contractors under a specific Production 
Sharing Agreement/Contract (PSA/PSC). The PSA/PSC is a contract 
between an oil-producing company and the host government that 
governs the rights and duties of both parties in respect of the opera-
tions of a block. In particular it governs how the revenues from oil pro-
duced are to be shared between the government and the contracting 
oil producers. The DNO group operates currently under PSAs/PSCs in 
Yemen, Oman and in the Kurdistan region of Iraq. 

Under the PSAs/PSCs, the DNO group, along with other working 
interest holders, typically bears all risk and costs for exploration, 
development and production. In return, if exploration is successful, the 
group recovers the sum of its investment and operating costs (cost 
oil) from a percentage of the production and sale of the associated 
hydrocarbons. The group is also entitled to receive a share of produc-
tion in excess of cost oil (profit oil). The sharing of cost oil and profit 
oil between the working interest holders and the government varies 
from PSA/PSC to PSA/PSC. 

The sum of cost oil attributable to the group’s share of costs and 
share of profit oil represents the group’s entitlement to oil produced 
under a PSA/PSC.

Under a PSA/PSC the government typically receives portions of 
oil produced in several steps. Normally there is a fraction of gross oil 
production (a royalty), before any attribution to cost oil and profit oil, 

payable to a governmental body. As described above, the government 
will also have a specified share of profit oil and in some instances a 
governmentally controlled enterprise will have its share as well. The 
sum of royalties and governmental share of profit oil, including that of 
a governmentally controlled enterprise, represents the ‘government 
take’ of oil produced under a PSA/PSC.

The DNO group presents its operations governed by PSAs/PSCs 
according to the net entitlement method. The net entitlement method 
means that the group recognizes as revenue only its working interest 
of oil produced, after deduction of the government take.

According to the group’s PSAs/PSCs, the ownership of the prop-
erty, plant and equipment is transferred back to the government when 
the costs of the property, plant and equipment are fully recovered. The 
contractors are granted a free right of use for the remaining duration 
of the contract.
 
Income taxes
The tax expense consists of taxes payable and changes in deferred tax. 

Taxes payable are provided based on taxable profits at the current 
tax rate. 

Deferred tax/tax assets are calculated on all taxable temporary 
differences, except to the extent that both of the following conditions 
are satisfied:
•   The group is able to control the timing of the reversal of the tempo-

rary differences; and
•   It is probable that the temporary differences will not reverse in the 

foreseeable future.

Deferred tax assets related to tax losses carried forward are recog-
nized when it is probable that the group will have a sufficient profit for 
tax purposes to utilize the tax asset. At each balance sheet date, the 
group carries out a review of its unrecognized deferred tax assets and 
the value it has recognized. The group recognizes formerly unrecog-
nized deferred tax assets to the extent that it has become probable 
that the group can utilize the deferred tax asset. Similarly, the group 
will reduce its deferred tax assets to the extent that it can no longer 
utilize these. 

 Deferred tax and deferred tax assets are measured on the basis 
of the tax rates enacted at the balance sheet date, applicable to the 
companies in the group. Deferred tax and deferred tax assets are set 
off within the same tax regime only if the use of group contribution is 
available.

Deferred tax and deferred tax assets are recognized irrespective 
of when the differences will be reversed. They are recognized at their 
nominal value and classified as non-current assets (long-term liabili-
ties) in the statement of financial position. 

 Taxes payable and deferred tax are recognized directly in equity to 
the extent that they relate to items that are charged directly to equity. 

Production Sharing Agreements/Contracts (PSAs/PSCs)
The DNO group presents its operations governed by PSAs/PSCs ac-
cording to the net entitlement method. For more information see the 
description under section Revenue recognition.

A PSA/PSC may also affect payment of corporate taxes. Normally, 
the contractor is liable for national corporate tax on taxable profits, 
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which will be a function of its share of profit oil (taking into account 
that costs over time will be recovered through cost oil). However, 
some PSAs/PSCs include clauses for corporate taxes to be paid out of 
the government take. To the extent that the government take includes 
a portion assigned to cover the DNO group’s corporate tax eligible 
for classification as tax according to the IAS 12 definition, the group 
presents this element as an income tax expense with a correspond-
ing increase in revenue. Currently, this only applies to the activities in 
Yemen and Oman, as there is not yet a well-established tax regime in 
place in the Kurdistan region of Iraq. See also the section on Signifi-
cant accounting estimates and assumptions and Note 8.
 
Employee benefits 
Pension obligations 
The group currently has defined contribution plans only. For defined 
contribution plans, contributions are paid to pension insurance plans 
and charged to profit or loss in the period to which the contributions 
relate. Once the contributions have been paid, there are no further 
payment obligations.

Incentive program
An employee share-saving plan was introduced in 2013, through which 
employees can save parts of their salary in company shares (synthetic 
shares).

Provisions and contingent liabilities
A provision is recognized when the group has a present obligation 
(legal or constructive) as a result of a past event; it is probable that an 
outflow of resources embodying economic benefits will be required 
to settle the obligation; and a reliable estimate can be made of the 
amount of the obligation. Where the group expects some or all of a 
provision to be reimbursed, for example under an insurance contract, 
the reimbursement is recognized as a separate asset, but only when 
the reimbursement is virtually certain. The expense related to any 
provision is presented in profit or loss net of any reimbursement. 
Provisions are reviewed at each balance sheet date and adjusted to 
reflect the current best estimate. 

The amount of the provision is the present value of the risk-ad-
justed expenditures expected to be required to settle the obligation, 
determined using the estimated risk-free interest rate as the discount 
rate. Where discounting is used, the carrying amount of provision in-
creases in each period to reflect the unwinding of the discount by the 
passage of time. This increase is recognized as interest expense.

Contingent liabilities are not recognized, but are disclosed unless 
the possibility of an outflow of resources embodying economic ben-
efits is remote. 

Asset retirement obligations (decommissioning)
Provisions for decommissioning liabilities for oil and gas production 
facilities are recognized in full. The amount recognized is the present 
value of the estimated future expenditure determined in accordance 
with local conditions and requirements. A corresponding tangible 
fixed asset of an amount equivalent to the provision is also recog-
nized. This is subsequently depreciated as part of the capital costs 
of the production and transportation facilities. The decommissioning 

provision is accreted to the discounted liability, with the accretion of 
the discount classified as interest expense. 

The provision and the discount rate are reviewed at each balance 
sheet date. According to IFRIC 1.5, changes in the measurement of 
the decommissioning liability that result from a change in the timing 
or amount of the outflow of resources embodying economic benefits 
required to settle the obligation, or a change in the discount rate, are 
added to or deducted from the cost of the related asset in the current 
period. Changes in estimated asset retirement obligations will impact 
both the cost of the asset and profit or loss in the period in which the 
estimate is revised.

Segment reporting 
The group identifies and reports its segments based on reports to the 
corporate management and the board, who are considered the chief 
decision makers. Management monitors the operating results of its 
operating segments separately for the purpose of making decisions 
about resource allocation and performance assessment. Segment per-
formance is evaluated based on operating profit or loss, and other key 
performance indicators. For the DNO group, the operating segments 
equal the reportable segments.

The reportable segments provide products or services within a  
particular economic environment that is subject to risks and returns  
different from those of components operating in other economic 
environments. The group has identified its reportable segments based 
on the nature of the risk and return within its business, and by the geo-
graphical location of the group’s assets and operations. 
Transfer prices between the segments and companies are set using 
the arm’s length principle in a manner similar to transactions with third 
parties.
 
Earnings per share
The calculation of basic earnings per share is based on the profit 
attributable to ordinary shareholders, using the weighted average 
number of shares outstanding during the year after deduction of the 
average number of treasury shares held over the period. The calcula-
tion of diluted earnings per share is consistent with the calculation of 
basic earnings per share, while giving effect to all dilutive potential 
ordinary shares that were outstanding during the period. 

Related parties
Parties are related if one party has the ability – directly, jointly, or indi-
rectly – to control the other party, or exercise significant influence over 
the party in making financial and operating decisions. Key manage-
ment is also considered to be a related party. Transactions between 
related parties are transfers of resources, services or obligations, 
regardless of whether a price is charged. All transactions between the 
related parties are recorded at market value.

For more information about related parties, see Note 22.

IFRS and IFRIC interpretations not yet effective 
The standards and interpretations that are issued but not yet effec-
tive up to the date of issuance are listed below. The group intends to 
adopt these standards when they become effective.

Note 01 Summary of IFRS accounting principles applicable for 2013 continued
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Inter-segment sales are based on the “arm’s length” principle and 
are eliminated on consolidation. Segment profit does include profit 
from inter-segment sales. 

Following the merger with RAK Petroleum PCL’s MENA subsidiar-
ies on 10 January 2012,  the DNO group is reporting five operating 
segments: Yemen (YEM), Kurdistan (KUR), Oman (OMAN), Ras Al 
Khaimah (UAE) and Tunisia (TUN). The operating segments equal the 
reportable segments. 

All oil in Yemen is sold to one customer, which is responsible for 
the further distribution. During 2013, the oil from Kurdistan has been 
sold locally to several customers. 

The oil and gas from Oman is sold to two customers, who are 
responsible for the further distribution.

•   IFRS 9 Financial Instruments: Classification and Measurement
•  IFRS 9 (as issued) reflects the first phase of the IASB’s work on the 

replacement of IAS 39, and applies to classification and measure-
ment of financial assets and financial liabilities as defined in IAS 39. 
The standard is currently effective for annual periods beginning on 
or after 1 January 2015. 

•  In subsequent phases, the IASB is addressing hedge accounting and 
impairment of financial assets. The adoption of the first phase of 
IFRS 9 may have an effect on the classification and measurement of 
the Group’s financial assets, but will not have an impact on classifica-
tion and measurement of financial liabilities. The Group will quantify 
the effect in conjunction with the other phases, when the final 
standard including all phases is issued.

•   IFRS 10 Consolidated Financial Statements, IFRS 11 Joint Arrange-
ments, and IFRS 12 Disclosure of Interests in Other Entities

•  In May 2011, the IASB issued IFRS 10, IFRS 11 and IFRS 12.
 
•  IFRS 10 provides a single consolidation model that identifies control 

as the basis for consolidation for all types of entities. IFRS 10 re-
places IAS 27 Consolidated and Separate Financial Statements and 
SIC-12 Consolidation – Special Purpose Entities.

 

•  Based on the preliminary analysis performed, IFRS 10 is not ex-
pected to have any impact on the investments currently held by the 
Group. The standard is effective for annual periods beginning on or 
after 1 January 2014.

•  IFRS 11 removes the option to account for jointly controlled entities 
(JCEs) using proportionate consolidation. Instead, JCEs that meet 
the definition of a joint venture must be accounted for using the 
equity method. IFRS 11 replaces IAS 31 Interests in Joint Ventures and 
SIC-13 Jointly Controlled Entities – Non-monetary Contributions by 
Venturers.

•  Based on the preliminary analysis performed, IFRS 11 is not expected 
to have any impact on the investments currently held by the Group 
as they meet the definition of joint operations and not joint ventures. 
The standard is effective for annual periods beginning on or after 1 
January 2014.

•  IFRS 12 includes all of the disclosures that were previously in IAS 
27 related to consolidated financial statements, as well as all the 
disclosures that were previously included in IAS 31 and IAS 28. 
These disclosures related to an entity’s interest in subsidiaries, joint 
arrangements, associates and structured entities. A number of new 
disclosures are also required but will have no impact on the Group’s 
financial position or performance. The standard is effective for an-
nual periods beginning on or after 1 January 2014.

Note 01

The DNO group identifies and reports its segments based on the in-
formation given to the chief decision makers, defined as the manage-
ment and board of directors. Resources are allocated and decisions 
are made based on this information. The reportable segments provide 
products or services within a particular economic environment that is 
subject to risks and returns that are different from those of com-
ponents operating in other economic environments. The group has 
identified its reportable segments based on the nature of the risks and 
returns within its business and by the location of the group’s assets 
and operations. The DNO group primarily produces and sells oil and 
gas.

Summary of IFRS accounting principles applicable for 2013 continued

Note 02 Segment information
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Note 02 Segment information continued

NOK mill
Twelve months ended 
31 December 2013 Note TUN YEM KUR OMAN UAE

Total report.
segment Unalloc. Elimin. GROUP

INCOME STATEMENT INFORMATION

External sales 3  -    549.2  1,628.4  789.5  -    2,967.0  -    -    2,967.0 
Inter-segment sales  9.1  10.7  20.9  33.3  14.7  88.6  2.4  -91.0  -   
Cost of goods sold 4  -    -380.6  -488.5  -352.1  -  -1,221.2  -1.4  -2.2  -1,224.8 
Gross profit  9.1  179.3  1,160.7  470.7  14.7  1,834.4  1.0  -93.2  1,742.2 

Other operating income  -    -    2.0  -    -    2.0  -    -    2.0 
Tariffs and transportation  -    -24.5  -    -    -    -24.5  -    -    -24.5 
Administrative expenses 5  -0.1  -0.9  -1.1  -31.6  -0.1  -33.7  -11.9  -37.9  -83.6 
Other operating expenses 5  -    -22.0  -58.9  -  -14.8  -95.8  -  -    -95.8 
Impairment of oil and gas assets  -    -    -    -533.2  -584.2  -1,117.3  -    -    -1,117.3
Exploration cost expensed 6  -37.3  -3.7  -2.5  -9.7  -2.6  -55.8  -2.4  -2.7  -60.9 
Net gain/-loss from sale of PP&E  -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -0.5  -0.5 
Finance costs - net (excl. interest, gain/-
loss on sale of shares)  -2.1  -16.0  -12.1  -3.1  -2.9  -36.1  9.8  11.7  -14.7 
Segment operating result  -30.4  112.2  1,088.2  -106.9  -590.0  473.1  -3.6  -122.6  346.9 

Interest - net  -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -42.1 
Gain/-loss on sale of shares  -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    0.3 
Income tax expense  -    -52.0  -    -126.3  -    -178,3  -    -    -178.3
Net profit 126.9

BALANCE SHEET INFORMATION

Capital expenditures this period  -    156.8  988.8  182.6  354.7  1,682.9  4.6  8.5  1,695.9 

Property, plant and equipment  -    462.4  2,717.0  949.3  272.6  4,401.3  1.4  9.2  4,411.9
Inventories  -    7.5  216.8  64.6  20.3  309.2  -    -    309.2 
Other assets  98.3  250.5  1,239.7  605.7  7.1  2,201.2  -23.9  1,233.4  3,401.4 
Total segment assets  98.3  720.3  4,173.5  1,619.6  300.0  6,911.7  -22.5  1,233.4  8,122.5 
Unallocated corporate assets         -

Consolidated total assets    8,122.5

Total segment assets  67.9  116.9  1,209.9  752.4  635.1  2,782.3  -36.2  -639.7  2,106.4 
Unallocated corporate assets     1,401.6

Consolidated total assets    3,508.0

OTHER SEGMENT INFORMATION

Sale of petroleum products  9.1  559.9  1,649.2  822.8  14.7  3,055.7  4.8  -93.4  2,967.0 
Lifting cost  -    -261.5  -276.2  -112.3  -    -650.0  -    -    -650.0 
Lifting cost (USD/bbl)  -    -33.7  -5.3  -5.2  -    -8.0  -    -    -8.0 
Amortization and depreciation  -    -119.0  -212.3  -239.8  -  -571.2  -1.4  -2.2  -574.8 
Netback, including asset sale proceeds *  -37.1  162.5  1,312.6  368.5  -2.9  1,803.6  -9.6  -97.8  1,696.1 
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Note 02 Segment information continued

* Netback is defined as EBITDA adjusted for taxes paid

NOK mill
Twelve months ended 
31 December 2012 Note TUN YEM KUR OMAN UAE

Total report.
segment Unalloc. Elimin. GROUP

INCOME STATEMENT INFORMATION

External sales 3  -    555.1  1,562.5  724.3  -    2,841.8  -    -    2,841.8 
Inter-segment sales  3.8  9.6  21.5  18.9  2.1  55.9  -    -55.9  -   
Cost of goods sold 4  -  -319.2  -491.8  -398.5  -    -1,209.5  -0.7  -2.5  -1,212.7 
Gross profit  3.8  245.5  1,092.2  344.6  2.1  1,688.3  -0.7  -58.5  1,629.2 

Other operating income  -    -    6.7  0.2  -    6.9  3.5  -    10.4 
Tariffs and transportation  -    -15.6  -    -    -    -15.6  -    -    -15.6 
Administrative expenses 5  -0.1  -1.2  -1.0  -10.6  -    -13.0  -77.4  -    -90.4 
Other operating expenses 5  -    -6.0  -5.9  -    -    -12.0  -  -    -12.0 
Exploration cost expensed 6  -37.8  -6.5  -24.3  -7.2  -2.1  -77.8  -0.2  -    -78.0 
Net gain/-loss from sale of PP&E  -    -    -    -    -    -    -26.7  -    -26.7 
Finance costs - net (excl. interest,  
gain/-loss on sale of shares)  -0.5  -14.3  -6.1  -2.1  -5.1  -28.2  24.3  -    -3.9 
Segment operating result  -34.7  201.9  1,061.6  324.9  -5.0  1,548.6  -77.2  -58.5  1,412.9 

Interest - net  -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -90.8 
Gain/-loss on sale of shares  -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    0.3 
Income tax expense  -    -94.8  -    -188.0  -    -282.8  -    -    -282.8 
Net profit 1,039.6

BALANCE SHEET INFORMATION

Capital expenditures this period  -    99.8  600.8  435.8  6.9  1,143.3  4.1  -    1,147.3 

Property, plant and equipment  -    415.9  1,884.7  1,133.5  446.1  3,880.1  5.8  -    3,885.9 
Inventories  -    8.7  107.9  75.8  35.5  227.7  -    -    227.7 
Other assets  59.0  260.2  821.1  704.0  10.2  1,854.6  1,374.8  -    3,229.4 
Total segment assets  59.0  684.8  2,813.6  1,913.3  491.7  5,962.4  1,380.5  -    7,343.0 
Unallocated corporate assets         -

Consolidated total assets    7,343.0

Total segment assets  3.1  133.9  965.1  945.8  230.1  2,278.1  -273.0  -    2,005.1 
Unallocated corporate assets     1,324.6

Consolidated total assets    3,329.7

OTHER SEGMENT INFORMATION

Sale of petroleum products  3.8  564.7  1,584.0  743.1  2.1  2,897.8  -    -55.9  2,841.8 
Lifting cost  -    -224.0  -175.3  -197.1  -    -596.4  -    -    -596.4 
Lifting cost (USD/bbl)  -    -27.2  -5.3  -17.3  -    -11.4  -    -    -11.4 
Amortization and depreciation  -    -95.2  -316.5  -201.4  -    -613.1  -3.2  -    -616.3 
Netback, including asset sale proceeds *  -36.8  220.8  1,384.2  450.0  0.1  2,018.2  -117.8  -    1,900.3 
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DNO presents its operations governed by PSAs/PSCs according to the net entitlement method, except for the export sales for the Kurdistan 
region of Iraq (see below). For more information see accounting principles on revenue recognition.

Note 03 Sales

Years ended 31 December

NOK mill 2013 2012
Sale of petroleum products 2,967.0 2,841.8
Other income - -
Total sales 2,967.0 2,841.8

There were no export sales from the Tawke field in the Kurdistan region of Iraq in 2013, only local sales. During 2012 there were both local sales 
and export sales from the Tawke field. The local sales are based on short-term contracts. The payment mechanism for the export sales is not in 
place yet, and export revenues in 2012 were only recognized based on the payment of NOK 651 million (USD 116 million) received from the KRG 
in December 2012. The payment was not specifically related to period or volume, however, DNO recognized this as revenue based on the cash 
received, as the payment received was considered ad-hoc payment for historical costs. As the conditions for using the net entitlement method 
are not fullfilled, the method is not applied for the Kurdistan revenues, and according to DNO’s accounting principle, revenues from export sales 
will only be recognized based on cash received.

There are exported volumes that DNO has not received payment for, relating to the exported volumes from 2009, 2011 and for 2012. For 2009, 
the gross exported volumes were 3.742 MMbbls. For 2011 the total gross exported volumes were 15.2 MMbbls. The first payment in 2011 of USD 
103.7 million was related to the export volumes for February and March 2011, a total of 2.1 MMbbls. There was no confirmation of price or volumes 
for the second payment in 2011 of USD 60 million. Gross exported volumes for 2012 were 7.4 MMbbls. No confirmation on price or volumes has 
been given for the payment of USD 116 million received in December 2012. DNO’s entitlement of historical export will be based on PSC terms on 
allocation to profit oil and cost oil.

Note 04 Cost of goods sold/inventory
Years ended 31 December

NOK mill 2013 2012
Lifting costs*  -650.0  -596.4 
Depreciation, depletion and amortization  -574.8  -616.3 
Total cost of goods sold  -1,224.8  -1,212.7 

* Lifting costs consist of expenses relating to the production of oil and gas, including operation and maintenance of installations, well intervention and workover activities, 
insurances, CO2 taxes, royalties to the state and internal costs.

Years ended 31 December

NOK mill 2013 2012
Spare parts and drilling equipment  309.2  227.7 
Total inventory  309.2  227.7 

NOK 216.8 million is related to the fields in the Kurdistan region of Iraq, NOK 7.5 million is related to Yemen, while NOK 84.9 million relates to 
drilling and equipment to the offshore blocks in Oman and Ras Al Khaimah. The inventory is not pledged.

This note should be read in conjunction with Note 22 on related parties.

Note 05 Administrative/other expenses

Years ended 31 December

NOK mill 2013 2012
Salaries and social expenses *  54.1  19.1 
General and administration expenses  -137.7  -109.5 
Other operating expenses **  -95.8  -12.0 
Total administrative/other expenses  -179.3  -102.4 

* Salaries and social expenses directly attributable to operations are reclassified to lifting cost and exploration cost in profit or loss.
** Other operating expenses are general and administration costs related to fields in development, which are not capitalized.
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Specification of salaries and social expenses
Years ended 31 December

NOK mill 2013 2012
Salaries, bonuses, etc.  -176.2  -134.8 
Employer's payroll tax expenses  -11.5  -12.8 
Pensions  -4.6  -3.7 
Other personnel costs  -17.9  -18.4 
Reclassification of salaries and social expenses to lifting costs and exploration costs  264.3  188.8 
Salaries and social expenses  54.1  19.1 
Average man-year labour 47  44 

Salaries and social expenses in 2012 included an ordinary bonus and a share-based bonus scheme. Payment under the scheme was calculated 
based on share price development in the bonus period, within specified share price intervals. No shares or ordinary options were granted under 
this bonus scheme and all employees in the parent company were included. The share based bonus scheme ended on 30 June 2012. A total of 
NOK 2.5 million was expensed under the scheme in 2012. All other ordinary bonus payments were deducted in the share-based bonus payment. 

An employee share saving plan has been introduced in 2013, through which employees can save parts of their salary in synthetic company shares.

Pensions
DNO has a defined contribution scheme for employees in DNO International ASA (parent company). In 2013, a total of NOK 3.6 million was ex-
pensed under the scheme,  compared with NOK 3.7 million for 2012. The group’s obligations are limited to the annual contributions. DNO meets 
the Norwegian requirements for mandatory occupational pension (‘obligatorisk tjenestepensjon’).

Director and executive remuneration
Expensed remuneration to managing director, key management and board of directors:

Note 05 Administrative/other expenses continued

Years ended 31 December

NOK mill 2013 2012

Managing director:
Remuneration    2.69  3.97 
Pension  0.06  0.06 
Bonus  1.05  1.55 
Other remuneration  0.12  0.64 
Total compensation paid to Managing director  3.93  6.22 

Other key management:
Remuneration  18.99  17.32 
Pension  0.43  0.42 
Bonus  1.76  3.73 
Other remuneration  1.23  0.94 
Total compensation paid to other key management  22.42  22.42 

Number of managers included  8  7 

Board of directors  5.45  5.40 

Total director and executive remuneration  31.81  34.03 

For further specifications of remuneration to key management, reference is made to Note 3 in the parent company accounts.

Severance payment agreements (equal to one or two times annual salary depending on the circumstance) apply to the following executives 
in DNO International ASA: Bjørn Dale, Magne Normann, Tore Lilloe-Olsen, Trond Myrseth, Haakon Sandborg, Anita Hjerkinn Aarnæs and Ståle 
Monstad.

No loans have been granted and no guarantees have been issued for executives, shareholders or directors of the board.
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Note 06 Exploration expenses
Years ended 31 December

NOK mill 2013 2012
Exploration expenses (G&G and field surveys)  -19.9  -50.4 
Seismic costs  -2.1  -18.3 
Exploration costs capitalized in previous years carried to cost  0.2  0.4 
Exploration costs capitalized this year carried to cost  0.3  -1.0 
Other exploration cost expensed  -39.3  -8.7 
Total exploration cost expensed  -60.9  -78.0 

Exploration costs capitalized this year carried to cost are related to adjustments to previous dry well cost. In addition, there have been field studies 
and geology work in all business segments.

Note 07 Financial income and financial expenses
Years ended 31 December

NOK mill 2013 2012
Interest received  8.0  6.5 
Other financial income  1.8  0.5 
Exchange rate gain, unrealized items -  12.2 
Exchange rate gain realized items  3.6  4.1 
Financial income  13.4  23.4 

Interest expense  -121.8  -138.5 
Capitalized interest  71.7  41.2 
Exchange rate loss unrealized items  -13.6  -   
Exchange rate loss realized items  -3.1  -13.0 
Other financial expenses  -3.1  -7.6 
Financial expenses  -69.9  -117.9 
Net finance  -56.5  -94.4 

Capitalized interest of NOK 71.7 million relates to development projects in the Kurdistan region of Iraq and Yemen.

Directors, executives and key management personnel Shares Options
Bijan Mossavar-Rahmani, Executive Chairman *  -    -   
Lars Arne Takla, Deputy Chairman  10,000 -
Gunnar Hirsti, Board member (Hirsti Invest AS)  240,000  -   
Ellen K Dyvik, Board member  -    -   
Shelley Watson, Board member *  -    -   
Bjørn Dale, Acting President/Managing Director  -    -   
Magne Normann, SVP Development  949,053  -   
Tore Lilloe-Olsen, VP Exploration  50,000  -   
Trond Myrseth, VP Operations  -    -   
Haakon Sandborg, VP Chief Financial Officer  -    -   
Anita Hjerkinn Aarnæs, Director of Human Resources  -    -   
Ståle Monstad, Director Subsurface  25,000  -   

Total 1,274,053  

Note 05 Administrative/other expenses continued

Shares and options held by directors, executives and key management personnel as at 31 December 2013

* Shelley Watson and Bijan Mossavar-Rahmani were nominated by RAK Petroleum PCL, the largest shareholder which as of 31 December 2013 holds 43.39 percent of the 
shares in DNO International ASA (adjusted for treasury shares, see Note 15).

Auditor’s fee
Years ended 31 December

NOK mill (excluding VAT) 2013 2012
Auditor’s fee  3.64  2.58 
Other financial auditing 0.27  4.60 
Tax advisory services 0.95  4.29 
Other advisory services -  0.07 
Total fees 4.86  11.55  
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Note 08 Taxes

Income tax expense
Years ended 31 December

NOK mill 2013 2012
Changes in deferred taxes  232.9  -154.6 
Income taxes payable related to Production Sharing Agreements (PSAs) in Yemen and Oman  -411.2  -128.3 
Total income tax expense  -178.3  -282.8 

Reconciliation of the year’s income tax
Years ended 31 December

NOK mill 2013 2012

Profit before income tax  305.2  1,322.5 
Expected income tax according to nominal tax rate (28%) -85.5  -370.3 
Taxes paid in kind under PSAs exceeding 28% -144.0  48.4 
Adjustment of previous years -4.2  -   
Adjustment of deferred tax assets not recorded -53.9  -43.3 
Impairment financial assets (reversal of impairment), non deductible for tax purpose -  -   
Non-deductible expenses/non-taxable income -  -   
Other items 125.2  82.4 
Change in tax rate -15.9  - 
Total income taxes  -178.3    -282.8 

Effective income tax rate 58.4 % 21.4 %

Taxes charged to equity  -    -   

Temporary differences relate to the following items:
31 December

Tax effect of temporary differences, NOK mill 2013 2012
Tangible assets -570.1  -738.4 
Other fixed items (receivables, abandonment, etc.) -11.8  130.5 
Losses carried forward 377.8  376.4 
Total -204.2  -231.5 
Deferred tax asset allowance -366.1  -507.3 
Total deferred taxes  -570.3    -738.8 
Capitalized deferred tax assets 46.9  42.9 
Capitalized deferred tax liabilities -617.2  -781.7 

Income taxes payable amounting to NOK 94.5 million (2012: NOK 41.4 million) relate entirely to the company tax element in the PSAs in Yemen and 
Oman. The taxes payable will be settled in kind. Reference is made to Note 1 Accounting principles.

The tax losses carry forward of NOK 378 million, as of year-end, is significantly influenced by historical hedging losses related to oil price con-
tracts in the parent company. The unused tax losses can be carried forward indefinitely after Norwegian tax rules. The subsidiary DNO UK Ltd has 
a tax loss carry forward of approximately GBP 22 million where the main part of this can be carried forward indefinitely.

The group offsets tax assets and liabilities if and only if it has a legally enforceable right to offset current tax assets and current tax liabilities and 
the deferred tax assets and deferred tax liabilities relate to income taxes levied by the same tax authority.

There are no tax consequences attached to items recorded in other comprehensive income.

The deferred tax asset of NOK 46.9 million at year-end 2013 (2012: NOK 42.9 million) relates to unused cost oil position in Block 47 in Yemen.

The DNO group is able to apply its income taxes paid in kind in Yemen as a credit (Norwegian “kreditfradrag”) against its income taxes due in 
Norway. On 7 May 2012, the DNO group received approval from the Norwegian Ministry of Finance to apply the credit method for oil paid in kind 
relating to export sales from the Kurdistan region of Iraq. The ruling established that DNO’s past treatment of export sales from the Kurdistan 
region of Iraq would have merited favourable tax treatment from a Norwegian tax perspective. For local sales in the Kurdistan region of Iraq, 
conditions to apply the credit method are currently not considered to be fulfilled. 

In DNO’s results for the period ended 31 December 2013, no presentation of taxation expense with an equivalent gross up for revenue has been 
accounted for operations in the Kurdistan region of Iraq in the period, because it has not been possible to measure reliably the amount of taxa-
tion paid on behalf of DNO due to uncertainties over how the amount of taxation should be calculated. This is an accounting presentational issue 
and there is no taxation to be paid. Contingent on the fulfilment of the criterias in IAS 12 “Income Taxes”, DNO’s recorded revenues from the 
Kurdistan region of Iraq will be grossed up with a corresponding income tax expense (corporate tax), and a deferred tax liability will be recorded. 
As at 31 December 2013, the deferred tax would amount to approximately NOK 841 million (USD 138 million). 
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There is an ongoing process to apply to the Norwegian Ministry of Finance for tax credit treatment for the results of operations in Oman and Ras 
Al Khaimah. For 2013 and beyond, the credit method will be eliminated due to changes in legislation, as profits from oil activities in these coun-
tries are no longer taxable to Norway. Further exploration expenses will no longer be deductible.

Overview
As an international oil company, the DNO group is exposed to a range of risks affecting its financial performance, including oil and gas price risk, 
liquidity risk, currency risk, interest rate risk and credit risk. DNO seeks to minimize potential adverse effects of such risks through sound business 
practice, risk management programs and use of derivative financial instruments.  

This note presents information about the DNO group’s exposure to main financial risks, as well as its objectives, policies and processes for mea-
suring and managing such risks. Risk management is carried out by a central treasury function (group treasury) under policies approved by the 
board of directors. Group treasury identifies, evaluates and mitigates financial risks in close cooperation with DNO’s operating units. The board 
also approves principles for overall risk management, as well as business procedures covering specific areas. 

The audit committee monitors compliance with the group’s risk management policies and business procedures, including review of the risk man-
agement framework in relation to risk exposure faced by the Company.

Oil price risk 
Oil price fluctuations may have considerable impact on DNO’s earnings. The Company may from time to time enter into oil derivative contracts to 
reduce cash flow volatility from its oil sales. The group has not had any derivative contracts in 2013 or 2012.

Liquidity risk 
Prudent liquidity risk management implies maintaining sufficient cash balances, marketable securities, credit facilities and other financial re-
sources to maintain financial flexibility under dynamic market conditions.

DNO’s free cash position remained stable during most of 2013, ending at NOK 1.618 million at year-end. This was mainly due to positive cash flow 
from operations of NOK 1.727 million. It is expected that planned future investments will be funded from operational cash flow, cash balances and 
credit facilities. 

The tables below summarize the maturity profile of the group’s financial liabilities based on contractual undiscounted cash flows. 

Note 09 Financial risk management objectives and policies

NOK mill
At 31 December 2013

Less than
3 months

3 to 12
months

1 to 5
 years

Over 5 
years Total

Interest bearing loans and borrowings - - 1,401.6 - 1,401.6
Other liabilities - - 1,326.5 3.2 1,329.7
Taxes payable 94.5 - - - 94.5
Trade and other payables 344.0 - - - 344.0

 3,169.8

NOK mill
At 31 December 2012

Less than
3 months

3 to 12
months

1 to 5
 years

Over 5 
years Total

Interest bearing loans and borrowings - - 1,324.4 - 1,324.4
Other liabilities - - 1,503.6 2.7 1,506.3
Taxes payable 41.4 - - - 41.4
Trade and other payables 222.6 - - - 222.6

3,094.7

Currency risk 
DNO’s commercial revenues are received in USD, while corporate operational costs are mostly in USD, NOK and EUR. The Company seeks to 
balance USD costs from USD income and corporate currency risk is on a transactional basis mainly related to non-USD costs. In addition, the 
Company has financial expenses in both USD and NOK, from its interest-bearing debt funding in both currencies. DNO is also exposed to con-
version risk for assets and liabilities held in several currencies. There is further exposure arising from conversion from functional currencies of 
subsidiaries to presentation currency in NOK for the parent company. From 2014, the functional currency for the parent company and the  
presentation currency for the group will be USD.

The following table demonstrates the sensitivity to a reasonable possible decrease/increase in the USD/GBP/EUR exchange rate, with all other 
variables held constant, of the group’s profit before tax and equity.

Note 08 Taxes continued
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Note 09 Financial risk management objectives and policies continued
Decrease/increase in 

USD/GBP/EUR
Effect on profit 

before tax (NOK mill)
Effect on equity 

(NOK mill)
31 December 2013 -/+ 10% -/+ 6.6  +/- 0.0 
31 December 2012 -/+ 10%  +/- 6.1  +/- 0.0 

Interest rate risk 
DNO’s interest rate risk arises from interest-bearing debt issued at floating rates. 

At 31 December 2013, DNO has two bond loans with floating rates, both of which mature in 2016. 

Fixed interest rates are considered for large investments that have significant impact on the size of net liabilities. Factors such as the expected 
duration of the investment, its projected cash flow and DNO’s ability to withstand interest rate fluctuations following the new investment will 
determine whether the interest rate should be fixed in such cases. At 31 December 2013, DNO has no interest rate hedging instruments.

The following table demonstrates the sensitivity to a reasonable possible change in interest rates, with all other variables held constant, of the 
group’s profit before tax.

Increase/decrease 
in basis points

Effect on profit 
before tax (NOK mill)

Effect on equity 
(NOK mill)

2013 +/- 100 +/- 13.9  +/- 0.0 
2012 +/- 100  +/- 16.2  +/- 0.0 

Credit risk 
DNO has no significant concentration of credit risk for its oil and gas sales contracts. It has policies in place to ensure that sales are only made to 
customers with adequate credit strength. The group has one customer in Yemen and several customers in the Kurdistan region of Iraq. In Oman, 
the oil and gas is sold to two customers. The group has no recent historical losses on trade receivables. See Note 13 for details on trade receiv-
ables. Based on past history of export sales in the Kurdistan region of Iraq, DNO only recognizes revenue when payment is received.

DNO has policies that limit the amount of credit exposure to any financial institution. Cash deposits and derivative contracts are primarily main-
tained with investment grade financial institutions.
   
Maximal credit risk per 31 December 2013 is NOK 693 million.

Market risk investments
DNO is exposed to market risk on investments that are primarily classified as available-for-sale. Adjustments to fair value are recognized in 
other comprehensive income until the investment is sold. In case of impairment of available-for-sale investments, previously fair value changes 
recorded in other comprehensive income are reversed and taken through profit or loss. The group’s financial investments are currently limited to 
shares in RAK Petroleum PCL, DNO’s largest shareholder (see Note 12).

Entitlement risk
Under the PSCs granted by the KRG, oil contractors such as the DNO group are entitled to a share of the proceeds from oil production in the 
Kurdistan region of Iraq. The KRG’s Ministry of Natural Resources advises DNO and other international oil companies on export volumes. All sales 
to Kurdistan markets are also undertaken in consultation with the KRG’s Ministry of Natural Resources and are subject to overall guidance on 
volumes and prices. 

As there are unresolved issues between the KRG and the FGI regarding DNO’s PSCs, there are uncertainties over whether DNO will receive full 
payment for its entitlement in accordance with the PSCs for the hydrocarbons produced from the Kurdistan region of Iraq.

Capital management
DNO manages and adjusts its capital structure in light of actual and anticipated developments for its operations. The capital structure may be 
adjusted through equity or debt transactions, asset restructuring and several other measures. 

DNO monitors capital on the basis of its book equity ratio. This ratio is calculated as book equity divided by total assets. It is the group’s policy that 
this ratio should be 30 percent or higher. As of 31 December 2013, the book equity ratio was 56.5 percent (2012: 54.6 percent).
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Note 09 Financial risk management objectives and policies continued
31 December 31 December

NOK mill 2013 2012
Total equity 4,614.6 4,013.3
Total assets 8,122.5 7,343.0
Book equity ratio 56.8 % 54.6 %

Financial instruments by category
Set out below is a comparison by category for carrying amounts and fair values of all of the group’s financial instruments that are carried in the 
financial statements. The following estimated fair values have been determined by the group, using appropriate market information or accepted 
valuation methodologies. 

The carrying amount of bank deposits and current interest-bearing liabilities is a reasonable estimate for their fair values. DNO’s bond loans are 
listed on the Oslo Stock Exchange. The fair values of the bond loans are based on market quotations for these loans.

31 December 2013 31 December 2012

NOK mill Notes
Carrying
amount

Fair
value

Carrying
amount

Fair
value

Financial assets
Bank deposits 14 1,617.8 1,617.8 1,508.1 1,508.1
Derivative financial instruments (current)  -    -    -    -   
Derivative financial instruments (non-current) - -  -    -   
Other financial assets at fair value through P&L 14  -    -    -    -   
Available-for-sale investments 12  65.9  65.9  2.5  2.5 
Other financial assets (current) 13 693.3 693.3 688.8 688.8

2,377.0 2,377.0 2,199.4 2,199.4

Financial liabilities
Current interest-bearing liabilities 16  -    -    -    -   
Derivative financial instruments  -    -    -    -   
Interest-bearing liabilities (non-current) 16  1,401.6  1,474.8  1,324.6  1,362.9 

1,401.6  1,474.8 1,324.6  1,362.9 

Set out below are carrying values of the group’s financial assets and liabilities sorted by category according to IAS 39.

2013 – NOK mill Notes

Assets at 
fair value 

through 
profit or loss

Held to 
maturity 

investments
Loans and 

receivables

Available 
for sale 

investments Total

Financial assets
Bank deposits 14  -    -   1,617.8 - 1,617.8
Derivative financial instruments (current)  -    -   - -  -   
Derivative financial instruments (non-current)  -    -   - -  -   
Other financial assets at fair value through P&L 14  -    -   - -  -   
Available-for-sale investments 12  -    -   -  65.9  65.9 
Trade and other receivables 13  -    -   693.3  -   693.3

 -    -   2,311.1  65.9 2,377.0

2013 – NOK mill Notes

Liabilities 
at fair value 

through 
profit or loss

Liabilities 
measured at 

amortized 
cost

Non-
financial 

liabilities Total

Financial liabilities
Current interest-bearing liabilities 16  -    -    -    -   
Derivative financial instruments  -   -  -    -   
Interest-bearing liabilities (non-current) 16  -   1,401.6 -  1,401.6 
Provision for other liabilities and charges (current) 17  -   - 484.7  484.7 
Provision for other liabilities and charges (non-current) 17  -   - 566.1  566.1 
Trade and other payables 19  -   - 344.0  344.0 

 -   1,401.6 1,394.8 2,796.4
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Note 09 Financial risk management objectives and policies continued

2012 – NOK mill Notes

Assets at 
fair value 

through 
profit or loss

Held to 
maturity 

investments
Loans and 

receivables

Available 
for sale 

investments Total

Financial assets
Bank deposits 14  -    -   1,508.1  -   1,508.1
Derivative financial instruments (current)  -    -    -    -    -   
Derivative financial instruments (non-current)  -    -    -    -    -   
Other financial assets at fair value through P&L 14 -  -    -    -    -   
Available-for-sale investments 12  -    -    -    2.5  2.5 
Trade and other receivables 13  -    -   688.8  -   688.8

-  -   2,196.9  2.5 2,199.4

2012 – NOK mill Notes

Liabilities 
at fair value 

through 
profit or loss

Liabilities 
measured at 

amortized 
cost

Non-
financial 

liabilities Total

Financial liabilities
Current interest-bearing liabilities 16  -    -    -    -   
Derivative financial instruments  -    -    -    -   
Interest-bearing liabilities (non-current) 16  -   1,324.6  -    1,324.6 
Provision for other liabilities and charges (current) 17  -    -   772.2  772.2 
Provision for other liabilities and charges (non-current) 17  -    -   187.2  187.2 
Trade and other payables 19  -    -   222.6  222.6 

 -   1,324.6 1,182.0 2,506.6

Fair value hierarchy
As at 31 December 2013, the group held the following financial instruments measured at fair value:

Level 1: quoted (unadjusted) prices in active markets for identical assets or liabilities
Level 2: other techniques for which all inputs that have a significant effect on the recorded fair value are observable, either directly or indirectly
Level 3: techniques which use inputs that have a significant effect on the recorded fair value, that are not based on observable market data

Assets measured at fair value (NOK mill)
31 December 2013 Level 1 Level 2 Level 3

Available for sale investments  65.9 - 65.9    -   

Assets measured at fair value (NOK mill)
31 December 2012 Level 1 Level 2 Level 3

Available for sale investments  2.5  2.5  -    -   
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Note 10 Property, plant and equipment/intangible assets

PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT

2013 – NOK mill
Development 

assets
Assets in 

operation

Total 
oil & gas 

properties
Other 
PP&E Total

At 1 January 2013
Cost  1,235.0  5,943.1  7,178.1  31.9  7,210.0 
Accumulated impairment  -28.7  -175.1  -203.8  -  -203.8 
Accumulated depreciation  -  -3,096.7  -3,096.7  -23.7  -3,120.4 
Net book amount  1,206.3  2,671.3  3,877.6  8.3  3,885.9 

Period ended 31 December 2013
Opening net book amount  1,206.3  2,671.3  3,877.6  8.3  3,885.8 
Exchange differences  135.8  257.0  392.8  0.7  393.6 
Additions  844.8  626.5  1,471.3  17.0  1,488.2 
Transfers  -3.2  -  -3.2  -  -3.2 
Disposals  -  -  -  -0.5  -0.5 
Impairment  -800.4  -  -800.4  -  -800.4 
Depreciation charge  -  -545.6  -545.6  -6.1  -551.7 
Closing net book amount  1,383.4  3,009.1  4,392.5  19.4  4,411.9 

At 31 December 2013
Cost  2,212.5  6,826.5  9,039.0  49.1  9,088.1 
Accumulated impairment  -829.2  -175,1 -1,004.3  - 1,004.3
Accumulated depreciation  -  -3,642.3  -3,642.3  -29.8  -3,672.1 
Net book amount  1,383.4  3,009.1  4,392.5  19.4  4,411.9 

Depreciation method UoP UoP
3-5 years 

linear

INTANGIBLE ASSETS

2013 – NOK mill
License 
interest

Exploration
assets Goodwill Total

At 1 January 2013
Cost  513.1  358.8  258.2  1,130.1 
Accumulated impairment  -4.0  -  -  -4.0 
Accumulated depreciation  -139.1  -  -  -139.1 
Net book amount  370.0  358.8  258.2  987.0 

Period ended 31 December 2013
Opening net book amount  370.0  358.8  258.2  987.0 
Exchange differences  33.9  43.7  26.3  103.8 
Additions  20.6  187.0  -  207.7 
Transfers  -  3.2  -  3.2 
Disposals  -  -  -  - 
Impairment  -31.2  -  -284.5  -315.7 
Depreciation charge  -23.1  -  -  -23.1 
Closing net book amount  370.3  592.7  -  962.9 

At 31 December 2013
Cost  567.7  592.7  284.5  1,444.9 
Accumulated impairment  -35.3  -  -284.5  -319.7 
Accumulated depreciation  -162.1  -  -  -162.1 
Net book amount  370.3  592.7  -  962.9 

Depreciation method UoP UoP

The goodwill is technical goodwill as a result of deferred tax on excess values from the merger with RAK Petroleum PCL’s MENA operating sub-
sidiaries in 2012. See Note 11 for further details. The goodwill has been impaired in 2013. See section on impairment below.

There is no pledge over the oil and gas assets.
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Note 10 Property, plant and equipment/intangible assets continued

PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT

2012 – NOK mill
Development 

assets
Assets in 

operation

Total 
oil & gas 

properties
Other 
PP&E Total

At 1 January 2012
Cost  548.2  4,423.0  4,971.2  24.5  4,995.7 
Accumulated impairment  -28.7  -175.1  -203.8  -  -203.8 
Accumulated depreciation  -  -2,513.8  -2,513.8  -18.9  -2,532.7 
Net book amount  519.5  1,734.1  2,253.6  5.5  2,259.2 

Period ended 31 December 2012
Opening net book amount  519.5  1,734.1  2,253.6  5.5  2,259.2 
Exchange differences  -51.2  -233.3  -284.5  -1.5  -286.0 
Additions  124.1  767.1  891.2  6.5  897.7 
Additions through business combinations  475.0  986.3  1,461.3  2.5  1,463.8 
Transfers  166.8  -  166.8  -  166.8 
Disposals  -27.9  -  -27.9  -  -27.9 
Impairment  -  -  -  -  - 
Depreciation charge  -  -582.9  -582.9  -4.7  -587.7 
Closing net book amount  1,206.3  2,671.3  3,877.6  8.3  3,885.9 

At 31 December 2012
Cost  1,235.0  5,943.1  7,178.1  31.9  7,210.0 
Accumulated impairment  -28.7  -175.1  -203.8  -  -203.8 
Accumulated depreciation  -  -3,096.7  -3,096.7  -23.7  -3,120.4 
Net book amount  1,206.3  2,671.3  3,877.6  8.3  3,885.9 

Depreciation method UoP UoP
3-5 years 

linear

INTANGIBLE ASSETS

2012 – NOK mill
License 
interest

Exploration
assets Goodwill Total

At 1 January 2012
Cost 520.5 291.0 - 811.5
Accumulated impairment  -4.2  -  -  -4.2 
Accumulated depreciation -115.9  -  - -115.9
Net book amount 400.5 291.0 - 691.5

Period ended 31 December 2012
Opening net book amount  400.5  291.0  -  691.5 
Exchange differences  -31.4  -30.4  -20.8  -82.6 
Additions  1.4  248.3  -  249.7 
Additions through business combinations  44.9  -  279.0  324.0 
Transfers  -16.7  -150.1  -  -166.8 
Disposals  -  -  -  - 
Impairment  -  -  -  - 
Depreciation charge  -28.6  -  -  -28.6 
Closing net book amount  370.0  358.8  258.2  987.0 

At 31 December 2012
Cost  513.1  358.8  258.2  1,130.1 
Accumulated impairment  -4.0  -  -  -4.0 
Accumulated depreciation  -139.1  -  -  -139.1 
Net book amount  370.0  358.8  258.2  987.0 

Depreciation method UoP UoP

UoP= Unit of Production

Acquisitions through business combinations
DNO merged with RAK Petroleum PCL’s MENA operating subsidiaries on 10 January 2012. See Note 11 for further information related to the 
merger.

Impairment testing
DNO has performed impairment tests for its oil and gas assets at year-end 2013, according to IAS 36 Impairment of Assets. IAS 36.9 requires 
that an entity shall assess at each reporting date whether there is any indication that an asset may be impaired. If such indications exist, the 
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Note 10 Property, plant and equipment/intangible assets continued

recoverable amount of the asset shall be estimated. Booked values of the oil and gas assets have been compared with expected cash flows from 
the assets (values in use), calculated as the net present value (before tax) of the assets. DNO has defined field level as the lowest level at which 
separate cash flows can be identified. Field level is thereby the aggregation level for depreciation purposes, and also when assessing impairment. 
Net present value per field is calculated by discounting the future cash flows and comparing them to the booked value. The following assump-
tions have been used in calculating net present value: cash flow based on best estimate production profiles (P50 estimates), the oil price based 
on the forward curve for BRENT as of 31 December 2013, as published by the Intercontinental Exchange (ICE), adjusted for any discounts in oil 
quality applicable to each field. As the monthly price goes forward only to December 2018,  a method of linear prediction (extrapolation) beyond 
this date has been used. The pre-tax discount rate used is based on DNO’s Weighted Average Cost of Capital (WACC) where 12.4 percent (2012: 
16.6 percent) has been used for the assets in Yemen, 12.7 percent (2012: 20.9 percent) has been used for the Kurdistan region of Iraq assets, 8.9 
percent for the Oman assets (2012: 13.5 percent) and 8.6 percent has been used for the assets in Ras Al Khaimah (2012: 7.1 percent). 

Based on the above assumptions, an impairment charge of NOK 502.5 million has been recorded for Block 8 in Oman. The impairment has ex-
tinguished the technical goodwill related to the excess values and also most of the excess values allocated from the purchase price allocation in 
2012. In addition, an impairment charge of NOK 584.1 million has been recorded for the Saleh and RAK B fields in Ras Al Khaimah. An impairment 
charge of NOK 30.7 million has also been recorded for Block 31 in Oman.

Sale of license interest in Equatorial Guinea
DNO finalized the sale of its 5 percent license interest in Block P in Equatorial Guinea to Crown Energy in the fourth quarter of 2012. A total of 
NOK 26.7 million was charged to expense following the sale of the asset. There are several contingent payments in the sales agreement, however 
they are not considered to be certain at the time of reporting and have therefore not been recognized.

Capitalized interest
Interest costs on borrowings to finance the construction of property, plant and equipment in the development phase are capitalized. In 2013, 
NOK 71.7 million has been capitalized related to the development projects in Erbil and Dohuk PSCs in the Kurdistan region of Iraq and Block 47 in 
Yemen (2012: NOK 41.2 million). The capitalization rate for 2013 was an average of 8.5 percent. 

License expiry
In accordance with the production sharing agreements, the production facilities and the operating equipment will be transferred to the authori-
ties when the fields are no longer commercial. The producing licenses in Yemen expire in the period 2015 to 2025. Block 53 expires in 2015, Block 
32 expires in 2020 and Block 43 expires in 2025, all with the option to apply for a-five-year extension. The Tawke license in the Kurdistan region 
of Iraq expires in 2031 (including five-year extension). Block 8 in Oman expires in 2029.

Note 11 Business combinations

In July 2011, DNO International ASA signed an agreement with RAK Petroleum PCL, DNO’s largest shareholder, to merge RAK Petroleum PCL’s 
operating subsidiaries in the Middle East and North Africa (MENA) region, into a subsidiary of DNO. The main objective for the merger was to 
create combined MENA focused entity that provides a solid basis for growth, with a diversified exploration, development and production portfo-
lio. As consideration for the merger, RAK Petroleum PCL would receive shares in DNO International ASA. 

The transaction value was based on a net asset value of both companies undertaken by an independent third party. A range for value in assets 
and the DNO share was agreed, where the value of the RAK Petroleum PCL assets would be between USD 250 and 300 million and the share 
price of DNO would be between NOK 8.25 and NOK 10.

The merger between DNO and RAK Petroleum PCL’s MENA operating subsidiaries was approved by DNO’s shareholders at the extraordinary 
general meeting on 1 November 2011. The transaction was completed and registered at the Norwegian Register of Business Enterprises (Foretak-
sregisteret, Brønnøysund) on 10 January 2012. The accounting completion date was also set to 10 January 2012,  and the merged companies have 
been included in DNO’s financial statements from this date.

RAK Petroleum PCL’s MENA subsidiaries consisted of six companies: Rak Petroleum Oman Limited (with the subsidiaries Rak Petroleum Oman Block 
8 and Rak Petroleum Oman Block 30), Rak Petroleum Tunisia Limited, Rak Petroleum Al Khaleej Limited and Rak Petroleum Technical Services Lim-
ited. All the companies were renamed after the merger, using DNO instead of Rak Petroleum in the company names. The companies hold licenses in 
Oman, UAE and Tunisia. 100 percent of the shares in the different companies was acquired by a newly established subsidiary of DNO, DNO Mena AS.

In accordance with the resolution approved at the EGM,  the share capital in DNO International ASA was increased by NOK 18,355,585.75 by  
issuing 73,422,343 new shares as a partial consideration for the merger. An additional 80,000,000 treasury shares were transferred from DNO to 
RAK Petroleum PCL as further consideration. The total consideration shares were 153,422,343.
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In January 2012, DNO also paid USD 31.2 million to RAK Petroleum PCL as a working capital adjustment according to the merger agreement. 
Total transactions costs amounted to NOK 19 million. The transaction contributed a total of NOK 72 million (USD 12 million) in cash from the 
acquired companies, resulting in a net cash payment of NOK 115.5 million.

A preliminary purchase price allocation (PPA) was presented in the prospectus equivalent document that was issued after the merger was an-
nounced. DNO updated the preliminary PPA based on the actual DNO share price on the acquisition date. This resulted in a fair value purchase 
consideration of NOK 1,202 million (USD 199 million). The 12-month period following the acquisition ended without DNO identifying any circum-
stances that indicated that the preliminary purchase price allocation should be amended. The PPA below was therefore considered to be final.

The identified excess value in the transaction was mainly related to the producing assets in Oman. No goodwill was identified in the transaction 
other than technical goodwill as a result of a deferred tax liability on excess values. The goodwill is not tax deductable (see Note 10). 

Fair value of the net assets and liabilities acquired (final purchase price allocation):

Note 11 Business combinations continued

NOK mill

RAK MENA operations 
on DNO’s accounting 

principles
Fair value 

adjustments

Fair value of 
assets and 

liabilities

ASSETS
Goodwill  -   279.0 279.0
Other intangibles assets 282.5 44.1 326.6
Property, plant & equipment 674.6 507.4 1,181.9
Total non-current assets 957.1 830.5 1,787.6

Inventories 173.3  -   173.3
Other current assets 254.1  -   254.1
Total current assets 427.4  -   427.4

LIABILITIES
Deferred tax -318.9 -279.0 -597.9
Other non-current liabilities -8.9  -   -8.9
Total non-current liabilities -327.7 -279.0 -606.8

Total current liabilities -405.4  -   -405.4

Note 12 Available-for-sale financial assets

Available-for-sale financial assets are revalued at fair value (market price, where available) at the end of each period. Changes in fair value are 
included in other comprehensive income and are presented as valuation reserve under equity. Impairment will be charged to profit or loss, while 
reversal of impairment will be taken through other comprehensive income.

Years ended 31 December

NOK mill 2013 2012
Beginning of the period  2.5  -   
Additions *  66.4  3.9 
Sales/Reclassifications *  -2.5  -1.3 
Revaluation surplus/deficit transfer to other comprehensive income  -0.1 -
Exchange differences  -0.4  -   
End of the period  65.9  2.5 

Non-current portion  65.9  2.5 
Current portion  -    -   

* Additions in 2013 relate to purchase of shares in RAK Petroleum PCL. Sales in 2013, and addition and sales in 2012, were related to sale of shares in Calvalley Petroleum Inc. 
RAK Petroleum PCL is the largest shareholder in DNO International ASA with a 42.9 percent shareholding as of 31 December 2013. DNO acquired 39,996,708 shares in RAK 
Petroleum PCL in the fourth quarter of 2013. The shares were acquired in open market transactions.
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Note 13 Trade and other receivables
Years ended 31 December

NOK mill 2013 2012
Trade receivables  346.5  214.2 
Less: provisions for impairment of receivables  -    -   
Trade receivables - net  346.5  214.2 
Prepayments  47.8  17.3 
Underlift, entitlement method  178.6  244.7 
VAT receivable  4.1  -1.4 
Other short-term receivables  116.3  214.0 
Total trade and other receivables  693.3  688.8 

Other short-term receivables are mainly associated with working capital related to the participation in oil and gas licenses. 

Trade receivables are non-interest bearing and operate generally on 0-30 days terms.

At 31 December 2013, all trade receivables are less then 30 days past due date.

Note 14 Cash and cash equivalents 
Years ended 31 December

NOK mill 2013 2012
Cash and cash equivalents, restricted  15.0  10.2 
Cash and cash equivalents, non-restricted  1,602.8  1,497.9 
Total cash and cash equivalents  1,617.8  1,508.1 

Restricted cash relates to employees’ tax deduction and deposit for rent.

Cash held in currency
31 December 2013 31 December 2012

NOK mill
Amount in 

currency
Amount 

in NOK
Amount in 

currency
Amount 

in NOK
NOK  -48.8  -48.8  70.8  70.8 
EUR  -0.6  -4.7  0.3  2.0 
USD  274.5  1,670.1  257.8  1,435.1 
GBP  0.1  1.2  -  0.2 
Total 1,617.8 1,508.1

Note 15 Equity

SHARE CAPITAL

2012 - NOK mill
Number of 

shares (1,000) 
Ordinary 

shares
Treasury 

shares Total

At 1 January 2012 949,856 237.5 -20.0 217.5
Treasury shares purchased/sold  -  -   16.7  16.7 
Share issues  73,422  18.4  -   18.4 
At 31 December 2012  1,023,279  255.8  -3.3  252.6 

2013 - NOK mill
Number of 

shares (1,000) 
Ordinary 

shares
Treasury 

shares Total

At 1 January 2013  1,023,279  255.8  -3.3  252.6 
Treasury shares purchased/sold  -  -  -  - 
Share issues  -  -  -  - 
At 31 December 2013  1,023,279  255.8  -3.3  252.6 

The DNO group has a group account system in the bank, which allows negative balances in some currencies if the total balance is positive.
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Note 15 Equity continued

The total number of ordinary shares at 31 December 2013 is 1,023,279,255 with a par value of NOK 0.25 per share. All issued shares are fully paid.
All shares carry equal voting and dividend rights.

In January 2012, DNO completed a share issue in accordance with the resolution approved at the extraordinary general meeting (EGM). The share 
capital was increased by NOK 18,355,585.75 by issuing 73,422,343 new shares as a partial consideration for the merger. Following the capital in-
crease, the share capital in DNO International ASA is NOK 255,819,813.75 which is comprised of 1,023,279,255 shares of NOK 0.25 each. See Note 
23 for further information about the capital increase.

At the annual general meeting (AGM) in 2013, the board of directors was also authorized to increase the share capital by up to NOK 38,372,972. 
The authorization is valid until 30 June 2014 or the AGM in 2014 (whichever is earlier) and replaced the authorization granted to the board of 
directors at the AGM in 2012. The shareholders’ preferential right to the new shares pursuant to section 10-4 in the Norwegian Public Limited 
Companies Act, may be waived.

At the AGM in 2013, the board of directors was also authorized to buy treasury shares with a total nominal value of up to NOK 25,000,000. The 
maximum amount to be paid per share is NOK 50 and the minimum amount is NOK 0.25. Purchases of treasury shares are made on Oslo Børs. 
The authorization is valid until 30 June 2014 or the AGM in 2014 (whichever is earlier). At 31 December 2013, the Company held 13,050,000 
treasury shares.

Purchases and sales of treasury shares are made when the board of directors regard the transaction to be favourable for the shareholders. 

The Company’s shareholders at 31 December 2013 Shares  % interest
RAK Petroleum Holdings B.V.  438,379,418 43.39 %
Clearstream Banking S.A.  22,205,181 2.20 %
J.P. Morgan Chase Bank N.A. London  14,128,851 1.40 %
Nordnet Bank AB  11,804,843 1.17 %
JP Morgan Clearing Corp.  9,478,016 0.94 %
J.P. Morgan Chase Bank N.A. London  9,302,568 0.92 %
Verdipapirfondet DNB Norge   8,885,647 0.88 %
J.P. Morgan Luxembourg S.A.  8,618,322 0.85 %
State Street Bank and Trust Co.  8,495,715 0.84 %
Avanza Bank AB  8,100,345 0.80 %
Statoil Pensjon  7,427,945 0.74 %
Verdipapirfondet DNB Norge (IV)  6,646,249 0.66 %
J.P. Morgan Chase Bank NA  6,281,200 0.62 %
The Bank of New York Mellon  6,034,608 0.60 %
Goldman Sachs & Co Equity Segregat  6,015,405 0.60 %
The Bank of New York Mellon  5,831,139 0.58 %
State Street Bank and Trust Co.  5,700,618 0.56 %
The Bank of New York Mellon  5,420,527 0.54 %
J.P. Morgan Chase Bank N.A. London  5,381,894 0.53 %
KLP Aksje Norge Indeks VPF  5,098,842 0.50 %
Other shareholders  410,991,922 40.68 %
Total number of shares excluding treasury shares 1,010,229,255 100.0 %
Treasury shares at 31 December 2013  13,050,000  
Total number of shares including treasury shares 1,023,279,255 

No ordinary or extraordinary dividend has been distributed in 2013. No dividend has been proposed for 2013.
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Note 16 Interest-bearing liabilities

DNO settled the bond loans DNO05, DNO06, DNO07 and DNO11 during 2012.

There are two covenants related to the two bond loans (DNO14 and DNO13) which require DNO has a minimum equity ratio of 30 percent. 
At 31 December 2013, DNO satisfies all loan agreement requirements.

There are no commitments related to further drawdown on the bond loans.

The two bond loans mature on 11 April 2016. Until maturity there are no installments to be paid.

NOK mill Ticker OSE Currency Amount Interest Maturity

Effective 
interest  

rate 2013 2013 2012 2013 2012

Non-current interest-bearing bonds:    
Bond loan (ISIN NO0010606197) DNO14 NOK  560.0 NIBOR + 7.5% 11.04.16 9.14 %  585.2  567.0  560.0  560.0 
Bond loan (ISIN NO0010606189) DNO13 USD  140.0 LIBOR + 7.5% 11.04.16 7.64 %  889.6  795.9  851.7  779.3 

Borrowing issue costs        -10.2  -14.7 
Total interest-bearing bonds    1,474.8  1,362.9  1,401.6  1,324.6 

of which classified as current liabilities    - -

Fair value Carrying amount

Note 17 Provisions for other liabilities and charges
31 December

NOK mill 2013 2012

Non-current
Asset retirement obligations *  21.8  17.8 
Other long-term obligations **  541.1  166.7 
Total non-current provisions for other liabilities and charges  562.9  184.5 

Current
Other provisions and charges **  484.7  772.2 
Total current provisions for other liabilities and charges  484.7  772.2 

Total provisions for other liabilities and charges  1,047.5  956.6 

* Asset retirement obligations (AROs) are related to future well closure, decommissioning and removal expenditures for oil installations in the Kurdistan region of Iraq. The 
obligations are imposed and defined by national and international legal requirements. No significant removal costs are expected in connection with the on shore activity in 
Yemen or Oman. In accordance with the production sharing agreements, the production facilities and the operating equipment will be transferred to the authorities when 
the fields are no longer commercial or at license expiry.

** Included in other long-term obligations is provision for Water Purification Project (WPP) in the Kurdistan region of Iraq. The WPP is capitalized and depreciated over 
field life. The WPP liability will not be payable until a payment mechanism is in place and proceeds from export sale are received on a regular basis. The monthly install-
ments are contingent on defined gross revenue levels and will be fully recovered through cost oil. The WPP liability is recorded at net present value, where the unwinding 
of interest is charged to profit or loss. NOK 165 million of the WPP liability of NOK 788 million is classified as short-term and included in other provisions and charges at 
year-end 2013. There is uncertainty related to when the monthly installments will be payable, and the first payment is by DNO’s calculations estimated to be paid during 
2014. Changes in the timing of the payments may change the net present value of the liability and the calculated interest. Instead of the WPP, DNO may on similar terms 
alternatively support a different capacity building project, as determined by the KRG.

Provision for production bonus for the Tawke license of NOK 120.5 million is included in other provisions and charges. Provision for production 
bonus for the Erbil license is NOK 33.2 million, whereof NOK 17 million is classified as current and the remaining part is classifies as non-current.

Production bonuses relate to payments based on different production levels. Maximum undiscounted total payment for DNO is approximately 
USD 60 million.
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NOK mill

Asset 
retirem. 

oblig.
Other non-

current
Other cur-

rent Total

Balance at 1 January 2012  17.1  156.5  869.5  1,043.1 
Charged to consolidated statement of comprehensive income:  
 - Additional provisions  1.4  118.2  50.0  169.7 
 - Unused amounts reversed or reclassified  -0.7  -108.1  -147.4  -256.2 
Balance at 31 December 2012  17.8  166.7  772.2  956.6 

Charged to consolidated statement of comprehensive income:   
 - Additional provisions  -  377.2  47.0  424.2 
 - Unused amounts reversed or reclassified  -  -  -  - 
Exchange differences  4.0  -  -  4.0 
Incurred and charged against the provision during the period  -  -2.8  -334.5  -337.3 
Balance at 31 December 2013  21.8  541.1  484.7  1,047.5 

Note 18 Commitments and contingencies
a) Lease obligations
A new rental agreement was signed in January 2012 for the refurbished premises at Stranden 1, Oslo. The annual rent is NOK 10.2 million for an 
expanded office space. The agreement is for ten years, starting in January 2015 when the new premises are available for DNO. Currently, DNO 
rents premises at Bryggegata 9, Aker Brygge, Oslo. The annual rent is NOK 8.8 million and the agreement expires in 2015 when the refurbished 
offices in Stranden 1 are finalized.

DNO also rents offices in Dubai, Erbil, Sana’a, Muscat, Ras Al Khaimah, Tunis and London. See the table below for annual rent and expiry.

b) Legal disputes
As of 31 December 2013, DNO is involved in the following legal cases and disputes:

Increased Oil Recovery AS has filed a claim towards DNO for 2 percent commission in connection with the merger between DNO Mena AS and 
NORAK Holdings AS. In its judgment of 27 June 2013, the Oslo City Court found that the claim was completely without merit and ruled in favor of 
DNO with full legal costs awarded. Increased Oil Recovery AS has appealed to the Court of Appeal.

Note 17 Provisions for other liabilities and charges continued

Office
Annual rent
(NOK mill) Expiry

Dubai, UAE 3.8 2014
Erbil, the Kurdistan region of Iraq 4.5 2015
Sana'a, Yemen 1.6 2015
Muscat, Oman 1.0 2014
Ras Al Khaimah, UAE 0.3 2014
Tunis, Tunisia 0.4 2014
London, UK 1.3 2015
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c) Contractual obligations/license commitments

NOK mill 2014
Drilling and exploration 660.0
Field development 1,560.0
Total contractual obligations/license commitments related to future investments 2,220.0

In addition, the Company has obligations related to the WPP in the Kurdistan region of Iraq. See Note 17.

d) Guarantees at 31 December 2013
Parent company guarantees have been issued to the Kurdistan Regional Government and the Ministry of Oil and Minerals Yemen for PSA/PSC 
obligations. The parent company guarantees that it shall make available to the subsidiaries DNO Iraq AS and DNO Yemen AS, the financial and 
technical resources necessary for them to fulfill their obligations according to the PSAs/PSCs. In addition, parent company guarantees have been 
issued to the Tunisian government for 100 percent of the contractor obligations in relation to the Sfax Offshore Exploration Permit and the Ras El 
Besh Concession. 

e) Liability for damages/insurance
The group’s operations involve risk of damages, including pollution. Installations and operations are covered by an operations insurance policy.

f) Other
Tax audits
The parent company is subject to certain tax audits by the Norwegian IRS. The Company expects no material effects from the audits.

Note 19 Trade and other payables
Years ended 31 December

NOK mill 2013 2012
Trade creditors  33.9  50.3 
Public duties payable  12.1  10.3 
Prepayment from customers  0.7  0.2 
Debt to employees and shareholders  11.1  -   
Other accrued expenses  286.0  161.8 
Total trade and other payables  344.0  222.6 

Other accrued expenses include working capital related to participation in oil and gas licenses. 

Terms and conditions of the above financial liabilities:
Trade payables are non-interest bearing and are normally settled on 30 to 60 day terms.
Other payables are non-interest bearing and have an average term of one to two months.

Note 20 Earnings per share
Years ended 31 December

NOK mill 2013 2012

Net profit attributable to ordinary equity holders of the parent  126.9  1,039.6 
Weighted average number of ordinary shares (excluding treasury shares)  1,010.2  1,014.4 

Effect of dilution:   
Options -  -   

Weighted average number of ordinary shares (excluding treasury shares) adjusted for the effect of dilution  1,010.2  1,014.4 

Earnings per share, basic  0.13  1.02 
Earnings per share, diluted  0.13  1.02 

Basic earnings per share is calculated by dividing the profit attributable to equity holders by the weighted average number of ordinary shares in 
issue during the period, excluding ordinary shares purchased and held as treasury shares. Diluted earnings per share is calculated by adjusting 
the weighted average number of ordinary shares outstanding to assume conversion of all dilutive potential ordinary shares. DNO does not have 
any potential dilutive shares per year end.

Note 18 Commitments and contingencies continued
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Note 21 Group companies

NOK mill
Business
 address

Ownership 
and voting 

interest (in %)
Company’s 

equity
DNO Yemen AS Oslo  100.0 2,028.3
DNO UK Ltd London  100.0 -35.6
DNO Invest AS Oslo  100.0 2.6
DNO Tunisia AS Oslo  100.0 -31.1
DNO Iraq AS Oslo  100.0 3,086.3
DNO Mena AS Oslo  100.0 -523.7
DNO Oman AS Oslo  100.0 -0.5
DNO Somaliland AS Oslo  100.0 -2.3

The subsidiaries DNO Yemen AS, DNO Tunisia AS, DNO Iraq AS, DNO Oman AS and DNO Somaliland AS all have operations in the respective 
countries. DNO Mena AS is the parent company for the operating companies acquired in the merger with RAK Petroleum PCL’s MENA subsidiar-
ies in January 2012. These companies have operations in Ras Al Khaimah, Oman and Tunisia.

DNO Invest AS is an investment company, while DNO UK Ltd is a corporate administrative office with no operations.

Note 22 Related party disclosure

The following table provides details of the group’s related party transactions in 2013. See also Note 5 on remuneration.

Years ended 31 December

Related party (NOK mill) Transaction 2013 2012
RAK Petroleum PCL Service agreement 8.4 4.7

8.4 4.7

Description of transactions with related parties:

RAK Petroleum PCL
The merger with the largest shareholder, RAK Petroleum PCL’s operating MENA subsidiaries, was approved at the extraordinary general meeting 
in November 2011. 

DNO International ASA has entered into an agreement with RAK Petroleum PCL for services including administrative support, commercial and 
legal support and certain expenses. The annual service fee is USD 1 million. In 2013, costs incurred have been higher than the annual service fee 
due to additional work being requested by DNO for development project support. 

In addition to the above mentioned transactions, there are also transactions between group companies. 

Overhead expenses in the parent company DNO International ASA, are charged to the subsidiaries based on allocation of hours provided by the 
parent company.

Note 23 Significant transactions in 2013 and events after the balance sheet date

SIGNIFICANT TRANSACTIONS/EVENTS IN 2013     
     
New license in Somaliland     
On 23 April 2013, DNO announced that it had entered into a Production Sharing Contract (PSC) covering Block SL18 onshore Somaliland. Block 
SL18 is an area of 12,000 square kilometer that is both prospective and undrilled. .     
     
New license in Tunisia     
On 4 June 2013, DNO announced that its wholly-owned subsidiary DNO Tunisia AS had entered into a farm-in agreement with respect to the Sfax 
Offshore Exploration Permit and the Ras El Besh Concession in the Republic of Tunisia. The agreement contemplates the transfer to DNO Tunisia 
of an 87.5 percent participating (100 percent paying) interest in the permit and the concession from Atlas Petroleum Exploration Worldwide, Inc. 
and Eurogas International, Ltd. DNO Tunisia will assume operatorship and a prorata share of the existing cost oil pool. The Sfax Offshore Explora-
tion Permit and the Ras El Besh Concession are located in the prolific Gulf of Gabes and cover 3,296 km2, mostly offshore in shallow waters. To 
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date, three discoveries have been made with combined gross recoverable resources ranging between 35 million to 60 million barrels of oil. These 
assets hold significant exploration potential with 29 identified prospects, which combined are estimated to contain between 500 million to 700 
million barrels of gross unrisked oil resources.     
     
Completion of the transfer is subject to satisfaction of certain conditions, including approval by Tunisian authorities.    
 
Tawke wells     
On 11 June, DNO announced that its deep Tawke-17 well had tested 1,500 barrels a day of 26-28 degree API oil from an Upper Jurassic  
reservoir underlying the Tawke field in the Kurdistan Region of Iraq. Separately, the Tawke-20 well, the Company’s first horizontal well in the 
Tawke field, had flowed an average of 8,000 barrels a day from each of the first four of ten fractured corridors penetrated by the well. The 
Tawke-17 well, the deepest drilled by the Company in the Tawke field, encountered several Triassic zones that proved either tight or water bearing.  
Two additional identified reservoir intervals in the Upper Jurassic remain to be perforated and tested. On 22 July, DNO announced that it had 
initiated production from the Tawke-20 well at a record rate of 25,000 barrels of oil a day. The second horizontal well, Tawke-23, was spudded in 
May and following testing, the well produced at a new record rate of 32,500 barrels of oil per day in October.    
 
New licenses in Yemen and Oman      
On 10 July, DNO announced that it had been selected by the Ministry of Oil and Minerals of the Republic of Yemen as successful bidder for 
onshore Block 84. DNO Yemen AS was awarded a 59.5 percent participating interest (70 percent paying interest) and operatorship of Block 84, 
joining Turkey’s Dogan Enerji with a 25.5 percent participating interest (30 percent paying interest) and Yemen Oil and Gas Corporation, a state 
company, with a 15 percent participating interest. The award of Block 84 is subject to customary government approvals and ratification of a 
Production Sharing Agreement.     

The Company also announced that it has separately entered into a farm-in agreement with respect to Block 36 onshore in the Sultanate of Oman. 
The Block 36 farm-in agreement provides for the transfer to DNO Oman AS a 75 percent participating interest (100 percent paying interest) from 
Allied Petroleum Exploration Inc. The Company will assume operatorship and fund the reprocessing of existing and the acquisition of new 2D 
seismic data, and the drilling of two exploration wells.     
     
Salsala-1 discovery well     
On 30 October, DNO announced that it had tested 5,900 barrels per day of 36º API oil from the Salsala-1 exploration well drilled in Block 32 in 
Yemen. The Salsala-1 well was directionally drilled to a total depth of 4,147 meters and encountered oil shows in the Shuqra formation, which was 
perforated over a 32 meter interval, acidized and tested. The well flowed naturally at an initial rate of 5,900 barrels per day before being choked 
back to 3,400 barrels per day due to limited surface storage capacity.     
     
Settlement of ØKOKRIM claim     
On 25 October, DNO announced that it had reached an out of court settlement with ØKOKRIM and accepted a reduced fine of NOK 20 million, 
for alleged failures five years ago to comply with the Securities Trading Act. The Company agreed to pay a reduced fine, without admitting any 
liability, to bring an end to a protracted and costly distraction involving matters that predate the current executive management and board of 
directors of DNO International ASA.     
          
EVENTS AFTER THE BALANCE SHEET DATE     
     
Completion of farm-in in Tunisia     
On 20 January 2014, DNO announced the completion of the farm-in by its wholly-owned subsidiary DNO Tunisia AS to the Sfax Offshore Explora-
tion Permit and the Ras El Besh Concession in the Republic of Tunisia, pursuant to the previously announced agreement with Eurogas Interna-
tional Inc. and Atlas Petroleum Exploration Worldwide Ltd. DNO Tunisia AS now holds an 87.5 percent participating (100 percent paying) interest 
in the permit and the concession, in respect of which it has assumed operatorship and a significant share of the existing cost pool.  
        
Change of presentation currency from NOK to USD     
DNO is changing the presentation currency for the consolidated financial statements from NOK to USD with effect from 1 January 2014. 
The change is made to better reflect the profile of an industry with revenues, costs and cash-flows primarily generated in USD.   
 
Restated, condensed, consolidated statement of comprehensive income and statement of financial position as of 31 December 2013, as if the 
change in the group  presentation currency was effective since 1 January 2005 (IFRS transition), will be presented in the Q1 2014 report.  
   

Note 23 Significant transactions in 2013 and events after 
the balance sheet date continued
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Significant transactions in 2013 and events after 
the balance sheet date continued

Note 24 Working interest proven and probable reserves and resources1) after 
royalty (unaudited) 

Million boe YEMEN KURDISTAN OMAN UAE AFRICA DNO GROUP

Reserves Resources Reserves Resources Reserves Resources Reserves Resources Reserves Resources Reserves Resources Total

1 January 2012  9.5  0.9  362.3  19.2  -    -    -    -    -    1.5  371.9  21.6  393.5 
Year 2012 production  -1.5  -    -10.4  -    -2.1  -    -    -14.0  -    -14.0 
Acquisitions  -    -    -    -    26.5  15.2  20.3  -    -    5.8  46.8  21.0  67.8 
Divestments  -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -1.5  -    -1.5  -1.5 
Extentions and discoveries  -    -    -    6.1  -    -    -    -    -    -    -    6.1  6.1 
New developments  -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -   
Revision of previous estimates  0.3  1.3  115.4  34.1  -    -    -    -    -    -    115.7  35.4  151.1 
31 December 2012  8.4  2.2  467.3  59.5  24.4  15.2  20.3  -    -    5.8  520.3  82.6  603.0 
Year 2013 production  -1.4  -    -9.0  -    -3.7  -    -    -    -14.1  -    -14.1 
Acquisitions  -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -   
Divestments  -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -   
Extentions and discoveries  -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -   
New developments  -    -    49.3  -49.3  -    -    -    -    -    -    49.3  -49.3  -   
Revision of previous estimates  -    1.4  16.6  56.2  -10.0  0.3  -20.3  8.2  -    -    -13.7  66.1  52.4 
Total reserves and resources 31 December 2013  7.0  3.6  524.3  66.3  10.7  15.4  -    8.2  -    5.8  541.9  99.4  641.3 

1) Reserves according to Annual Statement of Reserves released 30 April 2014, classification as in Norwegian Petroleum Directorate class 1-3. Resources corresponds to 
class 4-7 in NPD definitions. The figures represent best estimate (P50 base case). The majority of the Company’s assets have been reviewed and audited  independently by 
international petroleum consultants DeGolyer and MacNaughton. Assets with no or minor changes in reserves or resources since 31 December 2012 have been assessed by 
the Company.

As discussed above in the accounting principles, estimation of oil and gas reserves and resources involves uncertainty. The figures above repre-
sent management’s opinion of the most likely quantity of economically recoverable oil and gas estimated at year-end 2013, given the information 
at time of reporting. The estimates have a large spread especially in fields where we have limited data. The uncertainty will be reduced as more 
information becomes available through production history and reservoir appraisal. In addition, for fields in the decline phase with limited remain-
ing volumes, fluctuations in oil price will have a significant impact on the profitability and hence the economic cut-off time for production from 
the fields.
 
DNO’s year-end 2013 proven and probable (2P) reserves are estimated at 541.9 MMboe on a CWI basis, which is comprised of 507.1 million barrels 
(MMbbls) of oil (including condensate and other liquids) and 195.4 billion cubic feet (Bcf) of natural gas. The 4 percent increase (21.6 MMboe) in 
2013 was in principle driven up by the successful Benenan appraisal (Benenan-4 well) and the maturation of Peshkabir and Summail fields from 
contingent resources to reserves.
 
In the UAE, the results from Saleh-8 well have led to a reduction in the gross recoverable remaining reserves as at end 2013 for the Saleh field. 
Testing of the Thamama reservoir indicates low productivity and connection with only a limited pool of hydrocarbons. As a consequence the 
Thamama reserves have been removed from Saleh field estimates while the Wasia potential has been moved to contingent resources.
 
DNO holds a total of 99.4 MMboe in NPD class 4-7 on a CWI basis. The contingent resources are well distributed across the DNO portfolio, with 
the most significant contributors being located in the Kurdistan region of Iraq. This includes Peshkabir, heavy oil on Summail, Tawke Euphrates, 
Bastora and Benenan.

ICE forward curve for Brent Blend at 31 December 2013, adjusted for quality differences has been used as basis for calculation of the economical 
remaining reserves.

Working interest share in Oman, Yemen and Kurdistan region of Iraq includes DNO’s share of cost oil resulting from carried interests. 

The production figures include crude consumed in the operation at the fields. 

The following table reflects DNO’s net entitlement (after royalty) proven and probable reserves

Net entitlement reserves in Oman, Yemen and the Kurdistan region of Iraq are based on economic evaluations of the Production Sharing 
Agreements/Contracts and include a volume related to the notional tax paid on behalf of the contractors by the government.

*Reserves according to NPD class 1-3 only.

YEMEN KURDISTAN OMAN UAE DNO GROUP
Million boe Reserves Reserves Reserves Reserves Reserves
31 December 2012 5.5 118.0 21.8 20.3 165,6
31 December 2013 4.4 160.3 5.5 - 170.3
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Income statements

Balance sheets

1 January–31 December

NOK 1,000 Note 2013 2012

OPERATING REVENUES   
Other operating revenues 2 262,735  103,682 
Total operating revenues 262,735 103,682

OPERATING EXPENSES   
Exploration expenses 4 2,686 1,342
Ordinary depreciation 7 3,042 1,509
Payroll and payroll-related expenses 3 234,645 91,853
Other operating expenses 4 162,596 167,984
Total operating expenses 402,969 262,689

OPERATING PROFIT/-LOSS -140,234 -159,007

Net other financial items 5 -818,206 32,201

PROFIT/-LOSS BEFORE TAXES -958,440 -126,807

Income taxes 6  -    -   

ANNUAL PROFIT/-LOSS -958,440 -126,807

Transferred from/to other equity -958,440 -126,807
Total allocations -958,440 -126,807

Earnings per share, basic 18 -0.95 -0.13
Earnings per share, diluted 18 -0.95 -0.13

Years ended 31 December

NOK 1,000 Note 2013 2012

FIXED ASSETS   
Tangible fixed assets
Other tangible assets 7  9,750  3,265 
Total tangible fixed assets  9,750  3,265 

Financial fixed assets   
Shares in subsidiaries 8  1,753,961  1,801,741 
Intercompany receivables 19 1,424,939 1,791,989
Other investments 8  65,940  2,525 
Total financial fixed assets 3,244,840  3,596,255 

Total fixed assets 3,254,590  3,599,519 

CURRENT ASSETS   
Trade and other receivables 9  16,927  12,463 
Cash and cash equivalents, restricted 10  9,766  8,918 
Cash and cash equivalents, non-restricted 10  1,579,667  1,343,284 
Total current assets  1,606,360  1,364,664 

TOTAL ASSETS 4,860,950  4,964,184 
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Years ended 31 December

NOK 1,000 Note 2013 2012

SHAREHOLDERS' EQUITY   
Paid-in capital
Share capital  255,820  255,820 
Treasury shares -3,263 -3,263
Share premium account  808,910  808,910 
Other paid-in capital 503,339  503,339 
Total paid-in capital 11  1,564,807  1,564,807 
Retained earnings   
Retained earnings -107,975  850,465 
Total retained earnings 11 -107,975  850,465 

Total shareholders’ equity 1,456,832  2,415,272 

LIABILITIES   
Provisions for liabilities and charges
Other liabilities and charges  3,758  6,969 
Total provision for liabilities and charges  3,758  6,969 

Other long-term liabilities
Long-term intercompany debt 19  1,884,859  1,130,693 
Bond loans 13  1,401,552  1,324,602 
Total other long-term liabilities  3,286,411  2,455,295 

Current liabilities   
Non-interest bearing short-term debt 14  113,948  86,648 
Total current liabilities  113,948  86,648 

Total liabilities 3,404,118  2,548,912 

TOTAL SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY AND LIABILITIES 4,860,950  4,964,184 

Shareholders’ equity and liabilities

Oslo, 30 April 2014

 Bijan Mossavar-Rahmani  Lars Arne Takla Shelley Watson
 Executive Chairman  Deputy Chairman  Board Member

 Ellen K. Dyvik Gunnar Hirsti Bjørn Dale
 Board Member  Board Member  Acting President/
   Managing Director



Cash flow statements

NOK 1,000 Note 2013 2012

Operating activities   
Profit/-loss before tax -958,440 -126,807
Taxes paid 6  -    -   
Depreciation and impairment of tangible and intangible assets 7  3,042 1,509
Impairment of financial assets 5 803,605  17,928 
Gain-/loss on sale of operating assets and securities 8 -269 30,086
Changes in net current assets and other accruals -41,725 28,388
Net cash flow from operating activities -193,788 -48,896

Investing activities   
Payments made for investments in oil and gas properties 7 -9,527 -2,602
Payments received on disposal of tangible fixed assets  -    1,622 
Payments made for acquisitions of bonds, securities, stocks and shares -65,940 -3,871
Payments received on disposal of shares 8  2,794 1,690
Net cash flow from investing activities in subsidiaries  365,392 335,233
Net cash flow from investing activities  292,719 332,072

Financing activities   
Repayment of interest-bearing debt 13  -   -279,256
Issue of share capital 11  -   -156
Purchase of treasury shares and options 11  -   -106,967
Net cash flow -used in/from financing activities  -   -386,379

Effects of change in currency (cash and cash equivalents)  138,299 -72,938

Cash and cash equivalents 1 January  1,352,202 1,528,343
Net change in cash and cash equivalents  237,231 -176,141
Cash and cash equivalents 31 December 10  1,589,433 1,352,202

Hereof restricted cash and cash equivalents 9,766 8,918
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Accounting principlesNote 01

General
The financial statements of DNO International ASA (the Company) 
are presented in accordance with the Norwegian Accounting Act and 
Norwegian generally accepted accounting principles. The accompany-
ing notes are an integral part of the financial statements.

Use of estimates 
The preparation of the financial statements requires management to 
make estimates and assumptions that affect the reported amounts of 
assets and liabilities, and disclosure of contingent assets and liabilities 
at the balance sheet dates and the reported amounts of revenue and 
expense during the reported periods. Actual results could differ from 
those estimates.

Currency
The financial statements are presented in Norwegian Kroner (NOK), 
which is the functional currency of the Company. Cash items denomi-
nated in foreign currencies are converted using exchange rates on the 
balance sheet date. Realized and unrealized currency gains and losses 
are included in the annual profit (loss). Foreign currency transactions 
are recorded using exchange rates on the date of transaction. From 
2014 the functional and presentation currency will be USD.

Consolidated financial statements
The consolidated financial statements of the DNO group have been 
prepared in accordance with International Financial Reporting Stan-
dards (IFRS) and have been presented separately from the parent 
company accounts.

Investments in subsidiaries and associated companies
Investments in subsidiaries and associated companies are recorded at 
historical cost. If the market value of the investment is lower than the 
carrying value, an impairment charge is recorded and a new cost basis 
of the investment is established.

Valuation and classification of balance sheet items
Current assets and short-term liabilities include items due less than 
one year from draw-down and items related to the operating cycle. 
Other assets/liabilities are classified as fixed assets/long-term liabili-
ties. Shares and investments not intended for permanent ownership 
are classified as current assets. 

Shares, bonds, certificates, etc.
Shares, bonds, certificates, etc. classified as current assets are valued 
at the lower of their historical cost and market value. Other shares 
classified as fixed assets are valued at their cost price and impaired in 
the case of permanent and significant decline in value. Money market 
funds are valued at fair value.

Cash and cash equivalents 
Cash and cash equivalents include cash and highly liquid investments 
with insignificant interest rate risk and with original maturities of three 
months or less.

Property, plant and equipment
Property, plant and equipment are carried at cost less accumulated 
depreciation and impairment charges. Capital lease assets are record-
ed at the present value of future lease obligations or fair value if lower. 

Capitalized costs for oil & gas properties are depreciated using the 
unit-of-production method. The rate of depreciation is equal to the 
ratio of oil and gas production for the period to proved and probable 
developed reserves. In addition to capitalized cost, estimated future 
investments that have been considered in the calculation of the Com-

pany’s reserves are added to the basis for depreciation. For capitalized 
acquisition costs the rate is equal to the ratio of oil and gas 
production for the period to proved and probable reserves.

The Company records impairment provisions when the book value 
of oil and gas properties, or other assets where separate cash flows 
can be identified, exceeds discounted future expected cash flows. The 
impairment amount is the difference between the book value and the 
fair value of the asset. Capitalized costs relating to production are 
depreciated under the unit-of-production method. 

Liabilities relating to the acquisition of license interests, for which the 
Company has entered into long-term bank financing agreements, are 
classified as long-term liabilities.

Amortization of capital lease assets is included in depreciation, deple-
tion and amortization.

Machinery and equipment is depreciated using the straight-line 
method based on estimated useful life. Estimated useful life varies 
between three and five years for these assets. 

Exploration and development costs for oil and gas properties 
The Company employs the successful efforts method to account 
for exploration and development costs. All exploration costs, with 
the exception of acquisition costs of licenses and drilling costs of 
exploration wells, are charged to expense as incurred. Drilling costs of 
exploration wells are temporarily capitalized pending the evaluation of 
potential existence of oil and gas reserves. If reserves are not found, 
or if discoveries are assessed not to be technically and commercially 
recoverable, the drilling costs of exploration wells are expensed. Costs 
of acquiring licenses are capitalized and presented as tangible assets, 
and periodically assessed for impairment. All costs of developing com-
mercial oil and/or gas fields are capitalized. Pre-production costs are 
expensed as incurred.

Interest expenses and own expenses relating to development projects
Interest expenses and own expenses relating to development projects 
are capitalized and depreciated under the unit-of-production method. 
Expenses related to financing are capitalized and amortized over the 
loan period.

Deferred taxes
Deferred taxes are computed according to the liability method. Based 
on the tax rates and tax provisions applicable on the balance sheet 
date, deferred taxes are computed on temporary differences between 
the carrying amount of the Company’s assets and liabilities in the 
financial statements, and the carrying amount of the Company’s as-
sets and liabilities for tax purposes. Deferred tax benefits and deferred 
tax liabilities in the same tax regime are netted in the balance sheet. 
Capitalization of deferred tax benefit presupposes that future applica-
tion can be rendered probable.

Pension obligations
The Company records pension schemes according to the Norwegian 
accounting standard for pension costs. The Company has contribution 
plans for its employees. For contribution plans, only the contributions 
paid during the period are expensed. 

Revenue recognition 
Revenues from services are recorded when the service has been 
performed.



Accounting principles continued

Maintenance and repairs 
Maintenance and repairs are expensed as incurred. Significant costs considered to increase the production capacity or to extend the useful eco-
nomic life of the facilities are capitalized.  

Share saving plan
An employee share-saving plan has been introduced in 2013, through which employees can save parts of their salary in synthetic company 
shares.

Allowance for doubtful accounts
Allowances for doubtful accounts are made for foreseeable losses on trade receivables.

Contingent gains/losses
According to Norwegian accounting standards relating to contingent items, provisions are made for contingent losses that are probable and 
quantifiable, while contingent gains are not taken to income.

Cash flow statement
The cash flow statement is based on the indirect method. Cash equivalents include bank deposits and liquid funds maturing in less than three 
months. 

Note 01

Note 02 Other operating revenues

NOK 1,000 2013 2012
Other operating revenues 262,735  103,682 
Total other operating revenues 262,735 103,682

Other operating revenues relate to sale of hours to subsidiaries at arm’s length.

During 2013, some organizational changes were made relating to sale of hours to subsidiaries, changing the classification between revenues and 
expense. The 2012 figures have been reclassified to reflect this change. 

Note 03 Salaries, pensions, remuneration, shares, options and severance

NOK 1,000 2013 2012

Payroll expenses   
Salaries, bonuses, options etc.  201,884  64,606 
Employer's payroll tax expense incl. payroll tax on options  13,731  14,277 
Pensions  3,639  3,066 
Other personnel costs  24,075  16,018 
Reclassification of payroll and payroll-related expenses to exploration and production costs -8,684 -6,115
Payroll and payroll-related expenses  234,645  91,853 
Average number of man-labour years 47 44

The increase in salaries, bonuses, options is mainly due to a higher number of employees at the branch office in Dubai, and the changes related to 
classification of revenues and expenses. See Note 2. 

Payroll expenses relating to participation in non-operated licenses are classified as exploration and production costs in the profit or loss statement.

Pensions
DNO has a defined contribution scheme for employees in the Company. The pension costs in the 2013 accounts are related only to premiums for the 
employees of the Company. DNO meets the Norwegian requirements for mandatory occupational pension (“obligatorisk tjenestepensjon”).
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Remuneration paid to the directors of the board 2013 2012

Bijan Mossavar-Rahmani, Executive Chairman  3,475,000  1,658,334 
Lars Arne Takla, Deputy Chairman 462,500  175,000 
Gunnar Hirsti, Board Member  475,000  929,375 
Shelley Watson, Board Member  412,500  833,125 
Ellen K. Dyvik, Board Member (from June 2013)  212,500  -   
Karen Sund, Board Member (until June 2013) 212,500  545,417 
Marit Instanes, Board Member (until June 2013)  200,000  800,000 
Berge G. Larsen, former Executive Chairman (until June 2011)  -    441,666 
Total  5,450,000  5,382,917 

Note 03 Salaries, pensions, remuneration, shares, options and severance continued

Director, executive and key management remuneration

The principles for remuneration to the board of directors were changed in 2012, resulting in payment of both 2011 and 2012 fees in 2012. 

Included in the 2013 figures is NOK 350,000, which has been paid as fees for work related to the audit committee, the remuneration committee, 
the HSSE committee and nomination committee to Bijan Mossavar-Rahmani, Gunnar Hirsti, Marit Instanes, Ellen K. Dyvik, Shelley Watson, Lars 
Arne Takla and Kåre Tjønneland.

Remuneration to Managing Director and key management in 2013 (NOK mill) Salary Bonus Pension Other Total

Bjørn Dale, Acting President/Managing Director  2.69  1.05  0.06  0.12  3.93 
Trond Myrseth, VP Operations   2.79  0.29  0.06  0.10  3.23 
Tore Lilloe-Olsen, VP Exploration  2.58  0.27  0.06  0.16  3.07 
Haakon Sandborg, VP Chief Financial Officer  2.29  0.16  0.06  0.09  2.60 
Magne Normann, SVP Development  4.78  0.52    0.06  0.60  5.96 
Anita Hjerkinn Aarnæs, Director Human Resources  2.43  0.23  0.06  0.10  2.82 
Ståle Monstad, Director Subsurface  2.16  0.26  0.06  0.07  2.56 

No loans have been granted and no guarantees have been issued for executives, shareholders or directors.

Shares and options held by directors, executives and key management personnel as at 31 December 2013

Directors of the Board and key management Shares Options

Bijan Mossavar-Rahmani, Executive Chairman *  -    -   
Lars Arne Takla,  Deputy Chairman  10,000  -   
Gunnar Hirsti, Board Member (Hirsti Invest AS)  240,000  -   
Ellen K Dyvik, Board Member  -    -   
Shelley Watson, Board Member *  -    -   
Bjørn Dale, Acting President/Managing Director  -    -   
Magne Normann, SVP Development  949,053  -   
Tore Lilloe-Olsen, VP Exploration  50,000  -   
Trond Myrseth, VP Operations  -    -   
Haakon Sandborg, VP Chief Financial Officer  -    -   
Anita Hjerkinn Aarnæs, Director of Human Resources  -    -   
Ståle Monstad, Director Subsurface  25,000  -   
Total  1,274,053  -   

* Shelley Watson and Bijan Mossavar-Rahmani were nominated by RAK Petroleum PCL, the largest shareholder that as of 31 December 2013, holds 43.39 percent of the 
shares in DNO (adjusted for treasury shares, see Note 15 in the consolidated financial statements).

Severance pay agreements
Severance payment agreements (equal to one or two times annual salary depending on the circumstance) also exist with the following execu-
tives in DNO International ASA: Bjørn Dale, Magne Normann, Tore Lilloe-Olsen, Trond Myrseth, Haakon Sandborg, Anita Hjerkinn Aarnæs and 
Ståle Monstad.

Auditor’s fees

All figures are exclusive of VAT (NOK 1,000) 2013 2012

Auditor’s fee 1,670  1,590 
Other financial auditing  269  4,107 
Total, auditing fees 1,939  5,697 
Other assistance  -    35 
Tax assistance  850  4,294 
Total auditor’s fees 2,789  10,026 



Note 03 Salaries, pensions, remuneration, shares, options and severance continued

Declaration regarding determination of salary and other remuneration to the Managing Director and other senior employees

The management remuneration for 2013 was in accordance with the directions approved by the general meeting. Annual bonus for 2013 varied 
between one and three months’ salary for all employees.

According to the article in the Norwegian Act relating to public limited liability companies § 6-16 a, cf § 5-6, third section, the general meeting shall 
consider the board’s declaration regarding determination of salary and other remuneration to the general manager and senior employees for the 
coming financial year. The board will propose the following declaration for the annual general meeting to consider:

The board of directors of DNO International ASA has a remuneration comittee that considers questions related to the compensation to the  managing 
director and key management. When determining the methods that shall be used for evaluating the remuneration, possible bonus and other incen-
tive arrangements, the committee shall ensure that the size of the remuneration reflects the duties and responsibilities of the employees, and that 
the arrangements also shall contribute to the long term value added for the Company’s shareholders.

Fixed salary
No upper or lower limit for the determination of fixed salary to key management has been set by the board of directors for the coming 
financial year, beyond the main principles set out above.  

Variable elements
In addition to the fixed salary, the Company has put into place other renumeration elements to recruit, retain and reward employees.

Annual bonus
Annual bonuses are awarded based on corporate results and individual performance during the year

Employee share saving plan
An employee share saving plan has been introduced in 2013 through which the employees can save parts of their salary in synthetic company shares 
matched by the Company.

Severance pay agreements
Severance pay agreements (equal to one or two times annual salary) have been be entered into with certain key employees in DNO International ASA.
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Note 04 Exploration expenses/other operating expenses

Exploration expenses (NOK 1,000) 2013 2012
Exploration expenses  2,686 1,342
Total exploration expenses 2,686 1,342

Other operating expenses (NOK 1,000) 2013 2012

Lease expense - buildings and equipment  19,855  8,836 
Other office costs  31,058  16,169 
Travel expenses  16,513  7,055 
Legal expenses  23,074  52,742 
Consultant fees  44,673  36,773 
Other general and administrative costs  27,423  15,980 
Loss from sale of PP&E  -    30,430 
Total other operating expenses 162,596 167,984

Other operating expenses for 2012 have been restated following a change in the classification of sale of hours to subsidiaries (see Note 2).

The increase in lease expense from 2012 is mainly due to increased rent for new offices.

The increase in other office costs from 2012 is mainly due to costs related to a new ERP system.

The increase in other general and administrative costs from 2012 is due to the expensed Økokrim fine of NOK 20 million paid in 2013.

Loss from sale of PP&E in 2012 was related to sale of the license interest in Equatorial Guinea.

Note 05 Net other financial items

NOK 1,000 2013 2012

Interest received  2,066  4,153 
Interest received from group companies  118,329  177,677 
Gain on foreign exchange 3,137,174  33,232 
Other financial revenues  -    103 
Net gain/-loss on sale of securities  269  344 
Total financial income  3,257,838  215,508 

Interest expense -123,534 -139,628
Interest expense group companies  -    -   
Loss on foreign exchange -3,148,905 -25,751
Impairment/Reversal of impairment financial assets  -803,605 -17,928
Other financial expenses  -    -   
Total financial expenses -4,076,044 -183,307

Net other financial items -818,206 32,201

The net gain on sale of securities in 2012 and 2013 is related to gain on sale of shares in Calvalley Petroleum Inc. 

The shares in DNO Mena AS have been impaired with NOK 100,000 in 2013. In addition, the receivables on DNO Mena AS and DNO Al Khaleej Lim-
ited have been impaired by NOK 471,036,646 and NOK 335,144,949 respectively. NOK 2,677,000 of a previous impairment related to DNO Invest AS 
has been reversed in 2013 in connection with a capital reduction. 

In 2012, the receivable on DNO UK Ltd was impaired by NOK 7.4 million and the receivable on DNO Tunisia AS was impaired by NOK 10.5 million.



Note 06 Taxes

NOK 1,000 2013 2012

Taxes payable - -
Change in deferred taxes - -
Income taxes - -

NOK 1,000 2013 2012

Profit/-loss before taxes -958,440 -126,807
Expected income tax according to nominal tax rate (28%) -268,363 -35,506
Adjustment of deferred tax assets not capitalized 21,919 34,321
Impairment financial assets 225,009  -   
Tax-free gain/loss on sale of shares - -93
Change in previous years 4,204 620
Other items 6,101 658
Change in tax rate 11,130 -
Total income taxes  -    -   
Effective tax rate (including change in deferred taxes) 0 % 0 %

Effective tax rates

NOK 1,000 2013 2012

Other current items  -    -   
Property, plant & equipment -180 -368
Other fixed items (receivables, abandonment, etc.) 11,846 15,708
Losses carried forward -321,692 -303,447
Total, basis for deferred taxes/(tax assets) -310,026 -288,108
Deferred tax asset allowance 310,026 288,108
Total deferred taxes/(tax assets)  -    -   
Capitalized deferred tax assets  -    -   
Capitalized deferred tax liabilities - -

The tax effect  of temporary differences and losses carried forward:

Tax rates effective at 31 December 2013 have been used to calculate deferred taxes. The tax rate is 27 percent for revenues in Norway from 2014. 

The tax loss carry forward is NOK 322 million (27 percent of NOK 1,191 million) as of year-end 2013. 
The carrying forward period for the unused losses in Norway is indefinite.

The Company is subject to certain tax audits by the Norwegian IRS. The Company expects no material effects from the audits.

Note 07 Property, plant and equipment

NOK 1,000
Licence

cost
Exploration

cost

Fields in
develop-

ment

Other
tangible

assets
Total 
PP&E

Cost 1 January 2013  -    -    -    11,176  11,176 
Additions 2013  -    -    -    9,527  9,527 
Disposals 2013  -    -    -    -    -   
Transfers 2013  -    -    -   
Cost 31 December 2013  -    -    -    20,703  20,703 
Accum. depreciation 1 January 2013  -    -    -   -7,911 -7,911
Depreciation 2013  -    -   -3,042 -3,042
Impairments 2013  -    -    -    -    -   
Accumulated depreciation disposals  -    -    -    -   
Disposals and transfers 2013  -    -    -    -    -   
Acc. depr. & impairments 31 December 2013  -    -    -   -10,953 -10,953
Book value 31 December 2013  -    -    -    9,750  9,750 
Book value 31 December 2012  -    -    -    3,265  3,265 

Additions in 2013 are mainly related to capitalization of costs related to a new ERP system.

Exploration costs are capitalized pending the evaluation of potential existence of oil and gas reserves.

Other tangible assets (office equipment and IT system) are depreciated using a linear method based on estimated useful life of three to five years.
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Note 08 Subsidiaries and other investments

Subsidiaries owned by DNO International ASA

Company’s
business

adress

Ownership
and voting

interest 
(in %)

Company’s 
share 

capital in
1,000

Company’s
equity in

NOK 1,000

Company’s
profit/
-loss in 

NOK 1,000

Book 
value in

NOK 1,000 

DNO Yemen AS Oslo 100 %
 NOK 

291,000 2,028,346 164,597  481,000 
DNO UK Ltd London 100 %  GBP 0 -35,639    -1,899  -   
DNO Iraq AS Oslo 100 %  NOK 600 3,086,318 1,081,541  1,252,416 
DNO Tunisia AS Oslo 100 %  NOK 1,000     -31,071 -22,691  18,225 
DNO Invest AS Oslo 100 %  NOK 2,075 2,610 335  2,075 
DNO Mena AS Oslo 100 %  NOK 100 -523,749 -418,369  - 
DNO Oman AS Oslo 100 %  NOK 101 -506 -603  122 
DNO Somaliland AS Oslo 100 %  NOK 101 -2,288 -2,372  122 
Total     4,524,021    800,539   1,753,961

Other investments
Other investments in 2013 are related to shares in RAK Petroleum PCL, DNO’s largest shareholder (DNO acquired 39,996,708 shares in RAK 
Petroleum PCL in the fourth quarter of 2013 in open market transactions) and to shares in Calvalley Petroleum Inc. sold in 2013.

The subsidiary DNO Mena AS holds the assets acquired in connection with the merger with RAK Petroleum’s MENA subsidiaries in January 2012. 
For more information on the merger, see Note 11 in the consolidated accounts.

The shares in DNO Mena AS has been impaired by NOK 100,000 in 2013.

Note 09 Trade and other receivables

NOK 1,000 2013 2012

Trade receivables  928  840 
Prepayments and accrued income  12,019  9,622 
Other current receivables  3,980 2,000
Total other current receivables 16,927 12,463

Note 10 Cash and cash equivalents

NOK 1,000 2013 2012

Cash and cash equivalents, non-restricted 1,579,667 1,343,284
Cash and cash equivalents, restricted 9,766 8,918
Total cash and cash equivalents 1,589,433 1,352,202

The cash is mainly in USD and NOK.

Restricted cash relates to employees’ tax deduction and deposits for rent.



Note 11 Equity

NOK 1,000
Share 

capital

Treasury 
shares, 

number 
(1,000)

Treasury 
shares, 

amount

Share 
premium 

account

Other 
paid-in 
capital

Other 
equity Total

Shareholders' equity on 1 January 2012 237,464  80,000 -20,000 251,634 - 977,271 1,446,370
Purchase of treasury shares including options  -    13,050 -3,263  -   -103,861  -   -107,123
Consideration shares RAK MENA merger  -   -80,000  20,000  -    607,200  -    627,200 
Share issue  18,356  -    -    557,276  -    -    575,631 
Loss for the year  -    -    -    -    -   -126,807 -126,807
Shareholders' equity on 31 December 2012 255,820 13,050 -3,263  808,910  503,339 850,465 2,415,272

Shareholders' equity on 1 January 2013 255,820  13,050 -3,263 808,910  503,339  850,465 2,415,272
Purchase of treasury shares including options  -    -    -    -    -    -    -   
Share issue  -    -    -    -    -    -    -   
Loss for the year  -    -    -    -    -   -958,440 -958,440
Shareholders' equity on 31 December 2013 255,820  13,050 -3,263 808,910  503,339 -107,975 1,456,832

In January 2012, DNO International ASA completed a share issue in accordance with the resolution approved at the EGM. The share capital was 
increased by NOK 18,355,585.75 by issuing 73,422,343 new shares as a partial consideration for the merger with RAK Petroleum’s MENA subsid-
iaries. Following the capital increase, the share capital in DNO International ASA is NOK 255,819,813.75 comprised of 1,023,279,255 shares of 
NOK 0.25 each. All issued shares are fully paid. All shares have equal voting and dividend rights.  

For other information regarding the Company’s equity and shareholders, see Note 15 in the consolidated accounts.

Note 12 Guarantees and commitments

For information regarding guarantees and commitments, see Note 18 in the consolidated accounts.

Note 13  Interest-bearing liabilities

See Note 16 in the consolidated accounts for information on other interest-bearing liabilities as all are relevant to DNO International ASA.

Note 14 Current liabilities

NOK 1,000 2013 2012

Accounts payable  12,084  22,913 
Public duties payable  5,467  4,240 
Accrued expenses and other current liabilities   96,397  59,495 
Total non-interest-bearing current liabilities  113,948  86,648 

Included in accrued expenses and other current liabilities are provisions for incurred costs.

Note 15 Financial instruments and risk management

See Note 9 in the consolidated accounts for further information on financial instruments and risk management.

Note 16 Related party disclosure

Overhead expenses in the parent company DNO International ASA are allocated to the subsidiaries based on use of services provided by the  
parent company.

The parent company has loan facilities with all subsidiaries. The loans are interest bearing at DNO’s average interest rate on borrowings and a 
commission fee. See Note 22 in the consolidated accounts for further description of transactions with related parties.

with note disclosures
Parent company accounts
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Note 17 Contingencies and events after the balance sheet date

For information on contingencies and events after the balance sheet date, see Note 18 and Note 23 in the consolidated accounts.

Note 18 Earnings per share

NOK 1,000 2013 2012

Net loss attributable to ordinary equity holders of the parent  -958,440  -126,807 

Weighted average number of ordinary shares (excluding treasury shares)  1,010.2  1,014.4 

Effect of dilution:   
Options - -

Weighted average number of ordinary shares (excluding treasury shares)   
adjusted for the effect of dilution  1,010.2  1,014.4 

Earnings per share, basic -0.95 -0.13
Earnings per share, diluted -0.95 -0.13

NOK 1,000 Currency 2013 2012

DNO UK Ltd GBP  2,155  - 
DNO Iraq AS USD  -  94,239 
DNO Tunisia AS USD  83,323  25,145 
DNO Invest AS NOK  6,075  54 
DNO Mena AS USD  953,691  1,316,346 
DNO Al Khaleej Limited USD  281,745  209,374 
DNO Oman Block 30 Limited USD  6,998  5,010 
DNO Oman Block 8 Limited USD  -  78,643 
DNO Oman Limited NOK  51,739  49,963 
DNO Oman AS USD  5,478  - 
DNO Somaliland AS USD  12,538  - 
DNO Tunisia Limited USD  21,197  13,214 
Total long-term intercompany receivables  1,424,939  1,791,989 

Note 19 Intercompany

Long-term intercompany receivables

NOK 1,000 Currency 2013 2012

DNO Yemen AS USD  1,424,430  1,130,693 
DNO Iraq AS USD  44,804  - 
DNO Oman Block 8 Limited USD  404,742  - 
DNO Technical Services Limited USD  10,883  - 
Total long-term intercompany debt  1,884,859  1,130,693 

Long-term intercompany debt

Intercompany receivables and debt are interest bearing, with an average interest rate of 8.48 percent charged for 2013 and 8.51 percent for 2012.

In 2013, the receivables on DNO Mena AS and DNO Al Khaleej Limited have been impaired by NOK 471,036,646 and NOK 335,144,949 respectively.



A member firm of Ernst & Young Global Limited

 

 To the Annual Shareholders' Meeting of  
DNO International ASA 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

AUDITOR’S REPORT  

Report on the financial statements 
We have audited the accompanying financial statements of DNO International ASA, comprising the 
financial statements for the Parent Company and the Group. The financial statements of the Parent 
Company comprise the balance sheet as at 31 December 2013, the statements of income and cash 
flows for the year then ended and a summary of significant accounting policies and other explanatory 
information. The financial statements of the Group comprise the consolidated statement of financial 
position as at 31 December 2013, the statements of comprehensive income, cash flows and changes 
in equity for the year then ended as well as a summary of significant accounting policies and other 
explanatory information. 

The Board of Directors' and Managing Director's responsibility for the financial statements 
The Board of Directors and Managing Director are responsible for the preparation and fair presentation 
of these financial statements in accordance with the Norwegian Accounting Act and accounting 
standards and practices generally accepted in Norway for the financial statements of the Parent 
Company and the International Financial Reporting Standards as adopted by the EU for the financial 
statements of the Group, and for such internal control as the Board of Directors and Managing Director 
determine is necessary to enable the preparation of financial statements that are free from material 
misstatement, whether due to fraud or error. 

Auditor’s responsibility 
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audit. We 
conducted our audit in accordance with laws, regulations, and auditing standards and practices 
generally accepted in Norway, including International Standards on Auditing. Those standards require 
that we comply with ethical requirements and plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable 
assurance about whether the financial statements are free from material misstatement. 

An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures 
in the financial statements. The procedures selected depend on the auditor’s judgment, including the 
assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to fraud or 
error. In making those risk assessments, the auditor considers internal control relevant to the entity’s 
preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements in order to design audit procedures that 
are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the 
effectiveness of the entity’s internal control. An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of 
accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates made by management, as 
well as evaluating the overall presentation of the financial statements. 
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We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for 
our audit opinion on the financial statements for the Parent Company and the Group.  

Opinion on the financial statements of the Parent Company 
In our opinion, the financial statements of DNO International ASA have been prepared in accordance 
with laws and regulations and present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of the 
Company as at 31 December 2013 and its financial performance and cash flows for the year then 
ended in accordance with the Norwegian Accounting Act and accounting standards and practices 
generally accepted in Norway. 

Opinion on the financial statements of the Group 
In our opinion, the financial statements of the Group have been prepared in accordance with laws and 
regulations and present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of the Group as at 31 
December 2013 and its financial performance and cash flows for the year then ended in accordance 
with the International Financial Reporting Standards as adopted by the EU. 

Report on other legal and regulatory requirements  

Opinion on the Board of Directors’ report and on the statements on corporate governance and 
corporate social responsibility 
Based on our audit of the financial statements as described above, it is our opinion that the information 
presented in the Directors’ report and in the statements on corporate governance and corporate social 
responsibility concerning the financial statements, the going concern assumption and the proposal for 
the allocation of the result is consistent with the financial statements and complies with the law and 
regulations. 

Opinion on registration and documentation 
Based on our audit of the financial statements as described above, and control procedures we have 
considered necessary in accordance with the International Standard on Assurance Engagements 
(ISAE) 3000, «Assurance Engagements Other than Audits or Reviews of Historical Financial 
Information», it is our opinion that the Board of Directors and Managing Director have fulfilled their duty 
to ensure that the Company's accounting information is properly recorded and documented as 
required by law and generally accepted bookkeeping practice in Norway. 

 
 
 
Oslo, 30 April 2014  
ERNST & YOUNG AS 
 
 
 
Asbjørn Rødal 
State Authorised Public Accountant (Norway) 
 
 
 



Glossary and definitions

2D seismic 
A group of 2D seismic lines acquired 
 individually

3D seismic 
Multiple and closely spaced seismic lines 
acquired together in a grid formation

AGM
Annual General Meeting

API gravity
An American Petroleum Institute measure of 
how heavy or light petroleum is compared to 
water. The lighter the liquid, the higher the 
degree API

Appraisal well   
A well drilled to follow up a discovery and 
evaluate its commercial potential

Basement 
The rock underlying the typical oil-bearing or 
oil-generating formations

bbls
Barrels of oil

Bcf
Billion cubic feet

Black-Scholes model 
A mathematical model of a financial market 
containing derivative investment instruments 
from which the Black–Scholes formula can be 
derived for the pricing of options

boe 
Barrels of oil equivalent

bopd/boepd
Barrels of oil per day/barrels of oil equivalent 
per day

Capital employed
Equity plus interest-bearing debt

CET
Central European Time

Company
DNO International ASA

Company working interest (CWI)
The percentage interest ownership DNO has 
in reserves and production within a specified 
contract area after deducting the royalty from 
gross revenues and including DNO’s share of 
cost oil resulting from carried interests 

Condensate 
Condensates are a portion of natural gas in 
the gaseous phase at temperature and pres-
sure of the reservoirs but, when produced, 
are in the liquid phase at surface pressure 
and temperature

Contingent resources
Quantities of petroleum which are estimated, 
on a given date, to be potentially recoverable 
from known accumulations, but which are 
not currently considered to be commercially 
recoverable, or where a PDO has not yet 
been submitted

Contractor 
An oil company operating in a country under 
a PSA/PSC on behalf of the host government, 
for which it receives either a share of produc-
tion or a fee

Corporate Governance Code
The Norwegian Code of Practice for corpo-
rate governance published by the Norwegian 
Corporate Governance Board on 21 October 
2010, as amended

Cost oil
The oil (or revenues) used to reimburse the 
contractor for exploration costs, development 
capital costs and operating costs

Crude oil or oil
Crude oil is the portion of petroleum that 
exists in the liquid phase in natural under-
ground reservoirs and remains liquid at 
atmospheric conditions of pressure and 
temperature

D&M
DeGolyer and MacNaughton

DD&A 
Depreciation, depletion and amortization

DNO
DNO International ASA

DNO group
The company and its consolidated subsidiaries

EBITDA 
Earnings before interest, tax, depreciation 
and amortization

EGM 
Extraordinary General Meeting

Farm-in
To acquire an interest in a license from 
another party

Farm-out
To assign an interest in a license to another 
party

FDA cost 
Finding, developing and acquisition cost

Finding cost 
The amount of money spent per unit (barrel 
of oil or oil equivalent) to acquire reserves. 
Includes discoveries, acquisitions and revi-
sions to previous reserve estimates

Government take 
The sum of royalties and governmental share 
of profit oil, including that of a government-
controlled enterprise

HSSE
Health, safety, security and environment

Hydrocarbons
Compounds containing only the elements 
of hydrogen and carbon, which may exist as 
solid, liquid or gas

IAS
International Accounting Standards

IRS
Internal Revenue Service

KRG
Kurdistan Regional Government
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LIBOR
London inter-bank offered rate

License or permit
Area of specified size, which is licensed to a 
company by the government for production 
of oil or gas

MENA
Middle East and North Africa

MMbbl, MMbbls
Million barrels

MMboe 
Million barrels of oil equivalent

MMcfd
Million cubic feet of gas per day

MMscf
Million standard cubic feet

Natural gas or gas
Natural gas is the portion of petroleum that 
exists either in the gaseous phase or is in so-
lution in crude oil in natural underground res-
ervoirs, and which is gaseous at atmospheric 
conditions of pressure and temperature

Net entitlement 
The percentage interest ownership after 
deducting royalty and the government share. 
Includes volumes related to the income tax 
paid by the government on behalf of the 
contractors

Net entitlement reserves 
Reserves based on net entitlement production

Netback 
EBITDA adjusted for taxes paid

NIBOR
Norwegian inter-bank offered rate

Operator
A company that organizes the exploration 
and productions programs in a permit or 
license on behalf of all the interest holders in 
the permit or license

Oslo Stock Exchange
Oslo Børs ASA

PP&E
Property, plant and equipment

Production Sharing Agreement/Production 
Sharing Contract (PSA/PSC)
A contractual agreement between a contrac-
tor and a host government, whereby the 
contractor bears all exploration costs, risks, 
development and production costs in return 
for a stipulated share of the production 
resulting from this effort

Profit oil 
Production remaining after royalty and cost 
oil, which is split between the government 
and the contractors according to the prevail-
ing contract terms (PSA/PSC)

Prospective resources
Deposits that are estimated, on a given date, 
to be potentially recoverable from accumula-
tions yet to be discovered

Reserves
Volumes of hydrocarbons that can be 
expected to be produced from known accu-
mulations with the plans that are approved or 
likely to be approved in the near future. Re-
serves must further satisfy four criteria: they 
must be discovered, recoverable, commercial 
and remaining based on the development 
project(s) applied

Reserves replacement ratio (RRR)
Expressed as a percentage and calculated as 
the oil and gas volumes added to a com-
pany’s reserve base in a given year relative 
to the volume of oil and gas produced during 
the year

Royalty 
A fraction of gross oil production, before any 
attribution to cost oil, payable to a govern-
mental body

Seismic data
A principal source of information used to aid 
exploration for new hydrocarbon deposits 
and manage or enhance production from 

known reservoirs by utilizing acoustic meas-
uring technology to generate an image of the 
subsurface 

Share(s)
Ordinary shares in DNO with a nominal value 
of NOK 0.25

Shareholder(s)
Shareholder(s) of the Company

SOMO
State Oil Marketing Organization of Iraq

SPE
Society of Petroleum Engineers

Spud or Spudding 
Initiation of drilling operations

STOIIP
Stock tank oil initially in place

Tcf
Trillion cubic feet of gas

Upstream 
The upstream oil and gas sector is also 
commonly referred to as the exploration and 
production (E&P) sector. Upstream activities 
include the search for potential crude oil and 
natural gas deposits, drilling of exploratory 
wells, and subsequently drilling and operat-
ing the wells and associated infrastructure 
that recover and bring the crude oil and/or 
natural gas to the surface
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